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OPXNION 

I. J}ackaxound 

A. Procedural History 
Pacific Gas and Electric company (PG&E) tiled Application 

CA.) S8-04-020 and A.88-04-0S7 on April 7 and 21, 1988. 
A.S8-04-057, which is the s~ject of this decision, requested an 
increase of $129.3 million to PG&E's electric rates on an 
annuali:ed basis effective August 1, 1988. This requested increase 
of approximately 2.6% above present rate levels was :based on 
revenue requirement increases related to PG&E's Energy Cost 
Adj~stment Clause (ECAC), Annual Energy Rate (AER), Electric 
Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (ER.I\l1), and Oiablo Canyon Adjustment 
Clause (OCAC). During hearings, PG&E added a request to· reflect an 
adjustment related to its Conservation Financing Adjustment (CFA). 

In A.88-04-0S7, PG&E also asked the commission .to. 
esta}:)lish a balancinq account :for the recovery of costs incurred in 
connection with. de!errinq the operation of qualifying'facilities 
(QFs). However, PG&E later withdrew this request (Tr. 150:15025). 

In A.8S-04-020, PG&E sought approval of the 
reasonableness of its qas and electric operations during the period 
from February 1, 1987, through January 31, 1988. The two 
applications were consolidated and the proceeding was divided into 
two phases by order of the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) at the 
prebearing conference of May 12, 1988, as stated in the 'AL']'s 
ruling of May 26, 1988. The first phase was to consider those 
issues relating to the forecasts of fuel costs, resource mix, and 
variable payments to QFs. The second phase, to be heard following 
the issuance of the forecast deeision~ will address the 
reasonableness o·f PG&E'S operations,~ This opinion decides only the 
first phase issues • 
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The evidence presented at the hearings Quring the 
forecast phase resulted in various adjustments to PG&E's requested 
rate increase.. In its brief of Septe1tl.ber 19, 1988, PG&E states 
that its final proposed annual revenue increase is $64 .. 5, million .. 
The components of this request are an ECAC increase of $271.4 
million, an AER increase of $lS .. 4 million, an ERAM decrease of 
$201 .. & million, a DCAC decrease of $l'.l million, and a CFA 
decrease of $9 .. 6 million. 

On May 16, 1988, PG&E filed. a motion to suspend the AER 
mechanism and to recover the difference bet~een AER revenues and 
AER expenses in the ECAC balancing account until the elate of any 
rate revision resulting trom this proceeding. We granted the 
relief request.ed by PG&E in Decision (D.) 88-09-036.. In today"s 
decision we affirm our intent to reins~ate the AER when new rates 
become effective. 

'twenty-one days of hearings in the forecast phase of this. 
proceeding were held. between June 27 and September 1,. 1988-,. in San 
Franeisco, California. This matter was submitted on the filing o·t 
concurrent opening briefs on Septelr\l:ler 19, 1985, and concurrent 
reply brie!s on SepteIrJ::>er 26, 1988. The parties filing briefs in 
this proceeding included PG&E; the Commission's Division o'f 
Ratepayer Advocates (ORA); the California Cogeneration council, 
Independent Energy producers, and Midset Cogeneration Company 
eCCC) ~ the Fed.eral Executive AgenCies (FEA); the California 
Manufacturers Association (CMA); the California Large Energy 
Consumers Association (CtECA); Toward Utility Rate Normalization 
(TORN); santa Fe Geothermal r Inc.; Uno cal corporation, and 
Freeport-MeMoRan Resource Partners (Santa Fe); Independent Po~er 
Corporation (IPC); San Franciseo, Bay,Area Rapid Transit District 
(B~): Contra Costa County (Contra Costa); the California 
Depa:rtm.ent of General Services (OGS) r and the California Farm 
Bureau Federation (Farm Bureau). In addition, on AUgust 31," 1988, 
the Association 'of california Water Aqencies (ACWA) sUbmitteel a 
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letter to the ALJ which described its position on some of the 
issue$ in this case. 

The proced.ures of ~lic Utilities Code § 3ll(d.) were 
followed in d.eveloping this decision. The AtJ"s proposed decision 
was issued on October 24, 1988. PG&E, ORA, CCC, Santa Fe, TURN, 
OGS" IPC, and Enerqy Management Associates, Inc. f.iled comments on 
the proposed decision. 

We have reviewed and carefully considered the co~~ents. 
We have incorporated appropriate c~anqes from these comments in 

this decision. 
'B. The naming of the XSS'!les 

In recent years" the focus· and purpose. of an ECAC 
proceeding has been to ena~le a u~ility's rates to, reflect changes 
in its fuel and purchase power expenses on an annual basis outside 
of the three-year general rate case cycle. PG&E's current ECAC 
continues the consideration of these ECAC-related issues. In 
adc:lition, this proceeding marks the beginning of annual upd.ating in 
ECAC cases of key comPQnents of the calculation of prices paid for 
power sold to the utility by QFs. 

Variable QF prices are the SUItt of two basic components: 
a variable payment for capacity and a variable payment tor energy. 
Critical to the determination of these payments are the utility's' 
Energy Reliability Index (ERr) and Incremental Energy Rate (IER). 

The ERI is used to adjust the value of a generiC 
co~ustion turbine,. which we have used as a proxy for a utility'S 
avoided'capacity costs and which therefore forms the basis for 
capacity payments to QFs. In this case, consid.eration of the ERI 
was simplified. by the fact that we have not yet approved a method 
for calculating PG&E's ERI, and the parties differed only on when a 
previously ad.optedcapacity payment value should be revised~ 

The IER, which reflects the utility system's incremental 
efficiency in converting heat energy to electricity, is multiplied 
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by the utility's incremental fuel cost to produce the price the 
utility pays tor the variably priced QFs' energy. 

These QF issues have been added to the ECAC as a result 
of O.SS-0~-02·6 in the continuing standard offer proceeding, 
A.S2-04-44, e.;!; A1. In that decision, we concluded that annual 
updating of variable QF payments should take place in a utility'S 
ECAC proceeding. we reasoned that it was preferable "not to create 
a unique proceeding for QFs Cfor this purposeJ,. but rather to make 
optimal use of ECAC by setting QF prices' at the same time (and from 
the same assumptions) that we adjust utility rates." (0-.88-03-026, 
at p. ~.) 

LoSic links conventional ECAC issues with the bases for 
QF prices. The forecast used to develop a utility'S ECAC revenue 
requirement is derived from the estimated production and expense 
levels related to hydroelectric, nuclear, purchased power,. 
alternative and reneWable power, and oil- and gas-fired resources. 
Th.e :forecasts of ener9jl' production and availab·ility a::fect the 
determination of the utility'S generating efficiency at the margin 
as measured by the IER. Similarly, the expected availability of 
resources to meet forecasted demand is reflected in the ERI. 

ER! and IER values are generally derived frott the re~ults 
produced by production cost mo~els. These models are designed to
sim,,;:.late the manner in which utility resources meet system loads. 
This simulation is driven by the resource and load ass~~ptions that 
are inputs into the model. However, these inputs are not mere 
abstractions. In lll.any cases, the inputs to the models are the 
resolutions of conventional ECAC issues that constitute the heart 
of the ECAC proceeding. 

The use of computer models introduces another set of 
issues concerning- how the modeler and the model translate and 
simplify the complexities of the utility system into terms. that the 
lll.odel can . understand, and what manipulations the model makes o·f 
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this infonnation. This category of issues is referred to as. the 
modeling conventions. 

To s:mooth. the introduction of ERI- and IER-related issues 
and the computer models used to derive them into the commission's 
periodic proceedings, the Commission in 0.87-12-06~ (the decision 
in the test year 1985 general rate case of Southern California 
Edison Company (Edison)) adopted a procedure to be followed in 
developing and presenting testimony related to the IER and ~. 
The purpose of this procedure was to ensure the full exchange and 
understanding of models and data used to develop the IER and ERI. 

Specifically, the commission required that all parties to, 
future ECAC and general rate case proceedings of the ·major electric 
utilities use the ELFIN production cost model in developing a ":Case 
case" run. (0.87-12-066, a~ p. 203 .. ) The Commission reasoned that 
use of the same model "to present a :Case case will aid the 
Commission, as a starting point, in detennining whether model, 
assumption, or methodological differences are causing the different 
results .. " Each party, however, was also given the opportunity to, 
present additional testimony using its model of choice ... 

Additionally, the commission directed that "a workshop, :Ce 
held no later than one week following Edison's ECAC filing to, 
determine the data sets, resource plans, load shape, heat rate 
input, unit commitment and dispatch, minimum load conditions, 
resource assumptions, marginal fuel assumptions, and. all other 
pertinent data which Edison used to calculate its IER." 
(0 .. 87-12-066, at p. 205.) The workshop was also, to serve as a 
fOM for the parties to agree, to the extent possible, on the 
assumptions to be used and the appropriate source of those 
assumptions. The Director of the commission Advisory and 
Compliance Division (CACD) was to appoint an arbiter for the 
workshop, to resolve any issues related to the development of a 
common data set upon which agreement could not :Ce reached .. 
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The workshop procedure set up tor Edison.' s ECAC was' also 
followed in this ease. On April 6, 1988, the CACD noticed a 
workshop to develop common data set assumptions for ELFIN computer 
model runs to be used in this proceeding. The workshops were held 
on May 2, 3, and 19, 1988, with Linda GUstafson of the CACO serving 
as arbiter. On June 29, 1988, the cOW'non data set for a base case 
ELFIN run to· which the workshop· participants had agreed was served 
on all parties by the CACD. 

Developments soon overcame the schedule .the Commission 
set up in 0.87-12-066, however. ArouI:ld the time of the May 
workshOps, ELFIN was revised, and the new version, ~own as ELFIN 
1.6, was quickly adopted by ~ose parties. using the ELFIN model. 
The base ease run using the cOI:llnon data set, which employed the old 
version known as ELFIN l.58, proved to be of little use in these 
circumsta.nces. 

In addition, three different production cost models were 
advocated and used. by parties in this case, adding to' the 
complexity of the issues~ ORA. and CCC used ELFIN 1.6, the new 
version. CCC also used. PROMOD in its analyses, andPG&E used. 
PROMOD as its preferred mod.el. Santa Fe used PROS¥.M, another new 
model. ELFIN and PROMOD are load duration curve mo~els, which 
convert chronological demand levels into load duration curves, 
representing -the percent of time that each level o·f demand occurs. 
PROSY.M is a chronological model, which considers the system's 
operation in relation to time and which: uses multiple runs with 
some random elements to develop its forecast of the system's 
operation. 

In response to these circumstances, the ALJ divided the 
forecast phase intO' two parts, roughly corresponding to- th~ inputs 
and. outputs of the models. The first part addressed what was 
described as the "'initial determination o! the issues nee<ied to 
perform a more refined run on the various computer models'" or the 
"'resource plan input assumptions.'" At the conclusion o·! this part, 
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the ALJ received short briefs on these issues and prepared a ruling 
of August S, 1988, which directed the parties to use a specified 
set of assumptions in runs of the three models. This was an 
attempt to provide a common basis for comparison of the models 
based on assumptions that reflected the hearing record and in p,lace 
of the outd.ated EI..FIN l.5-8 l:lase run. The second part of the 
hearing considered the ,results of the runs using the assumptions 
from the ALJ's ruling, the parties' recommended IERS, revenue 
re~irements, revenue allocation, and positions on the few rate 
d.esign issues. 

The iss\!es litigated in the forecast phase of this 
proceeding thus includ.ed not only PG&E's revenue requirement for 
'the ECAC forecast period, l:lut also the development of the IER usee 
in determining va~iable QF payments. The issues also includ.ed the 
allocation of any revenue changes resulting from this proceeding, 
and rate d.esign Hnecessary to, deal with current prol:llems'" for 
agricultural and residential ti."ne-of-use rates, as directed in 
D.8S-0l-016. 

In reviewing these issues, we will first examine the 
issues that must :be resolved l:lefore the production cost models may 
l:le run--the load forecast, resource assumptions, and modeling 
conventions. Nex-:, we will discuss the calculation o,f the IER:. 
Then we will consider the differences between the three prod.uction 
cost models that were used in this proceeding. For reasons 
described in this decision, we will defer our consideration o·f the 
revenue' allocation and. rate d.esign issues until a later decision. 

XI. Load.....loreast 

Many of the issues in this category were common issues in 
past ECAC cases. Because PGScE presented a complete description of 
its position on many of these issues in the testimony accompanying 
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its application, other parties tended to describe their positions 
by referring to or adjusting PG&E's initial recommendations. 

In addition, many of the issues in this area were 
influenced by two important factors. First, PG&E's initial sales 
figures were based on an economic forecast that weighed optimis.tic 
economic forecasts against more pessimistic forecasts to develop 
what PG&E believed. was the most probable outcome.. By the time of 
the. hearings, economic forecasts were more consistently 
oPtimistic; ORA's forecasts, for example, were based. on an 

. undiluted optimistic forecast of economic activity. . 
Second, PG&E's initial filing contained recommendations 

based on its March snow survey of its potential for producing power 
from its hydroelectric units. However, PG&E was able to present 
the results of its June survey as part of the record in this case 
(Ex. 41). ~he forecast for hydropower primarily affects the 
outlook for PG&E's hydroelectric resources, but it also influences 
the hydroelectric production from some of PG&E'S public aC]ency 
customers. ~o the extent that these customers are unable to 
produce power from their hydroelectric facilities, PG&E's sales to
these customers will increase. 

PG&E's large service territory surrounds several 
utilities operated by public entities. Because of interconnections 
among the utilities, power flows freely and ignores service 
territory boundaries. In forecasting PG&E's load, it is also 
necessa~ to consider the load and resources of some of these other 
entities to d.erive PG&E's net load or sales resulting from 
exchanges with these utilities. 

In the final briefs, most of the parties expressed their 
satisfaction with most of the elements of the load forecast 
ass~ptions of the A!J's August 5 ruling. We will briefly set out 
the rationale supporting those elements, and will address the 
remaining contested issues more thoroughly. 
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A. Besidential Sales 
We will adopt DRA's recommendation o·f 2'2,,485 gigawatt-

hours (C;Wb.),. 'Which reflects a more recent and more opti'mi$tie 

economic forecast. 
B. $1Dall Light and Power saIe~ 

ORA.'s forecast of 7,.171 gWh, reflecting its optimistic 

economic forecast, will be adopted~ 

C.. Hediy;m Light and Power $lIes 
DPA's recommendation was independently derived ~ecause 

PG&E's approach underforecasted actual sales through March 1988 .. 
We will adopt DRA's figure of 16-,096 gWh. 
D. Large Light andPowtt $J:lle~ 

Sales to the industrial customers PG&E shares with the 
city and county of San Francisco (CCSF) are forecasted to'~e 603 
gWh. When CCSF'S hydroelectric facilities are unable to generate 
as much power as in normal years, PG&E will sell more power to the 
shared customers. The adopted figure was advocated by TORN and 
reflects the effect of the current drought on these sales. , 

The forecast of sales to other large lic;ht and power 
customers of l4,803 C;Wh is based on the optimistic economic 

forecast. 
The resulting total sales figure is 15,406 gtoih. 

E. AgriCUltural Sales 
DRA noted that PG&E's forecasting approach had 

underforecasted aetual.agricultural sales by 20 .. 5% for the six 
months ending March 1988. ORA therefore developed an independent, 
econometrically derived forecast of these sales. We will adopt the 

resulting recommendation of 3,192 gWh. 
TURN argued that 13' gWh should. De added to- DAA's forecast 

to reflect the. effect of the drought. 'l'ORN's original adjustment. 
reflected. both adjustlnents to agricultural rates and. d.rought 
effects.. The rate aspect has be~ome moot,. but most o·f TUlUVs 
written and oral testimony focused on these price effects. TORN's 
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reference to use o,f PGStE' s and. ORA's agrioul tural price forecasting 
models leaves unclear the basis for its d.rought recom.mendation. In 
light ~f, the ambiguous state of the record and the small level of 
~~~'s recommended ad.justment, we decline to· ad.opt ~~~'s 
adjustment. 
F.. S3:=n~ Lighting 

DIU-'s independently derived estimate ~~ 35-5 gWh is more 
in line with recent sales trends than PG&E's estimate and will be 
adopted. 
G. :Railway and Public Authori.'tt 

PG&Z's estimates of 249 gWh tor railway sales and 757 gWh. 
for public authority sales were uncontested.. 
H. R~sal~ 

~he sales for resale category has. two components. 
First are the sales to the Modesto. Irrigation District 

and. the TUrlock Irrigation District (MID/TID). 'I'O':RN argues. that 
the figures presented by PG&E and accepted by ORA should be, . ' . 
increased. by 198 qWh to reflect the effeet of the drought.· 
MIDJTID'~ own hydroelectric units will produce less electricity in 
this drought year, and therefore these entities must purchase more 
power from PG&E. 'l'O'R.~ reasons from information presented by TID 
and some indirect facts to develop its estimate. 

All parties seem to- agree that the drought will tend to· 
increase sales to' MID/TIDI' but !URN"s method of develop·ing an 
estimate of those inereased sales presents problems. TURN has 
made a clever, it somewhat rough, use ot available informat.ion. l:lut 
its estimate assumes that all of MID/TIOl's shortfall will l:le 
purchased trom PG&E anQ that these entities have no other sources 
ot power to: make up the hydroelectric shortfall. This assumption 
iscontrad.icted, however, in 'I'OlW"s own testimony. l'O'RN's. Ex. 30, 
whiehdeveloped an earlier estimate, assumed that only some of· the 
shortfall would be mad.e up by PG&E. No· clarification of this 
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apparent contradietion about a key assumption appears elsewhere in 
.. the record. 

Despite the cloudy state ot the record .. we will adopt 
'l"t1RN's proposed ad.justment. Neither the cross-exa:mination nor the 
briefs of other parties challenged these assumptions or pointed out 
the contrad.iction in 'I'O'RN's testimony. We will take this silence 
as evidence that the assumptions underlying TORN's estimate are 
roughly correct. Thus, we' will increase the sales to MID/TID, by 
198 gWh, spread out over August through Oecember 1988. 'rhe revised 
sales to MIO/TID total 573 gWh. 

An adjustment lIlust also be made to PG&E's base forecast 
of sales for resale to other customers. The results of the June 
snow survey (Ex. 41) show that prod.uction from CC$·F's hy=.roelectric 
units will be 198 gWh less than previously torecas'ted. Because, of 
this lower production, sales to CCSF should also, increase by 198 

SWh. (This 198 9Wh adjustment is separate from the 198 gWh 

adjustment discussed in the preceding paragraphs.) PG&E agreed' 
with this adjustlnent err. 16:1692-1693).' Although the oral 
stipulation stated that this increase should be added to, sales to 
MID/TID, other evidence indicates that an adjustment to sales to, 
CCSF is correct' (see EX. 62). The net effect is the same in ei the:
case, and we will treat this as an increase in sales to CCSF tor 
resale. A compensating reduetion will be made in the Other Area. 
Load line. When this 198 gWh is added to the uncontested ~ase 
forecast ot'604 gWh, the revised total tor other sales tor resale 
is a02 qWh.. 

The total sales for resale amount is 1,375 gWh. 
X. Interdepartmental Sales 

PC&E's estimate o~ '-SO gWh was uneonteste=. and will 'be 
adopted~ 

J. Total EGg' SAles 
The total resulting trom our adopted figures is 67,..236 

gWh • 
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lt~ SMQD sales 
Sales ~y the Saer~ento Municipal Utility District (SHOO) 

to its eustomersare estimated ~y SMtrO to ~e.S,OS4 qWh. We will 
adopt this fi9Ure rathex:: than the estimate resulting from PG&E's 
independent analysis because we believe that SMUO is more likely t~ 
have an accurate assessment of its own needs .• 
L. Lost and unaeeO\'l.ll.1Wi tor Power 

Lost and unaccounted for power (LUAF) varies with the 
alnount of sales. ':the exact figure must be calculated from the 
total sales we have adopted. ORA's approach to calculating LtrAF 
showed a better statistical reliability than PG&E's, and· ORA's 
method should be used to develop the appropriate estimate of LUAF. 
Applying ORA's method to the estimates of sales that we have 
adopted results in forecasted LUAF o! 7,062 gWh. 
H. Ql:.h~ .Ax!?=o :r.oasl 

Two adjustments should ~e made to PG&E's initial 
estimates ot Other Area Load • 

First, the total should be decreased to reflect lZl gWh 
of increased sales to the· industrial customers that PG&E shares 
with CCSF, as mentioned in the discussion ot sales to l~rge light 
and power customers. 

Second, the total should reduced by 198 g'Wh to compensate· 
for the increased sales that result from CCSF's decreased 
hydroelectric generation, as discussed in the section on sales tor 
resale. 

The resulting total for Other Area Load is 9,226 gWh. 
N. T9tal Area Lqad 

The estimate of Total Area Load resulting from the 
preceding figures is 91,.608- gWh.. 
0.. Delive;::ies OUt or A;:ea 

~he filed testimony contained an error that remained 
uncletected until afte.r the AL:f' s ruling of August 5-. All parties 
noW' agree that the correet estimate tor deliveries. out· o·f area 
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should ~e increased, ,although slight differences remain in what the 
parties view as the correct figure. We will adopt 196.8 gWh 

, , 

(rounded to 197 gWh for purposes of this decision) as the ess:imate 
:for deliveries out of area. (See Ex. 50~ ~r. 17: 1852-1856.) 
p _ Total Planning Load 

~he sum of all the above components is a total planning ./ 
load ot91,805 gWh. ~able 1 sumnarizes our conclusions on this 

topic .. , 

Sales Forecast Assumptions 

~lass of se;viee 

Residential 
Small Li~ht & Power 
Medium L~ght & power 
Large Light & Power: 

CCSF '603 
other 14,803 

Agriculture. 
Street Lighting 
Railway" 
Pu:clic Authority 
Resale: 

MID/TID 573 
Other 802 

Interdepartmental 

TO~AL PG&E SAtES 

SMOD 
LOAF . 
Other Area Load 

~O~AL A:REA LOAD 

Deliveries Out of Area 

TOTAL PLANNING LOAD 

Amount 

- 14 -

in Gig~w~tt-hou~ 

22,485 
.7,171 

16,096 
150,406 

:3,192 
355" 
2'49 
757 

l,37S 

150 

67,236 

8,084 
7,.062 
9.2?6 

91,.60a 

197 

91,805-

./' 

/' 
./' 
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III. Resources 

A.. Hydroelectric Gene~ion 
The estimate of hy~roelectric generation ~eveloped from 

the .june 1 snow survey (Ex. 41) was accepted by all parties. We 
will adopt the estimate of 2l,007 gWh for hydroelectric generation, 
including hydroelectric QFs, an~ the associated costs of $::3.,76.7,000 
for PG&E's facilities,'and $47,065,000 f'or the irrigation 
districts' generation •. 
B. Geothermal Generat:i..2n 

1. PGiE's Plants 
a.. Amount of Genera~ion 

PG&E originally estimated that a capacity factor of 74% 

was reasonable for the forecast period. This capacity factor ~as 
considerably reduce~ from recent years' experience. Beginning last 
year, however, the Geysers field began to experience frequent steam 
curtailments, when there was insufficient steam to run all o·f the 
units although the units were available for service. PG&E expects 
these curtailments to continue and increase during the forecast 
period, an~ its estimates reflect this expectation. 

ORA. forecast a capacity factor of a 7 .l% .. ORA rej.ects 
PG&E's fears about the steam curtailments, and points out that 
PG&E's claims of confidentiality have prevented ORA from adequately 
investigating the basis for the steam curtailments. ORA contends 
that PG&E acknowle~ged that removal of the steam curtailments would 
increase the Geysers' capacity factor to more than. ORA's 
recommendation. 

The issue of how much consideration to give to the steam 
reservoir problems is central to developing a forecast o·f 
geothermal generation. PG&E expects the steallt-related curtailments 
to increase during the forecast period~ ORA expects them to· cease. 
The short history of these reservoir problems provides. little basis 
for evaluating these competing assertions • 
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From the start of these problems in February 1987 through 
Decexnber 1987, steam-related curtailments amounted to· 598.,9'65-
megawatt-hours (MWh). For the 12-month forecast perioQ~ PG&E 
projects that curtailments related to insufficient steam will be 
1,749,096, a considerable increase (Ex. Z6). PG&E acknowledged 
that this figure was somewhat based on guesswork, and we are not 
persuaded that there is a reasonable basis for acceptin9 PG&E's 
estimate. However, in light of recent experience with the steam 
curtailments,. we are also- skeptical that the problem will cease, as 
DRA has assumed. 

We will develop· a capacity factor which reflects recent 
experience with the steam curtailments. PG&E's witness testified. 
that curtailments due to insufficient steam from January through 
Ma'~l 1988 added up to 353,947 MWb.. If we project this level of 
curtailment for a 12-month period, the result is 849,473 MWh per 
year. If we use this level of curtailments due to· insufficient 
steam and the sal1'le estimates o·f period hours, scheduled outages, 
and., forced outages used by PG&E (Ex. 26-,. p. '5), the result is a 
capacity factor of 81.4%. This capacity factor provides a 
reasonableestiXllate of geothermal generation~ and neither 
overemphasizes nor ignores the steam reservoir problems. 

We will therefore ad.opt an overall capacity factor of 
81.4% for PG&E'sgeothermal units. This capacity factor results in 
generation of 9734.8 gWh (Ex. 50, p'. 2; Ex. 59,. p. S.).. Better 
information on the status of the steam reservo,ir and. any trend in 
curtail~ents due to insufficient steam should be available by the 
time of the next forecast proceedinq~ 

1>. Price 
~he price of steam for generation of geothermal energy 

for 1988 is based on record.ed 1987 data and is fixed at 14.92 
mills/~Wh tor all of 19S8. ~he price for 1989 will depend on the 
assumed level of conventional steam generation and nuclear 
qeneration for 1988 and will depend on the resolution of these 
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issues for forecast purposes. PG&E estimated that the assumption 
contained in the ALJ's ruling of August 5 resulted in a 1989 price 
for geothermal steam of 15.16 mills/kWh.. Since the assumptions we 
'adopt differ from those contained in the 'AL:!'s ruling, the 1989' 
price for geothermal steam will have to l:le recalculated. Parties 
should report the results of their calculations in their cOmJnents 
on the proposed decision. 

2". Q1:,h.::r Ge9:thermal Generation 
SMtiD, the Northern California Power Agency (NCPA), and 

the central California Power Agency (CCPA) operate geothermal 
units. The generation from these units is not sold directly to 
PG&E, but it is available to meet area load. No, party contested 
PG&E's estimates of the availability of geothermal energy from 
these units. Based on recorded 1986 and 1987 data, PG&E estimated. 
that SMOD's units' availal:lility of generation would l:le 100% of 
capacity before scheduled maintenance and that NCPA and CCPA's 

'uriits' avail~ility of generation would l:le 96- •. 1% of capacity l:lefore 
, scheduled main~enance. We will adopt these estimates. 
c. HuelearGeneratioD 

1.. pjablo C;myQn 

a. blnount Of GeneratiQD 
(1.) PqsitiQD 2: the Part1ss 

PG&E originally recommended an operating capacity 
factor (capacity factor l:lefore accounting for any refueling outage 
and scheduled maintenance) of 78'%,. with a 12:-week refueling outaqe 
for Unit 2 l:leginning' September lS, 198.8. This capacity factor was 
above the national average for similar plants and was consistent 
with Diablo Canyon's history,. according to PG&E. 

ORA forecasted an operating capacity factor of 86%, 
with a 12-week refueling outage for Unit 2:. DRA l:lased its position 
on the annual operating capacity factors that the Diablo canyon 
units had achieved. in the past, ranging from. 84 % to 91.5%. In 
addition, ORA arqued that PG&E had historically underforecasted the 
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performance of the Diablo canyon units. FUrthermore, national 
averaqes show an increase of 3.6% in tl'le operatinl3' capacity factor 
between nuclear plants' first fuel cycle and second cycle. ORA's 
estimates are in line with these trends~ according to, DRA. 

CCC ad.vocates an operating capacity factor o'f 75,.2% 
for the Diablo· canyon plant. Accord.ing to CCC" the Commission has 
ruled in 0.8.6-07-004 that when five years o,f a plant's operating 
data are not available, the forecast should be based on the 
industry'S averaqe performance. Since Diablo Canyon has operated
for only three years, this estimating technique should be followed. 
The second-cycle average operating capacity factors of comparable 
units is 75.2%, and CCC argues that this figure should be adopted 
for Oiablo Canyon. 

Santa Fe supports PG&E's proposed 78·% operating 
capacity factor as being s~ilar to historical operating records. 
However, Santa Fe argues that the 12-wee~ refueling outage for Unit 
2 is unreasonably short and that a l4-wee~ outage better reflects 
PG&E's experience with the ,Diablo Canyon units. Santa Fe poin.ts 
out that all re!uelinq outages to date for Diab,lo Canyon h.ave taken 
more than !2 weeks and that the average refueling outage tor the 
industry is 14 weeks. santa Fe concludes that the forecast should 
be consisten.t with that history. Thus, santa Fe's recommended 
cycle capacity factor would be somewhat lower than PG&E's. 

TORN notes, apparently without ma~ing a 
recommendation, that the capacity factor'and refueling outage 
adopted'in the AlJ's rulinq exceeds the assumed capacity factor 
underlying the proposed Oiablo canyon settlement. TURN argues that 
the adQpted 12-week refueling outage is shorter than ~oth the 
expe%,ience at Oiablo ca.nyon ana the industry'S average. 'I"ORN 

therefore, supports Santa Fe's recommendation o'! a 14-week refUeling 
outag'e. 
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(2) DiscussiQD 
The variety of the parties' positions on this issue 

arises from their emphases in trying to accommodate two facts of 
Diablo canyon's ~rief operating history: its high operating 
capacity factor and its long refueling outages~ DRA, for example, 
emphasizes the high annual operating capacity factors that the 
Diablo Canyon units have recorded so far. Ta~le 2 sets out these 
annual operating capacity ~aetors tor each unit~ 

~ 
1985-

1~85 

1987' 

TABLE 2 

Annual Operating Capacity Factors 
Diablo canyon 

Unit 1 
86.1% 

85.0% 

91.5% 
84~O% 

84.7% 

These operating capacity factors are much higher 
than. the averaqe for comparable units of 75.2% that CCC argues 
should ~e adopted. 

santa Fe, no~ supported ~y TURN, emphasizes the 
length of the refueling outages to date and argues that a 14-week 
refueling outage should be assumed for the refueling of Unit 2 
scheduled for Fall 1988. 

The problem with both of these emphases is that they 
iqnore the link~etween long refueling outages and high operatins 
capacity factors. PG&E's witnesses testified that maintenance is 
performed during the refueling outages and that this maintenance 
reduces forced outages (Tr. 12-:1209-1210). This assertion is 
supported by the high operatins capaeity factors achieved by the 
Diablo Canyon units so- far. 

None of the parties' approaches successfully 
reconciles these considerations. ORA's approach col!\l:)ines high 
historical operating capacity factors ~ut ignores the long 
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refueling outages that help~d sustain the plants' operation. CCC 
uses industry averages, but does not consider that the history of 
this plant has been anything but typical. PG&E developed its 
estimate by increasing its previous forecast somewhat but neglected 
to compare that earlier forecast to the plant's actual operation. 
Santa Fe would lenc;then the refueling outage but soft-pedal the 
hiqhplant performance recorded so far. 

For forecasting purposes, we prefer to retain the 
l2-week refueling outage. Twelve weeks is the expected or targe~ 
time for comp,letion o,f refueling, and the units are designed to 
allOW this target to be ~et. The l2-week estimate already provides 
two weeks above the lO-week optimum refueling time to allow tor 
contingencies that may arise (,rr - 12 :1200). '1'0 build. in an 
additional two weeks, even though i~ may be supported by the ):)rie.t 
history of the Diablo Canyon units, would amount to. a torecas,t that 
'greater~than-normal problems will arise d.uring the refueling of 
unit 2.: . In light of the tact that the average second-cycle 
refueling outage in the industry is just slightly less than 12 

weeks ('E?,_ 35-), we are unwilling to forecast unusual prob,lems for 
the coming refueling. 

Retaining the l2-week refueling outage, however, 
requires us to t~ke into account the maintenance that PG&E claims 
was performed during the longer outages to date. The record 
provides a basis for resolving this prOblem by consid.ering the full 
cycle c~pacity factors of the units. 

The ~ull cycle capacity factor is a measure that 
includes consideration of the length of a refueli~g outage. It is 
measured. from the time a unit begins generating electricity after a 
refueling outage to the comparable time--the start o,f generation-
in the following cycle~ approximately an lS-month period. It is a 
measure that seems particularly well. suited for the Diablo, Canyon 
units; to· the extent that Diablo· canyon's very high operating 
capacity faetoris theresultot. maintenance performed d~ins it$ 
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lonqer than averaqe refueling outages, the full cycle capacity 
factor ~alances these influences. 

The full cycle capacity factor proviaes a aesirable 
flexibility in ,forecasting generation from the Oiab10 Canyon units. 
For example r if the refueling outage is longer than torecasteQ but 
~aintenance outages are shorter than the outages iroplieQ in the 
full cycle capacity factor, the forecasted qeneration would remain 
reasonably accurate. 

Use of the full cycle capacity factor also moderates 
the extremes of Diabl~ Canyon's performance to date. So far" 
Diablo, Canyon's operating capacity factors. have been much higher 
than the averaqe for the industry or for comparable units~ 
Similarly, the lenqths of its refueling outages have been greater 
than average. But the full cycle capacity factors recorded in the 
first few cycles are closer to the performance expected o,t such 
units and show considerable stability. For the first cycle, the 
full cycle capacity factor was. 67.9% for Unit 1 and 66.2% for Unit 
2, and Unit lrs. second cycle capacity factor was slightly lower 
(Ex. 35; Tr. 12': ll92, 1204). From these figures, we conclude that 
a full cycle capacity factor of 67% is reasonable to' expect from 
thE!' Diablo Canyon units. 

Unfortunately, predicting generation from a full 
cycle capacity factor is aifticult, b~cause the percentage factor 
depends not only on the' length of the refueling outage, but also on 
the actual length of the full cycle. The latter information was 
not presented in this case. However, a'rougll conversion to an 
expected operatinq capacity factor may be made by assuming a . , 

typical cycle of, '-S months and. a typical refueling· outage of 12 
weeks. Using these assumptions and' the 67% cycle capacity we have 
found reasonable to use, we calculate a corresponding operational, 
capacity factor of 79.1% .. In light of Oiablo Canyonrshistorical 
operation, and the tendency ~f units to improve capacity factor 
after their first cycle, (see Ex'. 19 r p. 10-4) ,we believe that this 
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estimate is a reasonable forecast of the generation that the Diablo 
units will proeuce Quring the forecast year. 

w~en we apply this operating capacity factor to, the 
ratings of the :oial::llo canyon units and take into, account the 12-

~eek refueling outage we have aQopted, the resulting preQicted 
generation for the forecast period is 7,435 gWh for Unit 1 and 
S,799 gWh ~or Uni~ 2, for a total o~ 13,2~4 gWh. 

However, a slight adjustment must be made to these 
figures. PG&E testified without challenge that after refueling, 
the generation of a restarted unit is increased to full power 
gradually over t~o weeks. This ramp-up reduces the total 
qeneration slightly, by appro~imately 146 gWh (Tr. 15:1529; E~.50). 

Although the full cycle capacity factors we have relied on, would 
ordinarily take this ralnp-up into account, the first cycle is" 
measured from commercial operation date and ~egins with the 
capability to operate at full power. Because of our reliance on 
the full cycle capacity factors from the first cycles, it is 
appropriate to account for the ramp-up in the generation expected 
from Unit 2, which will be refueled during the forecast period. 
Accordingly we will subtract 146 gWh from the expected generation 
of Unit 2, for a total of S,6S~ gWh from Unit 2 and 13,088 gWh from 
:both units. 

We note that the actual generation during the 
reasonal?leness period of February l, 198-7 through January 3-1, 19881' 

which included the first refueling of Unit 2, totaled 8,607 gWh for 
unit 1 and $,75$ gWh for Unit 2, a total of l4,362 gWh (Tr. 
l2: l197-ll98). Even after taking into account the extraordinary 
operating c:apaci ty :factor achieved 3=y "O'ni t 1 during 1987, we 
believe that our adopted forecast of generation is reasonable .. 

~he 67% full cycle capacity factor that underlies 
'our estimates is. considerably higher than the capacity factor o'f 
about 58%. that parties have used to calculate an equivalent 
disallowance to the proposed settlement in the Oiablo'canyoncase 
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(A.S4-06.-014" A,.85-0S-02S). However;> the capacity factor used in . ' , 
this. case is the forecasted perfor.nance for only one year. The 
proposed Oiablo'~ canyon settlement covers t?-e full life o,!' the 
plant;> roughly 30 years. In addition,. the particular year covered 
~y our forecast eccurs early in the plant's life, when higher 
capacity factors are typical and expected. Thus, we see no, 

, contradiction between our forecast in this case and the proposed 
settlement, in the Diablo Canyon case. 

b. Nuclear Fuel C2s:t 
PG&E's method for calcUlating the nuclear fuel revenue 

requirement was uncontested and will be adopted. The estimates in 
the record suggest that the nuclear fuel revenue requirement 
associated with our adopted level of generation from the Oiablo 
Canyon plant will be about $100, million. (See Ex. 1;> p. 5-l3, 

Ex. 6Z.) 

z. Rancho SS99 
SMOD voters on June 7, 1988, approved a b.allotmeasure 

that permits Rancho Seco to operate for an la-month fuel cycle. 
PG&E's original estimate was adopted with certain modifications 
proposed ~y Santa ,Fe in the August S AIJ ruling, and most parties 
now support that estimate. 

We believe that the estimate of generation from the 
August 5 ruling is reasonable., That estimate assumes that the 
plant will operate at a 65% operating capacity factor during power 
ascension and after full power is achieved. Full power is assumed 
to be reached in November 19$$. ~he 65% operating capacity factor 
converts to a cycle capacity factor of 53.6%, which approximates 
the historic cycle capacity factor of 5Z.S% tor nuclear plants of 
similar design (Ex. S). 

ccc continues to argue tor a 4l% capacity factor based on 
historical per~or:mance of the plant. However, the plant has 
undergone extensive modificat~ons under intensive scrutiny ~y the 
Nuclear Regulatory commission since that historic record was 
established,' and ~etter per:tormance may reasonably be expected as a 
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result of the ~odifications. In addition, the recent ~allot 
~easure requires SMO!)'s Board ot Directors to shut the plant down 
if the monthly capacity factor falls below 50% for four consecutive 
months (see Ex. 25, Attach. M).. 'Illis provision creates an 
incentive to maintain a high capacity factor. 

We agree, however, that the most likely prospects for the 
plant are t.~~t it will either operate near the level we have 
forecasted or that it will be shut down entirely. 'Xo take ,this 
latter possibility into account, we will calculate an alternate IER 
which assumes that Rancho Seco· is not in service during the 
forecast 'period and we will permit payments to QFs to incorporate 
this alternate IER it Rancho Seco is in fact shut down by SMUO's 
Board of Directors during the forecast period. 

~he estimate of generation resulting from the adopted 
assumptions is 4735.7 qWh. However, under certain circumstances, 
power from RanchoSeco could be backed down. 'rh.us, the aInount of 
generation that the models attribute to Rancho Seco could be 
somewhat s~aller than this figure. 
D. OUalitv:inq h&ilities' Generation 

Except for a few issues; the pa~ies now accept the 
determinations.~ade in the' August 5 .. AI.:!"s ruling. We will briefly 
discuss the bases of those determinations and the remaining 
disputed issues. 

1. Genen,:tion by Wind Q'f:z 
PG&E developed. its reco:mmenciation by using historical 

capacity factors. of wind QFs to estimate generation by projects 
that were not yet in operation, rather than relying on the 
estilnates of the projects' developers. 'rheresulting estimate of 
l045.0 qWh. i~ reas.onable and will be adopted. ORA's criticisms 
appeared. to l!I.isunc.erstancl PG&E's approach. 

:2.. Generation by BYdro$l~rie OF§-

,PG&E's original estimate used a built-in delay to, 
estimate the on-line dates of projects under construction. The 
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delay was derived. from the 9bserved. lag between the clev:elopers' 
estimates of on-line dates'and. actual on-line dates. achieved. by 

.hyd.roeleetric QFs. Other parties proposed. ad.justments to· 
individual projects based on information obtained from the specific 
project's developer. 

We prefer PG&E's general approach because it eliminates 
the need for ever:! party who is concerned with this estimate to 
contact each d.eveloper whose project has not yet come on-line. In 
acldition, any information presented about the status of specific 
projects will be difficult to verify at the hearings. PG&E's 
approach should shift the fo~s of dispute from the s~atus of :many 
individual projects to the accuracy of the delay factor, a simpler 
l.ssue to· address in our proceedings. So long as PG&E' s approach. 
leads to reasonably accurate results, we favor developing estimates 
derived from this method~ 

Making the individual adjustments for delays in specific 
projects is inconsistent with PG&E's approach, which UseS an 
average delay. Even if it is shown that a particular project will. 
be delayed. beyond the average delay, that specific d.elay should not 
be taken into account in developing- the overall estimate', since 
other projects may come on-line with less than the averag-e delay. " 
If the average is accurate, the individual variances should ~alance 
out without affecting the accuracy of the overall estimate. 

PG&E revised its original approach in Exhi~it 41 to· 
reflect the results of the June 1 snow survey~ The expected 
generation by hydroelectric QFs during the forecast year, according 
to Exhibit 41, is 460 gWh. However, in EXhibit 7, PG&E accepted 
several adjustments proposed by ORA. Among those was the removal 
of a hydroelectric project that had lost the required license from 
the Federal Energy Regulato:r:y Commission (FERC). Removal Qf that 
project from. the estimate reduces the forecasted generation to· 
4SS..7·gWb. • 
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After the issuance ot the ALJ's ruling, PG&E reclassitied 
the sand Bar Powerhouse proj.ect to the hydroelectric QF category 
(Ex. 49, p.S). This change increases. the total generation trom 
hy~roeleetric QFs ~y 8.',gWh. No party challenge~ this change. 

We will adopt the resulting total ot 467.4 gWh for 
generation trom hydroelectric QFs. 

3. Generation from' Laxge Geoth~rmal. S21a". and ~all Ol'~ 
PG&E's initial est~ates, as ~roken down ~y ORA in 

Exhi~it 14, for generation trom 1arqe geothermal and solar QFswere 
uncontested. We will adopt these estimates of 691.1 gWh trom large 
geothermal QFS and 12.9 gWh from solar QFs. 

In addition, PG&E and Santa Fe stipulated on the 
allocation ot the generation f·rom QFs smaller than 1 ~"h. in size 
between tixed- and variably priced. er.ergy (Tr. 12:1183-11S':). 
Other parties have tacitly concurred in this, stipulation, ,which 
allocates 32% to tixed-price energy and 68% to variably priced. 
energy. This allocation was applied to- PG&E's original estimate ot 
generation trom these small QFs ot 107.3 gWh. (Exhi~it l4, in 
which DRA summarized PG&E's recommendations, contained two slightly 
ditterent figures for generation from small QFs. The ALJ ruling 
copied 107.9 ~ from one page. However, it appears that the 
proper number is 107.3 gWh, which appears, in a t~le and in the 
text of Exhibit l4. This small difference appears to be 
overwhelmed ~y rounding in the models.) 

4. SiAAeration trom Theaal OF;;. 

ORA proposed several adjustments for individual projects 
to PG&E's original estimate of generation trom the QFs of 9,412.6 
gwh. PG&E accepted some of DRA's proposed adjustments (Ex. 7). 
The AL']'s ruling, as revised on August 10, endorsed PG&E's revised. 
position. 

The adjustments arose from a project that had terminated 
its contract' with PG&:E (6.9 gWh), dOUble counting- ot the generation 
from a phased project (7 .. 7 gWh), and con!'irmation that a proj, ect 
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will use all of its ~eneration internally and will not sell power 
to PG&E (l4.0 gWh). PG&E has persuasively countered DRA's other 
proposed adjustments, and has confirmed that negotiations to, defer, 
theon-line date of a project were not successful. 

Thus, we will adopt the revised figure of 9450.8 gWh for 
thermal QF generation. According toPG&E, the ,associated. fixed
variable spll.t is 3-6.~7.0'gWh fixed-priced energy and 5833.8 gWh 
variably priced energy (EX. 49, po. 6). 

s. Total Generation from OFs 
The total generation from QFs is 11,774.. 5 ~Wh" as shown 

in Table 3. 
TABLE :3' 

Generation trom Qualifying Facilities 

Wind 1,04$.0 gWh 

Hydro 467.4 

Large Geothermal 691.l 

Solar 12.9 

Less than lMW l07 .. :3 

Thermal 21~~Q'!~ 

Total ll,774.5- gWh 
The parties vary slightly in their estimates of how much 

of this total should be allocated to variably priced energy. The 
variance appears to result from rounding within the models. CCC"s 
and PG&E's estimates ~tch, perhaps because they used ~e same 
model, and the rounding variances of the components appear to, be 
somewhat less than the other m.odels. We will adopt these parties' 
estimate of 6,992 gWb. for .the amount of variably priced energy.. We 
recognize that the limitations of the models will not allow all 
runs to m.atch this precise figure. 

In addition, some QFs' contracts with PG&E allow PG&E to' . 
curtail their generation at tinies.. This curtailment should occur' 
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in the models, as in PG&E's operation,. at times that are most 
beneficial in reducing overall costs. 

6. Eries 
No party disputed PG&E's general approach to calculating 

the cost of purchases fromQFs, and, based on the ALJ's ruling, 
PG&E calculates the total cost of QFs' generation to, be 
$716,784,000. However, the capacity price paid to QFs requires 

some discussion. 
The theoretically correct price to pay QFs for their 

contribution to capacity is the product of the Energy Reli~ility 
Index (ERI),. which is a measure of a utility's need for capacity, 
and the capacity cost a utility avoids by purcnasing power from QFs 
for a specified period. For several years we have used the 
annualized eost of a cOMustion'turcine as a measure of the 
capacity costs avoided in the short term. We have also determined 
that QFs who do not commit to provide capacity on a firm basis 
nevertheless allow the utility to avoid some capacity commitments 
because of the diversity and randomness of their energy 
contributions. We therefore have directed utilities to pay tor 
this as-available capacity on a cents per kilowatt-hour basis-

Because of various difficulties we have had in 
calculating PG&E's short-term avoided capacity costs, we have 
previously adopted a value of $42/kW/year as the capacity price to 
be paid tor as-available capacity through 1988 (0.88-03-079). All 
parties. seem to agree that for purposes of forecasting revenue 
requirements, the current $42/kW/year should be used tor the entire 
torecast period... We agree ~ 

We have not yet approved. a method tor ac1ju$tinq PG&E'$ 

ERI. Untii such a method is adopted and approved, a precise 
calculation of the capacity price that theoretically should be paid 
to QFs is impossible.. Although 0 .. 8-8-03.-02-6, stated that ERIs were 
t~ ~e revised in the ECAC proceeding, that decision acknowledged 
that no method tor calculating P(;&E' s ERI had- been developed.. A 
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proposed adjustment method. has been circulated. (,0.88-03-079), but 
no final determination of th'e appropriate method. has been made at 
this time. 

Because of this uncertain status, we will not adopt an 
ERI value for 1989. However, all parties should be aware that this 
question is being consid.ered in A.S2-04-44, and a decision in that 
proeeeding could establish a level of capacity payments to as~ 
availaole QFs that differs from the $42/kW/yr that we adopt for 
purposes of the forecast. 

An additional aspect of payments to QFs concerns the 
treatment of avoided operations and maintenanee (O&M) costs. 'this 
issue will ~e addres~ed ina la~er section of this decision. 
E~ Gas-ti~d ~nex:~ion 

Because FG&E~s 9as- and oil-fueled generation units are 
typically the mos.t expensive resources, the precise al'nount of this 
generation is determined by the availaoility of cheaper resources. 
As the resource relied on to meet the residual need for power, o-il
and 9as-fueled genera~ion is determined in the mod.el runs, and the 
a:mount of generation becomeS an output of 'the model. The total 
priee of gas depends on the volume consUllled, so calculation of this 
expense must als.o await the results of the model runs. Thus, we do 
not need to adopt specific figures for the amount of fossil-fuel 
seneration or the total gas expense at this time. 

Two issues ,related to qas-fired generation must be 
resolved, however, before the model runs can be performed. 

1_ Dispat~h Price of Gas 
ORA and PG&E d.eveloped. a stipulation on the forecast of 

PG&E's utility electric generation (UEG) qas dispatch priee for the 
forecast period (Ex. 45). No other party disputed this 
stipulation, and we will adopt the terms of the stipulation as the 
forecasted dispatch price of gas, as shown in Table 4. 
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'tABU: 4 

r2teCast 0: P~&E PEG pisp~t9h price 
($/MMBtu at the Burnertip) 

Average Monthly And t9re~st Period pispatcb ?~ice 

.naa 
A:!.\9:.:. s~pt • ~ 

1.940 ,1.940 1.952 

lli.i 

~ 

1.974 

~~~~~ ~~ 
2.3-82 2.lZ3 2.149 1 .. 955 1.955 1.955 1.955 

Average for Forecast Period - 2.067 

2. tyel oil InveDtox:yJ!!MNirq@t 
DAA and. PG&E developed different estilnates of the 

required fuel inventory inventory levels.' 'the difference centered 
on expectations of gas availability from the pipeline system o,f El 

Paso Natural Gas Company (El paso) • 
PG&E arques. that El Paso's desire to get out of the 

market as a gas seller has forced PG&E to rely more on spot gas 
supplies to meet its needs tor gas. ouring particularly cold 
winters, when the fuel oil inventory provides insurance against 
curtailments of qas supply, PG&E ~elieves that t..'le shortfall in gas 
supplies will average 240 million cubic feet per day (MMct/d). 
During a cold streak last winter, PG&E was repeatedly unsuccesstul 
in get"eing as much gas as it needed,. forcing it to :Cum oil from 
inventory. PG&E be~ieves that these developments in the gas market 
support its recommended oil inventory of 6.9 million ~arrels. 

ORA. believes that PG&E has overstated the shortfalls that 
may reasonably be expected this winter. Although El Paso- has 
reduced its firm. supplies, the spot market has grown draInatically 
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in the last few years, ana PG&E has been and will be able to rely 
increasing'ly on the operation of that market. ORA predicts that 
the average shortfall if this is a cold winter would be 97 MMcf/d. 
ORA points out that PG&E has exaggerated the actual shortfall from 
last winter because it did not always request the maximum amount ot 
gas that ·could be transported to it through £1 Paso's pipeline. 
When the amount actually delivered last winter is compared to the 
amounts PG&E requested, the shortfall was only 103 MMcf/d, which is 
very cl,ose to the figure underlying ORA.' s estimate. 

In its brief, PG&E arques further that developments that 
led to the curtailment of gas in Southern California this s~~er 
add weight to its position that the operation ot ~he spot ~arket is 
not always sufficient to supply its gas needs in a cold winter. 

'rhe recent situation in Southern California demonstrated 
that under certain circumstances, gas shortages can arise even in 
summer months. However, many of these circumstances are not 
related to the situation that the fuel oil inventory is designed to 
re~edy • Although the shortages seemed to, result in part fJ:'om. the 
problems El Paso was haVing in securing gas supplies and 
transporting gas to, California, we also detet'lnined in Investigation 
(I.' 88-0S-052 that there were adequate supplies and capability on. 
the El Paso system to deliver at least 100 z.n.mtu/d more to, 
California than the assumed limit of the system. 

'.the complexities of the Southern California problem do 
not nec~ssarily support the conclusion that PG&E argues. Rather r 

they demonstrate that there is still considerable volatility in the 
gas. market. But the imlnediate problem in this case is to· forecast 
how that immature market will tunction in the event that this 
winter'is a cold. one. 

When the question is fr~ed in this fashion, we feel that 
the evidence lnost on point is the record from last winter. 
Although the presentation of the facts was somewhat confusing, the 
average shorttall in December and January of last winter was 103 
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MMct/a (Ex. 33). This figure is very close to ORA's 
recouendation, which assumes an average shortfall of 97 MMcf/d, 
ana we will ad.opt the fuel oil inventor::r resulting- from that 
recommendation, 5.& million ~arrels. 

3. 9il Te§j: Bu:t:n:t 
It is not disputed that testinq of some of PG&E's steam. 

units requires oil test burns of 3,.3.24 MMBtu, or 504,000 barrels .. 
The expense of these ~urns totals $8.9 million. The volUl'Cle of gas 
neeaed to meet the fossil generation requirement decreases ~y the 
3,324 MMBtu of the oil test burns. 
F. :;eower Purchases t:t9m the ~w~$ 

The record on Southwest power purchases is completely 
jUl:'tlbled,. and' the parties have provided us with little basis to
understand, let alone deciae, the differences in their positions. 
However, since this is a significant input to the models, we do not 
have·the usual option of rejecting all testimony, ana we will state 
our understanding of the way in which the components of these 
purchases should ~e modeled. 

Up to 170 qWh of power is available during off-peak 
periods from the Western Systems Power Pool and other Southwest 
sources from coal-fired plants (Ex. 1, pp. 3-30; Ex. 49, p. 7). 
~he price for this power is lS mills/kWh. These purchases should 
not ~e modeled as peak-shaving resources, but this power may be 
backed aown during periods of minimum load, consistent with the 
baekaown order we .discuss later in this deeision~ 

~he amount of purchase$ from the California Power ,Pool 
(CPP) will ~e determined ~y the model, s~ject to, a capacity 
limitation of 200 MW (Ex. 49, p. 7)~ These purchases should be 
made whenever PG&E's incremental heat rate reaches 11,5·00 Btu/kWh 
(Ex~ 48, Attachment,. p. S). These purchases may also, be bac~ed 
down during periods of m.inimum. load.. Offsetting- these purchases 
are forecasted sales to· the CPt> of 60 gWh at 22.4 mills/kWh,. ~ased 
on records from 19S7 (Ex. 1, pp. 3-30) • 
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c. Qthex: Purchased ~wer 
Several components o~ this category were uncontested~ 

PUrchases ~rom sierra Paci~ic o~ 3.6 qWh at 198'7 recorded costs and 
purchases from the Lewiston Powerhouse of the Western Area Power 
Adlninistration (WAPA), also at 1987 recorded prices,. were ' 
uncontestee.. 

The largest component o~ this category is the purchases 
from the california Department of Water Resources (OWR).. All 
parties agree that no purchases from DWR are expected :betore 1989, 
when normal water cond.itions are assumed. to reswne. In 1989, DW'R 
purchases should :be assumee. to :be at the same price as purchases 
from the Pacific Northwest~ PUrchases will :be macle only when i-c is. 
economically advan12geous to do so, and. purchases from OWR may :be 
:backed down according to the :backd.own orcler discussed. later in this 
d.ecision. 

A final element of the other purchased. power category is 
the power suppliea from PG&E"s wine. t'l.lrbine· in solano County. The 
forecast amount of energy supplied :by this turbine is 3.3 gWll. 
This 'amount of energy should:be includ.ed in the resource m.ix. 
However,. the costs of this power are in base rates and should not 
:be included in the ECAC revenue requirement~ 
B. Pu:Cehases trow the boric ltorthwest 

This issue turned. out to :be one of the most significant 
and. contentious issues in the case. several :background facts were 
undisputed, however. 

The Northwest is one of PG&E"s primary sources o·f cheap 
purchased power. However, the Northwest, like California,. has 
receivee. less rai~all than normal in recent years,. and. thus the 
availability of cheap power from the Northwest :became an· issue in 
this case. 

The drought in california also had an effect on the need 
for power from the Northwest. Generally, PG&E will favor certain 
of its resources,. sucn as in-state -hydroelectric power and 
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generation trom Diablo canyon, over purchases of Northwest power. 
The. reduced altlount ot california hydroelectric generation aSS'UlIled 
for 198~ means that there will be a greater need for purchases trom 
the Northwest. However, all parties assume that normal 
precipitation patterns will resume in 1989, ~th reducing the need 
tor Northwest purchases to some degree and increasing the 
availability of Northwest hydroelectric power. 

The interaction between the supply of power available in 
the Northwest and PG&E's demand for Northwest power creates the 
different recO:mlnendations on the price that should be assumed for 
these purchases. The price, in turn, is used by the models to 
determine the amount of power 'that is forecasted to be purchased 
trom the Northwest& Purchases from the Northwest are one.of the 
largest contested influences on the IER.· 

1. EQrehases in 198§ 

41_ bvai1Mility 
All parties concede that the. drough.t in the :.torthwe.st 

will, limit the availability of economy energy purchases !ro~ the 
Northwest through. the end ot the year. 

PG&E forecasts that enough higher priced on-peak power 
will be avail~le to fill its 1639 MW entitlement on the Pacitic 
Intertie transmission lines during 198.8. otf-peak availa,ljility 
will be limited to 50% ot the entitlement, according to PG&E. 

5antaFe and ccc project that no economy energy trom 
hydroel~ctric resources in the Northwest will be available in 1988, 
even when power from Be Hydro" the British colombia power agency, 
is taken into account. Any power that may be available would 
commana a higher price, as explained in the discussion otprice ~or 

Northwest power. 
1>. E;d&e 

PG&E derives its estimated prices from. historical, trenas:, 
moditied to include the effect of the drought. PG&E projects that 
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averaqe price$ in 19a8 would ~ 23 mills/kWh tor on-peak purchases 
and 21 mills/kWh for oft-peak purchases. 

PGSrE argues that prices. that prevailed in 1988 up to the 
time that the record in this case was closed demonstrate the 
accuracy of its estimate. It presented evidence that prices in 
June and part of July were very close to these estimates, even, 
after takinq into account the effect of the annual fish flush, when 
required releases from the Northwest's reservoirs increase the 
amount of cheap energy available. Even the prices, prevailing in 
August, clearly after the fish flush, were very close to PG&E's 
estimates. 

ccc and Santa Fe ~th presented price estimates based on 
a three-tiered. structure. In both cases, the cheapest block was 
assumed to ~,produced trom hydroelectric facilities. ~he source 
of power for the second price block would be produced' from cheap 
thermal resources, priInarily coal plants, and would cost 2:4,.4 
mills/kWh. ~he composition ot the third tier varied slightly • 
santa Fe postulated that power from this tier would come from the 
:most expensive eoal resources and would cost 28.9 mills/kWh.. CCC"s 
third. tier consisted of oil- and qas-fired resources, with a price 
of 30.3 mills/XWh. 

Both parties argue that a tiered structure more 
accurately reflects the workings of the power market. Althouqh 
agreeing with PG&E that prices in the first tier would be based on 
PG&E's ~osts and would compete with ~E's marginal resources, 
Santa Fe, and CCC argue that the lack of hydropower would force 
reliance on more expensive thermal units. These units would 
respond to the market only to the extent that market prices allowed 
thesellinq Northwest utilities to recover the cost of qenerating 
power from these plants. These parties ])elieved that the drought 
would increase prices because delnand would exceed the supply of· 
. cheap, hydropower, and the tiered approach simulates the expected 
operation of the market • 
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santa Fe projected that purchases in 1988 would all be 
supplied from coal plants at the Tier II rate of 24.44 mills/kWh. 

ccc argued that because of the forecasted unavailability 
of economy energy from hydroelectric facilities in the Northwest, 
purchases in 1988 would be made" at least at the second tier price 
of 24 .. 4 mills/kWh, ancl. sul:>stantial amounts ot power would also. ~e 
purchased from the third tier at 30.3 mills/kWh. 

These parties support their arguments by pointing out 
that in February 198-8-, when no tish flush or sprin9 run-off 
influenced the price ot power, PG&E's purchases were at prices very 
close to, the second tier prices of their recommendation. 

c. Discussion 
After considering these arguments and the evidence 

supporting them, we conclude that PG&E's proposed prices and 
availability tor 1988 are most likely to be correct. Several 
considerations lead" us to this conclusion • 

First, the evidence so far is that prevailing prices-in 
10988 are much closer to the level of PG&E's recommendation than to 
CCC~s and Santa Fe's. The average price of PG&E's purchases from 
the Northwest was 19 .. 75 mills/kWh in June, 21 .. 01 mills/kWh in July, 
and 21 .. 47 mills/kWh through August 17,. 1988 (,rr. 15·:15-34). Also, 
BPA made at least a preliminary o-tfer to sell PG&E between 288' gWh 
and 298 gWh per month from september to Deceltlber 1988 at 22 
mills/kWh (Ex. 42,. Attach:ment 2). In addition, the record of 
PG&E'$ purchases from April through July (Exs. 41 and 42) 
demonstrate that there are a number of sources of power in the 
Northwest that we assume will compete to some deqree. An implicit 
assumption of CCC's and Santa Fe's approach is that the Northwest 
market will be dominated and coordinated by the Bonneville Power 
Administration (BPA). The pattern of purchases in June and July 
demonstrate a surpriSing 4iversity amonq the Northwest sellers. 

Second, the presence of Be Hydro- in the Northwest market 
will have a moderating effect on prices, we believe. British· 
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columbia has had normal rainfall in recent years, and Be Hydro, has 
regularly sold power to PG&E (Exs. 41 and 42). 

Third, the block structure assumes discrete jumps in 
~arket prices as generation from the cheaper resources is 
exhausted. With the ~y potential sellers in the ~arket, we 
expect a ~ore gradual supply curve and we expect that some thermal 
contribution will be ~de even at lower prices. 

Finally, PG&E has increased its estimate from normal 
years to take the drought and shortage of hydroelectrie energy into 
aeeount~ .The forecasted prices are four and five mills/~Wh hiqher 
than PG&E's initial estimates for 1989, which assumed a return to 
normal patterns. We :believe that PG&E's higher prices are 
reasonably accurate for purposes of the forecast. 

Thus We will adopt PG&E's estimate of prices of 23 

~ill/kWhtor on-peak purchases and 21 mills/kWh for off-peak 
purchases, and PC&E's estimated availability of ~OO% of its 1639 MW 
enti tl.ement to the . Pacific Intertie during peak hours and 50t of 

the entitlement durin9 ott-peak hours. 
2 _ E!Jrchases in 1'82 

a. lOOlil~ility 

The shared assumption is that normal precipitation 
patterns will return in 1989. Althouqh there was some testimony 
that nor.mal precipitation would not entirely refill tbe Northwest's 
reservoirs, parties seem to expect a return to normal availability 
of pur~ased power from the Northwest.. It is assumed that power 
will :be available up t~ 90% of PG&E's entitlement on the Paeifie 
Intertie at all times. PG&E's entitlement increases. from 1639 MW 

to 1775- MW on April 1, 1989. We will adopt this assumption of 

availability. 
b. Price 

PG&E proposed prieing Northwest power tor 1989 at 90% of 
its average incremental fossil-fired· ste~generationcost. It 
d.erived this percentage from its'actual purchases in 1986 and 1987, 
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a dry year. Since this is an average price that includes prices in 
a dry year, PG&E does not believe that the tiered approach 
suggested by CCC and santa Fe is appropriate. 

Deter.mination of the target average incremental fossil
fired steam generation cost would be performed by the ~odel during 
a prel~inary or *seed* run. The seed, run begins by setting a 
price tor Northwest power at 90t ot a price based on the average 
incremental heat rates (IHRs) tor conventional units. PG&E,assumed 
IHRs ot 9,500 Btu/kWh tor on-peak and 8-, SOO Btu/kWh for o,ft-peak 
periods. The seed run chooses between Northwest power purchases 
and incremental conventional generation on an economic basis. The 
seed run thus provides ~ore refined approximations of the 
ineremental tossil generation costs. The final run uses 90% of the 
resulting costs as the price of Northwest power. 

santa Fe and CCC continued t~urge their tiered approach 
to pricing. The changed precipitation assumptions, however, 
required a different basis for the price of the first tier for 
1989'. These parties arguec1 that the price· of the first block of 
economy energy, which is assumed to be generated from hydro 
electric units, would be set at 90% of PG&E's system incremental 
cost. Blocks 2 and 3 would remain at the prices forecasted for 
198.8. 

Because the ALJ's August S ruling rejected the tiered 
approach of the pricing of NorthWest power, these parties presented 
a sin9l~ priced alternative. This alternatiVe is s.imilar to- PG&E's 
but is based on 90% of PG&E's system incremental cost, rather than 
90% of its fossil-fired steam units' cost. These partiesar9\le 
that this assumption better reflects the competition among the 
various Northwest sellers for sales to PG&E. Because they are in 
competition, the sellers would gear their prices to PG&E's system 
costs and would try' to ~aximize their revenues by making sales at 
j.ust underPG&E's. incremental cost of power • 
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c.. DiS9Ussien 
We will adopt PG&E's assumptions on availability otpower 

in 1989, as stated in the preceding section. 
The- price assumption is a more difficult issue. However, 

we believe that the basis for PG&E~s recommendation makes more 
sense. 

It is logical to key the price of Northwest power to 
PG&E's fossil-fired steam units, since those are the primary 
sources of generation that would be displaced by Northwest 
purchases. The marginal running costs of resources like PG&E's 
hydroelectric units. and the Diablo Canyon plant are so- cheap that 
PG&E would usually prefer them to more distant Northwest 
generation. But the higher running costs of the fossil-fired units 
allows PG&E to reduce their operation when more economical power is 
available, as it often is, from the Northwest. 

In addition, there is a tautological aspect to keying 
Northwest prices to PG&E's system incremental cost. At times, the 
system incremental cost includes the costs of purchases from the 
Northwest, leading, at least in part, to the logical difficulty of 
pricing a commodity at a fraction of the same commodity's price. 

Finally, to the extent that Ex. 54 accurately reflects 
these price assumptions, the results or PG&E's assumptions appear 
to be more reasonable and more stable than prices resulting from 
the other parties' assUlnptions. 

Therefore, we will direct the parties to assume that 
prices of Northwest purchases in 1989 will equal 90% ofPG&E's 
average incremental :fossil-fired ate~ qeneration costs. 

We note that the question of the pricing of NorthWest 
power is raised aqainin the discussion of 
IER. 
X. WAPA's Northwest PgrchAseS 

the ealculationof the 

The best: estimate ot WAPA' s Northwest purchases is the 
estimate provided by WAPA· itself (Ex. 22, Tal:>le 4-6), and this 
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esti~te was adopted in the ALJ's ruling of August S. However, as 
PG&E pointed out, that estimate was the quantity of power (1,998.1 
gWh) expected to De available at the Tracy pu=ping plant (see Ex. 
41). TO make these figures consistent with other·Northwest 
purchases, the total amount should be increased by 4.5%, to adjust 
tor line losses over the alternating current (Ae) transmission line 
~ro~ the California-oregon border to Tracy. ThUS, for purposes of 
the resource assumptions, WAPA's Northwest purchases are ~orecasted' 
to· be 2,0S,8 gWh. 

This amount shoule. be consideree. the maximum. b.lIlount o·t 
WAPA's Northwest purchases. WAPA's purchases may be backed down 
according to the backdown order we e.iseuss later in this decision, 
so the a:mount of WAPA's Northwest purchases usee. in the moe.els may , .. 
be less than 2,08:SgWh. 
J ... SJWDaCPAj~c's NoGhwest PurchaseS 

SMO'D has a 200 HW share of the SOO kilovolt AC line to 
the Northwest. NCPA and the City of santa Clara (CSC) 'have each 
purchasee. 25- MW of this 200 MW. 

An issue arose Decause CCC arguee. that PG&E's ass:u:mptions 
about the use of this share of the AC line was inconsistent with 
these entities' rights. Specitically, ccc presented evidence that 
SMt7D, NCPA, and esc did not expect to use their full rights to- the 
line,. and as a result a portion of their capacity should be laid 
off to PG&E .. 

PG&E presented evidence that demonstrated that SMUD made 
use of any capacity that NCPA and esc did not use to purchase power 
from the Northwest (Ex .. 42, p .. a, Attaeh:ment 5).. PG&E's resulting 
assumption is that SMOO, NCPA, and .esc, in combination, will fully 
use 'the 200 MW capacity to import Northwest energy, except when 
minimu:m. load conditions or the operation of Rancho Seeo, requires 
SMO'D' to, ])ack down its purchases. 'this assu:mption is reasonable and 
will De adopted .. 
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x. ~Jlbugion Turbines 
PG&E's use of its combustion turbines is limited to

satisfying needs for local orsystel1\reliability or meeting 
unexpecte~ peak loads. The amount of generation from these 
turbines will be determined by the models. 

The necessary assumptions are uncontested.. PG&E and ORA 
agree that a reasonable estimate of the cost of distillate oil is 
$23.53 per barrel, or $4.06 per KMBtu, and that a reasonable 
distillate oil inventory for combustion turbine use is 100,000 

barrels. We will adopt these assumptions. 
L •. EIlIexgeney t9wer 

The models will aevelop esti~ates of expected unserved 
energy (EUE) when outages leave the system with insufficient 
resources t~meet demand. The source of emergency power in these 
situations is the california Power Pool, and it is undisputed that 
the price of el'Ilergency power from the power pool should be priced 
at the price of power from the California Power Pool (the monthly 
gas dispatch price tim~s 11,500 Btu/kWh) plus a premium of 15%. 

H. H~lms' Upstream RunottGeneration 
In addition to its operation as a pum;?ed storage unit, a 

certain amount of: generation is available from the Helms pumpecl 
storage plant beeause·of upstream runoff and normal water 
management. PG&E's forecast of this generation, of 34.SgWh 
reflects the June 1 snow suney (EX. 49, pp •. 3-4). We will adopt 
this es~imate. 

IV _ XOdeling ConvEmtions· 

The goal of the production cost models is to simulate the 
operation of PG&E's system. But necessarily some simplification of 
the complexities o~ the operation of PG&E's system must occur t~ 
provide the models ~ormation in a form they can use. Modeling 
conventions are some of the conversions or translationS of . 
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infor:mation that modelers employ to make these simplifications. 
Some of these conventions and relatect.issues were the subject of· 
controversy in this case. 
A. ~em CQDstraints 

In deployinS genera tins resources to meet expected load, 
a model, li~e a real dispatcher, tries to dispatch the least 
expensive available.unit or purchase. However, various limitations 
on PG&E'$ system require the dispatcher to deviate trom the goal of 
economic dispatch at certain times. These ltmitations may arise 
because of transmission constraints, reliability requirements, 
contractual requirements, or other l~itation$. 

As. this issue developed in the hearings, the parties 
differed not so lnuch about how these constraints were modeled as 
how extensive the legitimate constraints were. 

1. TJl.e Parties' Posi$ionli 
PG&E cla~ that the actual operation of its system is 

sUbject to many constraints that require some resources to be run 
• out of a strict economic sequencins dispatch order. PG&E asserts 

that these operational constraints must be recognized in the models 
to simulate its system accurately. The constraints arise trom 
transmission line constraints, local requirements for reactive 
power support, needs tor local reliability and load following 
ability, and other reasons. 

One large eate9'ory of constraints is designated as the • 
reliability requirements. Because ot the physical arrangement of 
its system, PG&E believes that it must maintain local qeneration at 
some min~um level at various times throughout the year. ~his 

local generation is supplied by fossil-fired steam units, which at 
some of these times Would' not be dispatched on an economic basis. 
These area reliability constraints arise in PG&E's san Francisco·, 
East Bay r coastal r and. Humboldt Bay areas. In addition, 
requirements tor protection of' striped bass in the Delta compel the 
Pittsburg- 7 unit to be run at certain times •. 
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~ese constraints have two i=plications tor modeling, 
accordi~g to PG&E. First, the constraints require some units to be 
modeled as must-run units, plants that must be committed and run at 
ninimum levels at certain times, even though economic sequencing 
would not necessarily dispatch these units at these times. Secona, 
PG&E also sets minimum generation requirements for units in the 
constrained areas to represent the minimum generation needed to 
meet the local reliability, reactiVe power, and load following 
needs. 

A second broad category of constraints is the backdown 
order. At times ot minimum load, PG&E reduces generation from 
certain resources. After backing down its own baseload units.to 
their minimums, PG&E has the contractual right to back down 
purchases trom other utilities and QFs, to limit other utilities' 
purchases trom the Northwest, and to limit senQrationby some other 
utilities • 

PG&E believes that the constraints it has proposed 
retlect. the actual operation ot its system and must be included in 
any modeling effort to simUlate its system accurately. 

santa Fe argued that PG&E's constraints imposed an 
extreme limitation on the ability of the model to dispatch the 
system economically. 

First" santa Fe contends that PG&E has presented no 
evidence to· support its statement that its system requires minimum 
oil or gas fuel burns ranginq from 600 to- 700 qWh per month... APArt 
from. naked assertions that these levels were the minimum, required, 
PG&E presented no analyses, studies~ or even reasons to support 
these levels, according to- Santa Fe. 

Second, several of the area reliability requirem.ents Are 
also- unsupported.. Althouqh 5a.nta Fe acknowledges the need for the 
H\l:ml:>oldt Bay and. striped bass requirements,. it disputes the 
asserted ))ases!or'the other area reliability requirements. 
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The San Francisco requirement, for example, is suppesed 
to allow local generatien units to supply 50% of the generatien 
neeaed to. serve san Francisco's daytime leads, except fer sundays, 
Santa Fe states., But PG&E was unable to determine what San 

Francisce,'s loads are. PG&E provided no basis for its estimate 
that abeut 140 gWh per mo.nth are needed to. meet this requirement. 

Similarly, the East Bay and Coastal co.nstraints were 
based only o.n assertions that they are needed, not on any reasens 
o.r studies to docu:ment their necessity, acco.rc.inq to. Santa Fe. . . 

santa Fe recommends that the Commission reject these 
undocumented and unsupported constraints. 

Third" santa Fe argues that PG&E's must-run list is 
excessive and censists of about 75% of all of PG&E's o.wn eil- and 
gas-firea generation. The extent of this limitation makes a 
mockery o.f models based on economic dispatch, since very little is 
left ef the system fo.r the model to. dispatch. Santa Fe points o.ut 
that this excessive must-run list lowers the IER because the IER is 
a measure o.f the difference in generation when variable QFs are 
remeved fro.m the system. Normally, the lest OF generation would be 
made up by fessil units, raising theIER. Ho.wever, when these 
fessil units are already dispatched in the QFs-in run, because o.f 
the must-run list, the difference measured by the IER is smaller to' 
that extent. 

santa Fe argues that if legitimate local generation and 
other reliability cencerns are satisfied, the models should be free 
to. dispatch en an economic basis and should not be further subject 
to.- the limitations of a. long must-'run list:- the Commission should 
reject mest of PG&E's list. 

CCC also argues, for many of the same reasons, that 
PG&E's must-run :List is. too. extensive and that the East Bay, 
Coastal, and San Francisc~ area reliability re~irements were not 
supperted by any evidence • 
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Furthermore, CCC presented an analysis that showed that 
PG&E's modeling of the minimum tuel burns for San Francisco, 
inefficiently overalloeates generation to nights and weekends. ccc 
proposed. an allocation based more closely on PG&E:'s aetual 
practice. Even if the Commission accepts the constraints proposed 
by PG&E, CCC arques, it should adopt the fuel limit allocation 
proposed-by CCC. 

DRA accepted some of PG&E's constraints, but opposed· the 
mi~umqeneration levels as bQinq unsUbstantiated. ORA believes 
that a pure economic dispatch should be used and should not be 
subject to these minimum generation requirements. 

TORN opposes the constraints on economic dispatch ~cause 
these constraints also substantially raise PG&E's tuel cost and 
thus its revenue requirement. TURN is partieularly distressed by 
santa Fe's Braneheom'b's estilnate that the constraints prevent 
economic dispatch. o'! about 75% of ~&E'S oil and gas units, and by 
the suggestion that the coastal area reliability requirement was 
discovered only as part of a PROMOD input file. TORN believes that 
Branchcomb,has presented a prefer~le representation ot the real 
operation of the system without the objectionable features of 

PG&E's proposal. 
2. Disc;w;sion 

In part, the differences among the parties result from 
overstatements and misunderstandings.. As PG&E points out in its 
reply brief, the must-run list and the ~inimum generation 
requirements are not additive. Rather, the minimum generation 
amounts includes the operation ot the plants on the must-run list 
at 'minimum levels. From our rough calculations, based on Ex .. 25-, 
Appendix It, and Ex. 79, it appears that the minimum qeneration 
requirement is sUbstantially hiqher than the ~inimum generation 
produced ~rom the. must-run plants. 

Alsc>, Santa Fe's assertion that PG&E's constraints 
involve 75% of PG&E's oil and qas plants, wbich seems true, does 
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not me~n th~t only 25%. of this generation is su)::)ject to· economic 
dispatch, ~s DRA and TORN have ~pp~rently understood this claim. 
The plants on the must-run list ~re assumed to oper~te at minimum 
lo~ds, not at full generation, although other requirements appear 
t~ r~ise the out-of-economic-order generation somewhat. But even 
the higher minimum gener~tion requirements presented by PG&E amount 
to less than 10% of the planning load for any month, are less than 
h~ilf of PG&E's forecasted conventional theX'l11al generation, and' are 
wE:ll below th~ lnaximumeapacity of these plants. ThUS, we conclude 
th~t the asserted constraints do not in themselves pose an 
un~ccept~le limitation on the models~ 

Fin~lly, the claim that the Coastal area reliability 
r.aquirement was somehow hidden by PG&E must be rejected. Ex. 48 
includes an attachment that was distributed at the modeling 
workshop of May 2 and 3, 1988. 'that attachment clearly lists as 
must-run units the generating plants operated in. respo~e t~ the 
Coastal constr~int. 

H~ving clarified these items,. we can turn to> the re~l 
~estions whether these constraints accurately represent the 
oper~tion of PG&E's system and wbether they are necess~ry for 
purposes of modeling-

In answer to the second question, we c~n emphatically 
state that it is imperative that any models used in this. type of 
proceeding accurately reflect the actual operationot the utility'S 
system.· Although it may be possible to state operational criteria 
in different ways,. the models must have the ability to prQ>duce a 
reasonably accurate simulation of the actual operation otthe 
system. The purpose of employing these mOdels in ourproceedinqs 
is to give.us a more accurate basis for our forecasts of costs and 
of the~. Presulliably,. these models ·have. an ability to· mimic the 
complexities of ·the system, resulting in improved accuracy over the:. 

less sophisticated statistical methods oftbe past. If the models 
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cannot produce this desired accuracy, we would-prefer to revert to· 
the ~ore comprehens~le =ethods of former ti=es. 

Thus, if the constraints proposed by PG&E reflect the 
facts of the etficient operation ot its system., then the =odels 
should account for these limitations in some ~anner. 

The more difficult question is whether PG&E's constraints 
are both typical of and necessary to the efticientoperation of its 
system. No- party now disputes the need tor the H\1mbo-lclt Bay or 
striped bass constraints. The remaining area constraints present 
=ore controversy. 

PG&E's support for the East Bay, Coastal, and. San 
Francisco- constraints consisted primarily ot repeated assertions by 

various witnesses that these constraints actually reflected the way 
the system is operated. These criteria were not based so :much on 
studies as on the experience of the operators responsible tor 
running the system. The opposing parties were unable to· eounter 
this assertion by showing that the actual operation of the system 
did not follow these requirelnents. These parties pointed out that 
additional QFs in the East Bay could help PG&E meet its reactive 
power requirements, but PG&E countered. with evidence that several 

I generation units had been retired during the same period.. CCC 
'pointed out PG&E's overallocation of the San Francis'co- minimum 
generation to off-peak periods, but the overall basis. tor the 
requiroent was undisturbed.. Little intormation was presented by 
either ~ide on the Coastal requirements .. 

For purposes of this case, we are satisfied that the area 
.. reliability requirements reflect the way that PG&E has operated its 

system and will operate its system aurinq the forecast period. 
Thus, it is appropriate for the models to reflect these limitations 
in the torecasts they produce. However, the evidence presented in 
this case doe~ not permit us to evaluate the more significant 
questi~ns raised by some ot the parties.. We cannot tell it the 

. area·· requirements could be expressed in another way that would" 
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pe~it greater levels of economic dispatch ~y the models. We have 
no. way ~f telling whether the way PG&E operates its system is in. 
f~ct the ~ost e~ficient way, although we hope we have created 
i~centive$to promote efficiency. 'r.he lack of information also 
prevents PG&E from receiving the ~ene~it of the instructional 
aspects of at least some of the models; with :better information,. 
some of the models may :be able to suggest alterna.tive, 'more 
efficient ways to maneuver around the area limitations. 

For these reasons, we will direct PG&E in its next ECAC 
application to include a detailed description of the reasons for 
the area reliability requirements. and a detailed justification for 
the minimum generation requirements associated with these 
constraints. 

Having concluded that the models should satisfy the area 
reliability requirements,. we are not persuad.ed that PC&E's approach 
is the only way to meet those requirements. As we have stated, 
PG&E has presented little information on the specific requirements 
that require special provision in the models. Since the minimum 
generation requirements seem to- subsume the must-run designations, 
it is not clear that models must necessarily include both 
limitations to, meet the constraints successfully. In light of the 
hazy record in this area~ we will not require modelers to- specify 
the must-run units in the lIl.annerproposed. by PG&E. Our intent is 
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to allow the lnodel.s to lneet the minimum. g'eneration requirements as 
efficiently as possible. Since must-run desiqnations restrict the 

models' ability to ~ispateh on an economic basis, must-run 
designations should :be minilnized. For the Coastal, East :Say, and 

San Francisco areas, mO<ielers should avoid des.ignating units· as 
. ' 

must-run and should use other features of their xnodels to satisfy 
these requirements.. MUst-run c:iesign~tions should be made only if a 

model has n,o. other reasonal::>ly convenient way of meeting minimum 
g'eneration requirements. 

~he reliability requirements for the striped ~ass run and 
for the Humboldt Bay area have ~een justified, and modelers should 
reflect these constraints in their runs. 

Unfortunately, the record leaves us with little :basis to= 
determining whether the models have satisfied the area reliability 
requirements.. We .will allow modelers to meet the area reliab,ility 
requirements ~y meeting' ~e minimum generation requirements, which . 

. . 
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appear to be more closely related to the reliability requirements. 
than the must-run requirements. 

Tne amounts of the minimum generation requirements,. I 
r~nging from 600-700 qWh per month, are consistent with recent 
experience, according to the limited information in the record 
(Ex. 2S.,. Appendix: R). We will require the models to- meet this 
level of minimum 9'eneration and to follow the allocation disc:ussecl 
below. 

Our determination on this point may be clarified somewhat 
by referring to- Santa Fe's contention that PROSYK is able to meet 
the area reliability requirements and the minimum generation 
requirements without specifying certain units as must-run (EX. 78, 
p. 4). As we understand the reasons tor these requirements, Santa 
Fe's approach is acceptable, provided that PROSi!'M provides adequate 
generation to meet these requirements. 

Although PG&E's recommended level of minimum generation 
tor the San Francisco area seems reasonable,. CCC has argued that 
allowing PROMOD to allocate the fuel limit for San Francisco by 
default overalloeates power to nights and. weekends,. contradieting 
both the purpose of the generation and. the practice of PG&E. A 

similar problem appears to occur tor the allocation of minimum 
generation for the East Bay and Coastal areas (Ex. 58, pp.. I-14, 
I-1S.; Tr. 18:1903-1904). We will therefore adopt CCC"s recommended 
allocation of minilnu.m generation for the San Francisco., East Bay,. 
and Coastal areas of 62% day time, 12% nighttime, and 26% weekends. 

Finally, we are satisfied that the backdown order listed 
in the attachment to Ex. 48 reasonably reflects PG&E's abilities to
back down its purchases, other utilities' purchases, and other 
utilities' generation. In addition, when the recluctions on this 
list are exhausted,. PG&E appears to have the ability to reduce 
Rancho- Seco generation, fOllowed by reductions in Diablo Canyon .. 
Modelers should follow the :backdown order of Ex. 48 and, if levels 
of minimum load are sufficiently lOw,. should· back down Rancho-: Seco 
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and Diablo canyon (see Ex. 14, p.' 6-S.). The question ot the ~ 
backdownorder will be revisited in our discussion of the 
calculation of the IER. 
B. ~i~nt Target and Spinning R~:rye 

ELFIN, like PROMOD, is a load duration curve model that 
approaches the utility's system on a weekly basis. For every week 
of the Simulation, at what may be viewed as the beginning of the 
week,. ELFIN Anticipates the expected peak load tor the week and' 
comm.its,. or starts up, enough units to meet expected demand. Once 
a unit is started" it is available tor dispatch, which requires 
increased generation from, that unit. 

EI.F:tN does ,not ~rmit a modeler to specify a spinning 
reserve target, and the modeler must take some care to ensure that 
the model does not overcommit resources above the generation needed 
to meet load and spinning, reserve .. CCC, joined by PG&E,. criticized 
the way in which ORA determined ~e commit=ent target tor ELFIN • 

The Western States Coordinating Council (WSSC) requires .. 
PG&E to' maintain a spinning reserve of either 7% or the utility's 
largest single contingency. The ELFIN modeler must choose a commit 
target value to get the ~odel to commit enough units to· meet the 
system,'s needs plus spinning reserve. CCC recommends two, 
ad.justments to make sure that ELFIN does not overcommit resources. 

The first point has to· do with the derating of a unit's 
capacity for both ~orced outages and maintenance outages. In 
trying ~o meet a commit target,. ELFIN will derate a plant's 
capacity ):)y its historical forced outage rate. Thus,. it a 1000 MW' 

plant has a 15% historical forced outage rate,. ELFIN will use only 
850 MW of the plant's capaei ty toward meeting the eonuai t target. 
ORA did not make any compensating adjustment for this derating of 
capacity. 

CCC argues that in reality a plant will be committedup~ 
to, its ,full Available capacity, and unseheduled,C?utaqes will not be 

taken into account in meetinq the eommitlnent target.. If the' 
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capacity is derated and the spinning reserve is maintained at 7%, 
then essentially a double derating of capacity has occurred" which 
reduces the expected availability of the unit and thus results in 
an overcommitlnent of 'resources. CCC believes that,' only derating 
for scheduled maintenance should be allowed. CCCcites PG&E's 
testimony that DRA's approach does not reflect the actual operation, 
of PG&E's system. 

We agree with CCC's point, for slightly different 
reasons. Although it is desirable to have a model reflect the 
preCise operation,of a system, we recognize that in many eases 
simplifications must be made; thus, the mere fact that ELFIN 
approaches the commitment of units in a different fashion from 
PG&E's human operators is not persuasive. However, ELFIN's 
automatic derating of capacity for forced outages produces an 
inconsistent result in this ease. one of the primary tunctions of 
spinning reserve is to allow the system to endure an unexpected 
outage by a generating unit, and the level ,of spinning reserve is 
set high enough so that even the outage of the largest single unit 
can be covered instantaneously. ~he derating of capacity by 
historical forced outage rates essentially results in a higher 
spinning reserve than targeted because it anticipates outages. that 
are by definition unexpected. Thus, we agree that modelers should 
correct tor ELFIN'$ deratinc; of capacity for forced outages in 
committing units t~ meet commitment targets. 

Second, both PG&E and CCC believe that ELFIN's attempt to 
meet the commitment target needs to- be checked to see that the 
model does not commit more than the needed resources. Because of 
necessary adjustments to ELFIN's commitment process, the results of 
the model's attempt to meet a particular commitment target are 
variable. By adjusting the target and repeating the process r the 
model can • eventually be used to. meet the target oommi tment, without 
overcoDittinq resources. 
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We are persuaded that this iterative process is needed to, 
ensure that ELFIN does not overcom:mit resources in its effort to' 
meet a commitment target,an~ we will require ELFIN modelers t~ 
employ this process. 

A related issue is ORA's contention that nonfir-m· energy 
increases spinning reserve requirement. CCC's Weisenmiller's 
testimony persuaded us that accepting economy enerqy neither 
increases ,nor decreases the spinning reserve requirement (Ex. 2$, 
p. II-S2).. Al thougb no~irm purchases must be entirely covered by 

spinning reserve,. they do not require commitment of additional 
generation. 
c. Helms' Generation 

All parties now seem to, accept that the Helms pumped 
storage plant should be modeled to include generation from upstream 
runoff and to- allow ror generation from off-peak and weekend 
pumping,. when such pumping is economically advantagoeo,":s, when 
required for reliability, or when needed to alleviate minimum load 
conditions. As has been discussed,. we forecast generation of 34.$ 
gwh from upstream runoff and normal water management. (See Ex. 49, 
pp .. 3-4',,) 
D. Line Losses 

All parties recognize that purchases from the Northwest 
transmitted over the AC line and the direct current (DC) 
transmission line incur line losses of 4.5% and that purchases 
transmitted over the DC line incur additional conversion losses of 
4.5%. Parties di~feron the details and implications o!these 
'facts, however .. 

One issue concerns how these line losses should be 
accounted ror.. DRA·argues that when Northwest purchases replace 
QFs in the QFs-out run,. tb.e line losses should be accounted for ~y 
increasing the price of Northwest purchases to refleetthe losses 
that occur durinq transmission. DRA believes that. this adjustment 
is equivalent tOo, but simple;,; than, 'inereasinq the amount of 
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purehases to adjust tor ~o5ses. For e~a=ple, if PG&E needed 100 

units to'lneet demand,. it mic;ht have to buy lOS units to aeeommodate 
line losses. ORA's approaeh is to raise slic;htly the priee of the 
100 units reeeived to reflect the total cost of the 105 units 
purchased .. 

PC;&E ag-rees that tor elispateh purposes, losses should ):)e 
accounted for by price ad.justlnents to determine whether Northwest 
purchases are economic. However, PG&E does not believe that 
adjustments should be included in the calculations of .the IER or 
the revenue requirement. PC&E argues that line losses are alreaely 
included in the calculation of the lost and unaccounted for energy 
(L'O'AF) amount included in the planning load, and that lnakinq a 
special adjustment for Northwest purchases double counts the line 
losses. 

We suspect that the proper determination of losses in the 
QF-out case lies between the positions taken by the parties. 
Y~kinq only the adjustlnent tor the Northwest purchases ignores the 
fact that removal of the variable QFS will. somewhat reduce the 
losses already included in the LUAF figure. Since the meters that 
measure the power produced by a QF are usually at the point ot 
interconnection with PC&E's system, PG&E bears the transmission 
losses associated with QFS' generation and includ.es these losses in 
its L'O'AF. On the other hand, because of their locatio:.')., generation 
from QFs located near load centers lnay incur lower losses than the 
losses associated. with replacement power from the Northwest. 

ORA's ~pproach, however,. assumes that Northwest purchases 
will result in qreater losses than those associated with the 
replaced. QFs. 'rhis assumption excludes the possibility that some 
QFs may be located ~ar ~rom load centers or that some QFs' power 
may be transmitted over lines that are less e~ticient than the 
Pacific :tntertie. Without better information on the e·f~ect on 
losses from the removal of QFs in the QFs-out ease,.. we decline t~ 
make this assUJnption.· Uthouqh PG&E's approach may understate.the 
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losses resulting in the QFs-out case, we conclude that it is more 
likely to represent the losses in this hypothetical situation 
accurately. 

Thus, we conclude that for purposes of determining 
whether purchases from the Northwest are economic, line loss 
factors of 4.5% tor the AC and DC lines and an additional 
conversion loss of 4 .. 5% for the DC line should be accounted tor 
through price adjustments. Because of the, interaction between the 

conversion losses and the line losses on the DC line~ the total 
losses for transmission on the DC line is 9.2%. No such 
adjustments should be made in the determination of the IER and the 
calculation of revenue requirements other than the LTJA:F alnount .. 
E~ other utilities' Horthwest Eurcba§.4;.$ 

An additional issue had to do- with whether the amount of 
power purchased by SMO'O, WAPA, and NePA/cse should be allowed to, 
vary between the QFs-in and QFs-out simulation. PG&E concedes that 
'the purchases by NCPA/SCS are based on those utilities' needs only 
and are scheduled independent o,! PG&E, and, thus should not vary 
between the QFs-in and QFs-out simUlations. However, PG&E asserts 
that its contractual relations with SMOD and WAPA qive PG&E the 
right to require these utilities to reduce their Northwest takes 
during times of PG&E's minimum load. 'rhis assertion is consistent 
with the baekdown order we have adopted and with the. evidence in 
this proceeding. 'therefore modelers should allow tor reductions of 
Northwest purchases. by SMO'D. and. WAPA aurinq'minimwn. load periods, 
which may vary between the QFs-in and QFs-out runs. 

v _ calculation 9t !;he XER 

'the incremental energy rate is a somewhat artificial 
concept. It first arose in the negotiating conterence that 
developed the interim Standard otter NUmber 4 as a way of relating 
torecasted· fossil fuel prices to the utility system's marqinal 
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energy costs. A utility's marginal cost of generating energy 
(expres~aQ in cents per XWh) is a combination of the price it pays 
for fu~l (stated in S/MMBtu) and the sys.tem'sef'!ieiency in 
converting that fuel into kilowatt-hours. The IER, as a measure of 
the system's incremental efficiency in making this conversion,. is 
therefore expressed in Btu/XWh. 

In 0.88-03-079, we adopted the QFs-in/QFs-out approach to 
calculating IERs. A QFs-in model run includes generation from all 
variably priced QFsexpected to be in operation during the forecast 
period. A QFs-out run dispatches the system with generation from 
all variably priced QFs removed. The QFs-in/QFs-out approaCh 
measures the costs avoided by the system by comparing the QFs-in 
run and the QFs-out run. The IER used to calculate energy payments 
tOQFs is. the average of the IERs resulting from the QFs-in and 
QFs-out runs. . 

In terms of a formula, the IER equals the difference 
between the total costs in the QFs-in run and the QFs-out run" 
divided by the generation in qWh provided by variably priced QFs, 
with,the resulting quotient divided by the OEG rate, in S/MMBtu. 
(see Ex.. 46, p'. 3.) , 

The IER is often and understandably confused with the 
incremental heat rate, or IHR. The IHR is typically used to· 
express the incremental efficiency of an individual generating 
unit, and measures the unit's efficiency in producing one more kWh. 

A unit's IHR will vary with changes in the generation it produces,. 
and most generating units are designed to operate most efficiently 
within.a certain range. References to- a systelD.'S IHR usually refer 
to the IHR of the last unit dispatched to meet load. The IHR is 
also, expressed in Stu/kWh. 

To add to the contusion, it appears that' the term IER bas 
been used, in several different ways in differen~ aspects of the 
Commission's activities. This difference makes comparisons between 
these different ~~es verY tricky • 
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For example, PG&E's quarterly filings in compliance with 
ordering Paragraph 12(b) of D.82-12-120·(l2(b) filings) report 
"'actual lF l:Eb, but these figures are not directly comparable to the 
IERs consid.ered in this case. 'rhe 12(b) filings' IERs are 
essentially the marginal running costs in the QFs-in run ('rr. 
15:l574, 'I'r. 21:2224-222:5-) a Furthermore,. the IERs in this'case 
reflect torecasted circumstances,. including normal rain:tall in 1989 
and: the operation of Rancho- seco·~ the 12'(b) tilings' .IERs are based 
on actual coneitions during the three months that are the subject 
of the report'" 

The IER is great concern to QFs, since the level of 
energy paYltlents' to. variably priced QFs rises OJ:' falls with the Itt. 

Several issues related. to the calculation of the IER were 
contested in this proceeeing. 
A. ]lEG Raj;t 

One of the elements in the calculation of the IER is the 
assu:ned price of gas. All parties agree that the proper price for 
qas should. be the Utility Electric Generation ('O'EG) rate, the 
tariff rate tor sales froln PG&E'''s gas department to its electric 
department :tor electrical generation. Some dif:terences about this' 
rate nevertheless remain. 

PG&E urges that the annual average UEG rate should: be 
used throughout the calculation of the Itt, :tor both the QF-out 
run's production expenses and as the denominator in the calculation 
of the annual IER. PG&E points out that payments to QFs are 
calculated by multiplying the adopted annual average OEG rate by 
the adopted .IER·, and that consistency requires using the sue basis 
for the calculation o! the IER. PG&£ arques that the approach used 
by Santa Fe is inconsistent and artificially inflates the XER. 

santa Fe contends that the annual average IER should be 
based, on tbemonthly value of energy displaced by QFs, and. 
determination of the monthly value of this QF qenerationre~ires. 
useo! the monthly averaqe' 'OEG rate. Because resource availability 
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and fuel prices change from month to month, Santa Fe arques that 
the value of the generation provided ~y·QFS also varies monthly. 
An accurate IER should reflect this variation in value. Santa Fe 
therefore believes that the calculation of the annual average IER 
should be the sum of the monthly value of QFs' generation, divided' 
by the sum of the monthly prod.uction by QFs, with the result 
divided by the annual average UEG rate, the gas price used to 
determine short-run energy payments to QFs. 

We believe that the calculations of the IER should use a 
consistent UEG rate assumption throughout the calculation. In 
calculating ·an annual IER, use of the annual average UEG rate in 
all stages of the calculation is a consistent approach. PG&E has 
used. such an approach and we will adopt its recommendations in this 
ease. 

Santa Fe's arg'Ulnents suggest another approach. To 

reflect the variations in, the value of QFs' generation, a period 
shorter than a full year could be examined, such as the monthly 
calculation suqqestec3.· by santa Fe. To develop a consistent IER,. 
however, the UEG rate for that month could be employed in all . 
stag'es of the calculation. The resultinq monthly IERs could then 
be averaged in a logical fashion to calculate the annual IER. 

Santa Fe did not follow this approach, however. Santa 
Fe, for reasons we find unpersuasive, mixed the monthly UEG rate 
with an annual average UEG rate in developin~ its recommenc3.ed IER. 
This resul. ts in a hiqher :tER. than the monthly approach we have just 
suggested and than some of the corrections that PG&E suggested. 
Because we do not accept the underlying reasoning', we reject the 
approach advocated by santa Fe. 
B. Avoidt,4 Operating and Maintenance COGs 

:tPC and ccc'raised issues about how avoided operating and 

maintenance· (O«M) costs are calculated and how they arepaicl to· QFs. 

as. part of the variable energy payment. 
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1.. R,C's .Positi.sm 
IPC first arques that the avoided O&M payment should be 

added on to the base energy payment to QFs, rather than rolled into. 
the calculation of the :tER, as has been PG&E's practice. It points 
out that Edison ~es such payments as an adder. More important, 
IPC arques that including the avoided O&M in the IER calculation is 
illogical. The IER is intended to measure the efficiency of the 
system in converting thermal energy to. electric energy, a 
conversion that is only re~otely related to the costs of O&M. 

In addition, reflecting O&M costs in the IER will cause 
the O&M costs included in the energy prices paid to QFs· to, vary 
with changes in prices ot the :mArginal fuel, rather than with 
changes in the amount of generation produced, as logic would 
suqgest. According to. IPC, PG&E's present approach increases the 
risk that QFs will be either overpaid or underpaid ~or avoided O&M 
costs, because the payment varies with changes. in their marqinal 
fuel price, which is unrelated to. the level o.! avoided O&M costs. 

IPC also. argues that the O&M adder shOUld include all 
variable O&M costs, including appropriate labor costs and 
associated ac1lninistrative and general (A&G) expenses.. IPC finds 
PG&E's definition of avoided O&M costs to. be too narrow, and this 
narrowness results in undervalua~ion of the contribution of QFs in 
allowing the utility to avoid costs. Merely includinq the items 
PG&Elisted as generation-related variable O&M in its filing in the 
seventh· COllllllon Forecasting Methodology (CFM-7) proceeding before 
the california Energy Commission raises the value of variable O&M 
from 0.33Z mills/kWh. to ~.8Z mills/kWh, according to IPC. 

IPC goes. on to, argue that some labor costs-,. which PG&E 
excludes, should be included in variable O&M. The presence of QFs 
~rees existing personnel from O&Mtasks related to the amount ot 
generation so- tha:t they can perform other tasks, resulting in 
overall, productivity 1lDprovaents and labor costs savings. When 
inefficient, unl:ts are totally displaced by QFs' generation. and are 
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retired or placed in standby, even the W!ixed- O&M costs associated 
by these plants are avoided. Routine and extraordinary maintenance 
can be deferred as the operating hours of fossil-fueled units' are 
reduced·. 

FUrthermore,. IPC argues,. when l~or costs are reduced,. 
A&G costs, which the commission has always associated with labor 
costs,will also be avoided. 

PG&E's understating of avoided O&M costs has two 
consequences, according to IPC. First, the contribution of QFs is 
undervalued, in violation of the PUblic Utility Regulatory Policies 
Act (PTJ'RPA) and the commission's stated policies. Second,. the 
utility receives a windfall when costs are avoided by QFs and not 
reflected in avoided costs, because annual O&M costs are estimated 
in the utility's general rate case and included in base rates. As 

a result,. the utility receives revenues for which it does not incur 
a corresponding expense. 

IPC believes that the O&M adder should be set at 3, 

mills/kWh. Lack of data prevents it from quantifying the precise 
mnount that PG&E avoids because of the QFs' generation, but the 3 

mill/kWh figure is a reasonable approximation. IPC notes that the 
Commission has approved a 3 mill/kWh adder tor Southern cali~ornia 
Edison Company. After comparing the two utility systems and 
reterring to the 1.82 mills/kWh figure PG&E submitted to the Energy 
Commission, IPC believes that 3 mills/kWh is a reasonable estimate 
of PG&E"svari~le O&M costs. 

Finally,. IPC .. asks,. the Commission to order PG&E" to· present 
-a detailed study of its O&M costs as part of its test year 1990 
general rate case. 

2. QCC's Egsiti9n 
CCC joins in many of IPC's arguments. 
CCC adds its concern about the narrowness of PG&E~s 

definition of variable O&M eosts.PG&E's definition seems to-- be 

tied to·a·one-yearhorizon •. CCC points out that a.lonqer-term 
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definition, such as the planning framework of the elM' cases~ is 
more appropri~te in considering the O&M costs av~ided by the 
contributions of QFs.. Both Standard otter 2 and the variable 
energy option Standard Ofter 4 contracts are paid variable ener9Y 
rates, but these contracts re~ire reliable operation for 20 to 30 

years. The reliability and longevity of these facilities will 
allow PG&E to" reduce its costs for O&M items that vary over a 
longer period than one year. 

CCC points out that QFs' qeneration has permitted PG&E t~ 
reduce the work force at the Avon, Oleum, and Martinez plants from 
125 workers t~ around S. workers. Although even the em filings do, 

not include avoided labor O&M, this reduction in work force 
demonstrates that some labor O&M costs are avoided by the presence 
of QFs, according to CCC. 

Finally, CCC argues that PG&E has presented no evidence 
in support of its position. In reviewing the various available 
sources of information, particularlyPG&E'S CFM-7 and CFM-S 
filings, ccc concludes that an adder of 3 mills/kWh is a' reasonable 
estimate of the O&M, costs the QFs' generation, allows PG&E to a".r~id. 

3. PGiE's Positi.on 
PG&E disputes IPC's and CCC's recommendations. O&M costs 

avoided by the QFs' 9eneration, are limited to*tbe costs of nonfuel 
consumable, items whose consumption is directly linked to· the 
qenerat~ng output of conventional fossil units.' Labor costs are 
not avoided, and therefore no A&G costs are avoiQed, according to· 
PG&E. 

When the costs. of these actually ~voided i tents are 
considered, and when the proportion of total generation that is 
provided by cC?nventional steam. units is considered', PG&E calculates 
that the actual avoiQed O&M cost is 0.157 mills/kWh. 

PG&E believes that the re~erences to the CFK-7 tiling are 
deceptive. Those costs are part of a lon9~ter.m planning ,analysis 
and include many items not avoided when a conventional steam unit 
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reduce$ generation, which is the appropriate measure for the short 
term cor.sidered in this ease. 

PG&E points out that the nUlDber adopted in the AJ:!'s 
ruling contained a transcription error and was not adjusted to, 
reflect the fact that only a portion of the variably priced QF 
generation replaces conventional fossil units. When Northwest 
purchases'are displaced by QFs, for example, no O&M costs are 
avoided. Thus,. PG&E believes that the correeted' figure from the 
AI,.j"s ruling should be adjusted to reflect the avoided O&M costs 
per kilowatt of avoided conventional fossil generation. 

PG&E states that each set of inputs into the model will. 
result in different avoided O&M costs and different 'amounts of 
conventional generation. Thus,. PG&E recommends that the easiest 
way to, calculate avoided O~ costs is to divide the change in 
variable O&M costs resulting from the QFs-in and QFs-out models 
. runs ~y the alIlount o! energy expected to be generated by variably 
priced QFs. When this calculation was performed on PG&E' 50 run 
following the 'IJ.,J's ruling, the result was an avoided O&Kpayment 
of 0.157 mills/kWh. 

4. Discussion 
We are persuaded that the avoided O&M payment should. be 

removed from the calc::U.lation of the IER and added, as a separate 
payment to the base energy price paid to QFs. Expressing these 
payments in ·lD.ills/kWh and allowing them to vary with the amount 
generated in the swing units, rather than with chang-es in the price 
of the marginal fuel, is logical. 

Determining' the amount to include in the ~voided O&M 
payment is .Dore difficult. IPC and CCC lD.ade stronqarquments that 
additional items are avoided by QFs, labor and associated A&G costs 
in particular. PG&:£' urged a narrower de:rini tion of the variable
O&H. costs,: but little' persuasive evidence was presented. by any 
party. 
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'the question of what costs are variable necessarily 
involves a definition of a ti~e horizon. In the very long run, all 
costs are variable. PG&E's' appears to. limit its definition ot 
variable costs to those that vary within one year. XPC and CCC 
urge a longer time trame. 

We conclude that at least some costs that are variable 
over more than one year are avoiaed by generation from QFs and· 
shoula be part ot the avoided O&M payment. QFs have demonstrated 
that they make a dependable contribution to' the utility's 
resources, which PG&E has relied on and can reasonably rely on in 
the tuture. In counting on the generation ~rom QFs, PG&E should 
adjust its maintenance practices accordingly. These ac:ljustments 
may be reasonably assu.:med to reduce some costs, and we suspect that 
at least some'o! those reducec:l costs are labor costs. 

We are concerned that so little good information is 
available to· help us quantity the amount ot variable O&M. IPC 
pointed out that PG&E has not complied with our' order that Hthe 
assu.:mptions reqarding the derivation o'f variable O&M shoulc:l be 
incluc:ledH in the utilities' quarterly energy price tilings (0·.8-2-
12--12'0, 10 CPOC 2d 553,624). 

The i~or.mation available in this record c:loes not permit 
us to specity the appropriate time true for consideration or to 
quantify exactly the avoided O&M costs. Based on the record, we 
will adopt as a ~ase number the 1.82.mills/kWh that results from 
PG&E's CFM-7 'filing. This figure c:loes not include any avoided 
labor costs. and it :may include some items that vary over an 
inappropriately long period. However, these two c:lrawbacks tend to 
cancel ,each other out, and we conclude that this ti9'lre is the most' 
reasonable estimate provided on this record. 

Wead9pt this. amount as a ~ase amount of varia])le O&M. 
PG&E has' argued that since ~ost variable O&M is attributable to 
conventional fossil plants, that some adjus~ent shouldbe:made for 
the,'lu9'e proportion o'f other resources in its qenerationbase •. We 
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aqree with these arguments. 'ro make the appropriate adjustlDent for 
the various resources in PG&E's resource mix, parties should 
determine the change in the amount of conventional fossil 
generation between the QFs-in and QFs-out· runs. This represents 
the amount of fossil qeneration displaced by the presence of QFs 
an~ provides an estimate of the O~ costs that OFs avoid. This 
amount should De multiplied ~y the ~.82 mills/XWh figure we have 
adopted. The product should then be divided ~y the total 
qeneration of variably priced QFs (the qeneration removed in the 
QFs-out :run), to yield the amount" expressed in mills/kWh,. that 
will paid QFs as an adder for avoided variable O&M costs. 

AS we have repeated.ly mentioned, the laek of information 
on variable O&M costs presented. a formidable obstacle to the 

resolution of this issue. We will direct PG&E to present a study 
of the O&M costs avoided by QFs' qeneration in its test year 1990 .. 
qeneral rate case. At a minimUlll., the study should examine the 
reductions in costs--including materials costs, labor costs, and 
any other'appropriate costs--that occur when generation is reduced 
at its existing conventional fossil plants~ The study should also 
calculate the saving'S in O&M that have resulted from the retiring 
or removal to standby status of similar plants in the last five 
yea.rs. PG&E should a.ttempt to identify and quantify the O&M: costs 
that vary in one-, three-, and five-year time frames and should 
expand on" these minimum. requirelllents and present any other relevant 
infor.mationavail~le to it. 
c. S\Wstitute' Resources 

The QFs-out run of the models calculates the 
characteristics of PG&E's system ~or the ~orecast year if all 
generation trom vari~ly priced QFs was removed. PG&E argued that 
this assumption is unrealistic. QFs were added to the system over 
a nu:m))er of years, and if no QFs. had been added to the system, PG&E 
would.ba.ve qradually taken other steps, such a.s adding, new 
resources or contracting ~or additional purchases,. .to meet'. the 
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system~s long-term needs. The QFs-out case essentially assumes the 
sudden ,disappearance of a maj or contribution to PG&E':5 resources, 
argues: PG&E, and calculates the cost of short-term replacements, 
primarily increased fossil-fueled generation and purchased power, 
for those lost resources. To compensate tor this unrealistic 
assumption, PG&E, :believes that the prices of resourC.!t5 calculated 
in the QFs-in run should ~ over to the QFs-out run. 

We have already addressed this issue, at least in part. 
In D.&8-03-079, we heard similar arguments about the soundness of 
the QFs-out assumption. We acknowledged that this a:;swnption does 
not r'~flect what a utility would actually do in the ;absence' ot QFs, 
but we declined. to make any adjustments to the QFs-out approach at 
that time., since circumstances have not changed since that 

" , 

deci:s'ion, we will not adopt PG&E's proposed modifications to- the 
ad.opted QFs-in/QFs-out method. 

ccc urged the commission to sustain the position on 
substitute resources taken in 0.8.8:-03-079. 

Santa Fe" however, raised an issue thAt is a variation of 
the sUbstitu~e resources issue. PG&E currently has several plants 
in standby (see' Ex. 22, p. 75, Table 9-1). PG&E acknowledged'that 
four of these units have always been available and four others 
could be restarted within 8 hours to to~ days, if needed (Tr., 

3:24'9";25-1). santa Fe arques that these units should.,:be considered 
availal:>le for modeling pw:poses for the entire forecast period.' 
PG&E' includes them in 1988, but models them' as being unavailable in 
1989. 

We believe that it is appropriate to model standby units 
that can be restarted in a short time as beinq available tor the 
entire forecast period. Presumably, these plants were put on 
standby because they were less efficient than other plants. Since 
the model dispatches generation on an economic basis, except for 
ce~in constraints, these plants would not be employed by the 

models unless and until they were cheaper than alternatiVes. 
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We distinguish such existing ple.nts from the substitute 
units addressed in D.88-03-079. In that decision we contemplated 
the construction of new plants or the entering into o,f new 
contracts for purchases on other than a short-term :basis. The 
ratien:ale'!or excluding thos.e types of resources does. not apply to· 
existing star.d)jy units. We conclud.e that the units listed in Table 
9-1 of Ex. 2Z, except for Contra Costa 3, Moss Landing 1 (Ex. 49, 
p. 9), and the Kern units, should be 1I1od.eled to be available during 
the entire forecast period and 1I1ay be employed in the QFs-out run. 
D. The :tt.fa13dPw of J!Ql;thwest Power Eriees 

A related issue concerns the treatment ot the purchases 
ot ~:orthwest economy enerqy in 1989'. We have previously determined 
that prices in 1989' should be set at 90% of PG&E's average 
incremental fossil-!iredste~ generation costs. onder the QFs-out 
asstmlptioIl$,. bowever, it is likely that the removal of QFs will 
increase the cost of steam generation. 

The QFs' representatives ,argue that the price of 
Northwest power should rise accord.ingly. PG&E argues that the 
price should relnain fixed. 'rhe primary basis for PG&E's position 
seems to be that it is unfair to prevent the utility fro~ assuminq 
that substitute resources would be added to make up for the lost QF 
generation while assuming higher prices for existing resources. 

The issue is even ~ore arti~icial than the parties have 
definea it. The essential question is whether a separate seed run 
to develop esttmates otPG&E's incremental ste~ generation costs 
should be performed for both the QFs-in and QFs-out runs. The 
questicn turns on what response NorthWest sellers would make to, the- ' 
removal of a large block of QFs. PG&E's approach concludes that 
sellers would increase the amount ot their sales, correspondinq to 
PG&E's increased need t~ purchase economy energy.. 'rhe QFs' 
representatives' approach holds that the Northwest sellers would· 
choose to raise the .price but maintain roughly the AllIe. level· ot 
sal~s •... If this situation were anything but hypothetical, of 
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course, something in-between would happen: quantities of purchases 
would increase and prices would probably rise somewhat .. 

we are thus forced to choose between two unrealistic 
alternatives to resolve a hypothetical proolem. In keeping with 
our adopted QFs-in/QFs-out approach t~ calculating the IER, we 
conclude that the price of Northwest power should ~e permitted to 
vary in the QFs-out run. A separate seed run tor the QFs-out case 
willstmulate the expected reaction ot Northwest sellers to the 
hypothetical loss of variably priced power from QFs and PG&E's 
consequent qreater reliance on thermal generation. Thus, lno<1elers 
should do a separate seed run to, determine the price ot Northwest 
power in the QFs-out case tor 1989. 

In the seed runs using the assumptiol1$ of the 1U:J"s 
ruling, the parties used slightly different initial estimatesot 
PG&E's average incremental heat rates tor conventional units. This 
difference elicited little discussion or evidence, but it is 
desirable tor all parties to, use the same initial, figures .. , The 
estiluates used~y PG&E and CCC--9,500 Btu/kWh tor on-peak and 8. r 500 

Btu/kWh tor of!-peak--should be used in all parties' seed runs. 
E. DR WiJ:hQ.Ut Rancho Sec~ 

As we have already discussed, there remains some 
possibility that the Rancho Seco nuclear unit would be shut down 
during the forecast period because of poor performance, under the 
terms of an initiative adopted by voters in June. We will allow 
the parties to caleul~te an alternate IER which aSSUXles no 
generation from Rancho Sec~. In the event that Rancho Seco is shut 
down" we will adjustpaYlUents t~ QFs by elDploying ,.the alternate IER 
in the revision of enerqypayments t~ QFs following the Official 
determination to shut the plant down. 
Y. DeyeloplDMt 'of Final Besl,ts 

The' exact combination of variab,les that we adopt in this 
decision has not been run through the 'JIlodels betore in this 
proceeding" and, the resulting IER may vary slightly from 'those. that 
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have previously been presented in this case .. ' Under these 
circum::.tanees,. the parties sponsorinq models should submit the IER,. 
revenue requirement,., and other appropriate ~i9Ure.s that result when 
the variab-les. decided in this opinion are run throuqh the models. .. 
The development and tilinqo! these results will be coordinated by 
the AJ.:! ~ 

vx. Ritterens;es Among the IIQSiels 

When this ease beqan, it appeared that this would be the 
forum for the Wbattle of the models,· to determine whien of the 
three models used in this proceedinq provided superior results... As 

the case developed, it became clear that the assumptions used by 

the models would have a muCh qreater effect than any inherent 
dif~erences in the models. 

At the completion of hearinqs, the most noteworthy 
development was how close the three models were in their results • 
When PROMOOand ELFIN 1 .. 6 used the same assumptions tor economy 
ener9Y from the Northwest, the resultinq IERs differed by only' 1.1% 
(Ex. 54,p.., 2).. A silnilar comparison between ELFIN and PROSYK 
yields a variation of about 1.7% (compare Ex. S4~ p. 3 with Ex. 77,. 
Table Sl).. Other cheeks on. the models also indicate generally 
similar results (EX.77, Table 11). 

One conclUsion that can be drawn is that n~ party 
supports use of the old version of ELFIN, version 1.58. That 
version'did·not allow prices. to be tilDe-differentiated, and all 
parties agree that the addition of this feature in ELFIN 1.& was a 
needed improvement. 

At thi~ staqe, we are not prepared to say that any of the 
three models uS,eel, in this proceedinq was inadequate. PROMOD has 
many features that make'certain c:hanqes or silnulations relatively 
easy. However, it is expensive to run and access to it i~ ltmited. 
ELFIN 1.6 is relatively cheap and can be run'on most personal 
computers. Although it does. not have all the 'features of PROMOD, 
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modelers. are able to overcome most of its limitations to arrive at 
reasonably accurate simu~ations. PROS'!lM is still unfamiliar to
parties other than its sponsors. It is intriguing- because it takes 
a different approach to modeling from the other models. We will 
reser.re j·udqment on PROSYK at least until we have seen it applied 
in a proceeding- when parties are more tamiliar with its oper~tion. 

Eventually we hope to simplify our proceeding-s by having 
all parties use the same model. At the same time , however, we do 
not want to lock into a certain model and ignore the improvements 
that are made to other models. However, it is imperative that we 
have some basis tor comparison ot the v~riou$ models. In this 
case, we found ourselves in the same situation we did in the last 
Edison g-eneral rate ease, with three models yielding- similar 
results for poorly understood reasons. In the Edison case we 
ordered that .wall parties [in ECAC proceedings) presenting 
testimony requiring'the use of a production simulation mO<1el must 
present a 'base case' run using- the sa:me model,'" and we na:mecl. 
ELFIN as the common-model (0.87-12-066, mimeo., p. 201)" As we 
have discussed,. these base ease runs. dicl.not·prove to be useful in 
this ease. A more useful comparison. would have been among the. 
models. WQ.will therefore. alter the base case requirement 
slightly. Parties sponsoring mode~ runs in PG&E's next ECAe 
proceeding must present a base ease :run that is the resulto! using 
input~ from a common data set in their favored mode.l. Workshops 
will be,' held to develop. the common data set and to identify and 
resolve, if possible, differences among- the parties. 

VXI. BeveMe Beguire;aent 

As we mentioned in the discussion of the calculation of 
the IER, we have chanqed many of the determinations of the AIJ's 
Auqustrulinq,anc1 the revenue requirements that'the parties· 
calculated using', the rulinq~s assumptions will undoubtedly chang'e • 
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'1'0 calculate a revenue require:ment that is consistent with the· 
determinations we have made in ~is decision, the models will have 
to be run again. We direct the pa.rties to do this, and we will set 
out our conclusions iri a subsequent decision. 

We expect some changes for the initial calculations,. but 
the estfmates provided from the ALJ's August ruling should give a 
general idea of the level of the increase that is likely to result 
from this proceeding_ DRA.'s final recommend.ed net revenue 
requirement increase resulting from the ALJ's August ruling was 
$S~.7 million. PG&E's corresponding reco~endation was $64.S 
:million. 

The models affect onJ.y the ECAC and 1\ER. portions of the 
revenue requirement increase. DRA. and PG&E agree on the 
adjus.tlnents in the !:RAM, DCAC,. and CFA (Ex.73.). We will defer our 
decision on all revenue changes so· that all revenue changes 
considered. in this case (ECAC, ~, [)CAe,. and CFA) can be made at 
the salne time. 

'l'O:RN raises a point related to revenue requirement. TORN 
points out that fir.m capacity contracts with QFs allow for a 
derating of the facility's contractual c:apacityandassociated 
payments if the QF fails to meet a specified capacity factor at 
certain times •. PG&E's forecast does not reflect any such reduction 
in payments to QF. TORN asks us to direct PG&E to- provide data in 
its next ECAC application on the extent of these deratings and 
reduced' payments.. 1'tmN has raised an issue worth pursuing',. and we 
will direct PG&E to provid.e the information. '1"C1RN has. identified. 

v.tXX... Reyenue All9.!CAtion and Rate ~ign 

The testtmony presented in the he~inqs on these issues 
focused on a potential revenue requirement increase of about $60 
:million, consistent with the recommendations of·DRA and·PG&E 
mentioned in the precedinq section. 'that tes.tiDaony has. been 
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largely superseded by later developments. On october 4, 1988, PG&E 
and DRA ~iled a motion for leave to file a late-filed exhibit on 
the topics of revenue allocation and rate design. The proposed 
exhibit stated guidelines to be applied" to the rate changes 
resulting not only from this proceeding," but also" from PG&E's 
attrition case and the Diablo Canyon settlement, if it is adopted. 
The potential increase from the latter two cases amounts to $420 

million, well beyond any increases contemplated in the hearings in 
this case. 

An AL']'s ruling of october 6, 1988, requested comments on 
the motion and the proposed exhibit. Because we are still 
analyzing the comments that were received in response to the 
motion, we will issue our decision on" revenue allocation and rate 
design .at a later time. 

xx. Reinstatement of the: AER 

In D.88-09-036 we temporarily suspended the AER for PG&E 
-." t· 

because of the delay in reaching a decision in this case and 
because PG&E·' s system faced substantially different circumstances 
from those contemplated when the AER was last revised. 

with the adoption of a revised AER, which will take place 
in a, subsequent decision, the AER: should be reinstated. When the 
revised AER rates take effect, PG&E should again be subject to the 
incentives of the AD. We expect to have those. rates in effect on 
January 1, 1989. 
Findings oflact 

1. PG&E filed" A.88-04-020 and A. 88-04-05-7 on April 7 and 21, 
1988". A.S8-04-0S7 requested an increase of $129.3 million to
PG&E's'electricrates on an, annualized basiSbeginninq August 1, 
1988. 
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2. PG&E' 5. current ECAC proceeding marks the beginning of the 
regular revision in its ECAC case of key components in the 
calC'ollation of prices paid for power sold to' the utility by QFs. 

3., It is. the Commission's goal to develop both a utility's 
rates andQF prices on a consistent basis. 

4. DRA's economic forecast re~lects recent economic 
projections .. 

~. The June 1 snow survey was the most recent information on 
potential hydroelectric generation available at the time of the 
hearing. 

6. When PG&E's method undertorecasted recent recorded sales; 
DRA developed independent methods that provided reasonable results .. 

7'. The basis for 'lV,RN's recommended adjustment to 
agricultural sales for drought effects was unclear. 

8. The drought will tend ,to. increase sales to MID/T'ID, and 
no pa.rty challenged the asswnptions underlying' T'C'RN's. recommended 
adj,ustment. 

9.. SMO't)'sestimate ot its sales to its customers should. be 

the t>est estimate of expected,sales. 
10. ORA develoPed a reliable method for estimating lost and 

unaccounted for power. 
11.. Some of the Geysers geothermal units have been curtailed 

because' of insUfficient steam in recent months. 
lZ. 'In their brief operating histories, the Diablo Canyon 

nuclear'units have 'had higher operating capacity fac.tora an~ longer 
refueling outages than comparable plants_ 

13. A 12-week target refueling outage ~or nuclear plants 
allows two, weeks tor contingencies. 

14. 'I'he'ayerage second-cycle refueling outage in'the nuclear 
industry is. just under 12 weeks. 

'lS.. When a plant is restarted after refueling,. power is 
c;raduaJ.ly increasec1-' ,to: full power over a period of" two. weeks • 
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16 • Extensive modifications to. and scrutiny of the Rancho. 
Seeo. plant should result in a higher capacity' factor than 
exp~rie~ced in .the past. 

17. Under the terms of an initiative adopted by SMODvoters 
in June,. if the monthly capacity factor of Rancho Seco falls below 
sot for four consecutive months, it will be shut down .. 

18. Shortage$ may cause shortfalls in PG&E's ability to, 
, . 

obtain gas from the El Paso. system during cold periods. 
19. Shortfalls in deliveries on the El Paso. system last year 

averaged around l.03 MMcf/d. 
20. Up to l70 9'Wh is availaDle duX"ing off';'peak periods trom 

the Western Systems Power Pool and other Southwest sources at 15· 
mills/kWh.. These purchases may J:)e backed down. Up. to 200 MW may ,.". 
be purchased from the CPP, and these purchases should be made 
whenever PG&E'S incremental heat rate r~aches 11,500 Btu/kWh. 
sales to cpp are to.recasted/at 60 gWh at 24.4 mills/kWh • 

21. Emergency power may be purchased at the price of power 
from'the CPP (the monthly gas dispatch price times 11,5000 Btu/kWh) 
plus a premium of 15%. 

22.. The price and amount o.f purchases from Sierra Pacific and 
the Lewiston powerhouse are undisputed. 

23. Both PG&E's service territory and the Pacific Northwest 
have received less rainfall than normal in recent years .. 

24. Low precipitation in the Northwest will limit the '" 
availability of PG&E's economy .energy purchases from the Northwest 

in 1988. 
25. The drought has reduced the supply of, and increased the 

demand for, low-eosteconomy energy. As a result" prices of 
economy energy trontheNorthwest will be higher than normal in 

19a8.' 
26. The averaqe price of PG&E"S pur~~es. from the Northwest 

was 19:.75 mills/kWh in June,. 21.01 mills/kWh in July, and 21.47 
mills/kWhthrough,AUgustl7,l98S. 
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27. In July, BPA made a preliminar,y offer to sell PG&E 
between 288· gWh and 29$ gwh per month from September to December 
198e at 22 mills/kWh. 

28. Be Hydro's territory has received normal rainfall in 
recent years. BC Hydr~has reqularlysold power to, PG&E. 

29. PG&E's entitlement on the Pacific Intertie will increase 
from 1639 MW to 1775 MW on April 1, 1989. 

30.'l'he chief resources displaced by purchases of Northwest 
eeono~y enerqy are PG&E'S fossil-fired steamqeneration units. 

31. WAPA estimates that its Northwest purchases <:luring the 
forecast period,. delivered to- the Tracy pumpinq plant, to):)e 

1,998.1 qWh. 
32. In recent years, SHOD has made use of any capacity on the 

AC line that NcpA'and esc did not use to purchase power from the 
Northwest. 

33. Transmission constraints, reliability requirements, 
contractual requirements, load followinq requirements, and other 
l~itations can cause PG&E's fossil-fueled generation units to be 

dispatched at times when they would not be dispatched on an 
economic :basis. 

34. PG&E has ident~fied area reliability constraints in its 
East Bay, Humbold.t Bay, and san Francisco areas. In addition, 
required protection of striped bass requires some units to ~ 
dispatched out of economic order. 

35:. PG&E has the contractual riqhts to back c!own purchases 
from some other utilities and QFs,. to· limit other utilities" 
purchases from· the Northwest, and to limit generation by some other 

utilities. 
36. PG&E currently.: operates its system in a way that meets. • 

. .. 

the area relia:bility constraints. / 
37.; PReMOD's default allocation o:C tuel limits. overalloeates· . .,. 

generation to niC;ht and .weekend periods. 
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38. ELFIN derates a unit's capacity before committing it to 
account for the plant's historical forced outaqe rate .. 

39.. Accepting economy energy neither increases nor decreases 
PG&E's spinninq reserve requirement .. 

40. Transmission over the AC and DC lines incurs line losses 
of 4.5%, and transmission over the DC line incurs an additional 
conversion loss of 4.5% .. 

41.. variable O&M costs are not related to changes in the cost. 
of the marqinal fuel but are related to variation in the generation 
by the swing· units. 

42.. Some O&M costs that the generation by QFS allows PG&E to 
avoid vary over more than one year .. 

43 •. When mode.lers use the same assumptions and consistent 
modeling conventions, PROMOD, ELFIN 1 .. 6, andPROSYM yield nearly 
the same . results, within the range of variables pertinent to this 
case .. 
C9DSClusions ot Law 

1. The Commission should adopt load forecasts for the 
forecast year as follows: total PG&E sales of 67,2'36 gWh, total 
area load of 91,608 qwh, and total planning load ot 91~805 gWh. 

2. A reasonable est~ate of hydroelectric generation for the 
forecast year is 21,007 gWh, including hyclroelectric QFs. 

Reasonable costs are $~,767,OOO for PG&E's facilities and 
$47,065,000 for the irriqations districts' generation ... 

3'. It is reasonable for forecast purposes to assume the 
curtailments of the Geysers geothermal units because of 
insufficient steam will continue during the torecast period at 
about the same' rate. as was- experienced in the first five months: of 
this year. 

4. Geothermal qeneration of 9734.S gWh,.based on a capacity 
faetor of 81.4%, should be adopted as a reasonable· forecast tor 
PG&E"sunits. Reasonable estimates ot the capacity of SHOD's units' 
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and NCPA/C~PA's units are 100% and 96.1%, before scheduled 
maintenance. 

s. Use of a full cycle capacity factor for nuclear plants is 
a tair way to· balance maintenance done during refueling outages 
against reduced outages 'for scheduled maintenance. 

6-. For the Diablo canyon nuclear units, a full cycle 
capacity factor of, 6.7% And a 12-wee.k retuelinq outaqe 'for unit 2 
should be adopted. For a typical la-month cycle, this cycle 
capa~ity tactor converts to an operating capacity tactor of 79.1t. 

With a two-week ramp-up tor Unit 2, qeneration of 13,08-8 qWh is a 
reasonable torecast. 

7. PG&E's method tor calculating nuclear fuel costs should 
be adopted. 

S.. A 65% capacity 'factor tor the Rancho. Seco. nuclear plant 
during power ascension anddurinq operation should be'adopted tor 

the forecast .. 
9. PG&E"s approaches to estimating expected generation from 

wind QFs and hydroelectric QFs are reasonable. 
10. PG&E's estimates ot generation by large geothermal, 

solar, and s:mallQFs are reasonable, as is the Santa Fe-pG,&E 
stipulation of ·the pro~rtions of tixed- and variably priced small 

QFs. 
11. PG&E's estimate ot generation by thermal QFa, atter 

certain corrections proposed by DRA, is reasonable .. 
12". A torecast ot total generation by QFs ot 11,679.6· gWb, as 

shown in Table 3-, should be adopted •. 
13.. No, purchases trom. DWR should be forecasted for 198-a. In 

1989, the price of purchases from. DWR should be assumed to· be at 
the same price as purchases trom·the Pacific Northwest. 

14.. The Solano, County wi.nd· turbine's generation of J..3-. CJWh 
should: be. included 1n.the resource mix, but its cost should, not be 
included in' the, revenue requirement in this case.' 
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l5.. The capacity price paid to QFs for as-available capacity 
should relD.ain at $42/kW/yr ~ until further order of the· Commission. 
'l'hisfiqure should' also be', used in forecasting PG&E's revenue 

requirement. 
~6,. The ORA-PG&E stipulation of gas prices, as shown in Table 

4, should be adopted. 
17.. A reason~le fuel oil inventory is 5 .. 6 million barrels. 
lS.. Reasonable estimates. of the .price of Northwest economy 

energy in 1985 are 23 mills/kWh on peak and 2'1 mills/kWh off peak. 
19'. It is reasonable to,' aSSUlne that enough. Northwest economy 

energy will be available to fill 100% of PG&E's entitlement on the 
Pacific- Intertie during on-peak periods and sot of the enti tlell!.ent 

during' off-peak periods in 198800 
20. It is reasonable to assume that Northwest economy enerqy 

will be available up to 90% of PG&E's entitlell!.ent on the' Pacific 

Intertie at all times in 1989 • 
21. It is reasonable to assume that the average price of 

economyenerqy from, the Northwest in 1989 will be 90% of PG&E's 
average incremental fossil-fired steamqeneration cost. 

2'2. A reasonable estimate of the maximum purchases o,t 
Northwest power by WAPA is 2,088 gWb.. 

23. It is reasonable to assume that SMUO, NePA, and esc; in 
combination, will fully use their allotted 200 MW of capacity on 
the AC line to import Northwest power, except when minimum load 
co:cc1i tions or the operation o! Rancho 5eco requires. SMUD' to- back 

Clown its purchases. 
24. A reasonable estimate of the costo! distillate oil is 

$23.53- per barrel, or $4.06 per mmtu, and a reasonable distillate 
oil inventory for combustion turbine use is lOO,OOO barrels. 

25,., A reasonable estimate of the amount of generation 
available from the Helms pumped storaqe plant because of up~tream" 
runoff and normal water management is 34.5- qWh. 
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26. To be useful in this type of proceedinq, a model must 
accurately reflect the actual operation of the utility'S system. 

27. Moclels should reflect the minimum generation reqUirements 
associated with the area reliability requirements identified by 
PG&E~ Minimum qeneration should not be allocated by default by 
PROMOD for· the East Bay, Coastal, or San Francisco areas, but 

should be allocated 62% to. day ttme, 12% to nighttime, and 26% to' 
weekends. 

28. The backdown order listed in Ex. 48 is reasonable and 
should be followed in the :odels. In addition, if minimum load is 
sufficiently low, Rancho Seco and Diablo Canyon should be backed 
down. 

29. Modelers should correct for ELFIN's derating of capacity 
for forced outages in committing units to- meet commitment targets. 

30. 'In attempting to meet a commitment target, ELFIN modelers 
sbould check to see that the model does not commit :ore than the 
needed resources and if-necessary should choose a different target 
and repeat the process. 

31. The Helms pumped storage plant should be modeled to 
include generation from upstream runoff and to allow for generation 
:from o:ff-peak and. weekend pumping, when such pwnping is. 
economically advantaqeous, when required for reli~i1ity, or when 
needed to- alleviate minimum load conditions. 

32. Line and conversion losses associated with transmission 
over the AC and DC lines should. be taken into account when 
deter:ining whether purchases from the Northwest are economic, but 
no' adjustments shoUld be made tor these losses in the determination: 
ot the. IER or for the calc:ulation. of the revenue requirement other 
than the L'OAF amount .. 

33. Northwest purchases by NCPA/CSC should not vary between 
the QFs':in and QFs-out simulations, but modelers should allow for 
reductions of Northwes.t . purchases. by SMUD· and. WAPA ciurinq minilnUln
load periods, which may vary between the QFs-in and· QFs-outruns • 
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34. The annual average trEG rate should be used. throughout the 
calculation ot theIER. 

35. '!'be avoided O&M payment should be removed from the 
c~leulation of the IERand added asa separate ,payment to: the ~ase 
enerqy rates paid to QFs. 

36. A reasonable base estimate ot the variable O~ cost that 
the contribution ot QFs.allows PG&E to avoid is ),.82' mills/kWh. 
This base fiqure should be adjusted to- reflect the proportion ot 
conventional fossil qeneration, in PG&E"s,resource mix. Parties 
should caieulate the O&M adder by determining' the amount of 
conventional fossil generation added between the QFs-in and QFs-out 
runs. This ~O'1J.tlt should be multiplied' by 1.82 mill/kWh. The 
~roduct should be divided by the total generation of variably 
priced QFs (the generation removed in the QFs-out run). 

37.. PG&E should present a study of the O&M costs avoided by 
QFs' generation in 'its test year 1990 general rate case .. 

38. Standby units that can be restarted in a short time 
should be modeled to be available durinq the entire forecast period 
and may be dispatched in the QFs-out run. Substitute, units--newly 
constructed plants or new contracts for purchases--should not be 
assumed to- be in existence or available in the QFs-out run. 

39. Parties should be permitted to calculate an IER that 
assumes no qeneration from Rancho Seco. :If Rancho Seco. is shut 
down during' the forecast perioc1, this alternate IER should be, used 
in revi~inq the energy paymentst~ QFs. 

40. The models should be rerun to reflect the determinations' 
of this decision. ' 

4l. Many QFs' contracts to provide firm capacity allow for 
derating of the contractual capacity and associated payments it the 
QF tails to, meet a specified capacity factor at certain times. In 
its next ECAC application, PG&Eshould, tile information on ·the' ". ' 

extent of these derating'S and reduced payments. 
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IT IS ORDERED that: 
l~ '!'he temporary suspension of PG&E"s Annual Enerqy Rate, 

(AER) authorized in D.88-09-036 sball be lifted~ and, PG&E's AER 
shall be reinstated at the time that the rates resultin9 from. this 
decision become etfective. 

2. The capaeity price paid to qualifying taeilities (QFs,) 

for as-available capacity shall remain at $42/kW/yr until further 
orele,%:. of the commission. 

3. PG&E shall present a study of the operations and 
maintenance costs avoieled,by QFs.' generation in its test year 1990 

general rate case~ 
4.. In its next Energy Cost Adjustment Clause application,. 

PG&E shall provide information on the extent of the derating of 
contractual capacity in QFs' contracts tor firm capacity and 
associated reductions in payments t~ these QFs. 

s. Parties sponsoring model runs in this· proceeding shall 
runtbeir moclels with inputs reflecting' the determinations of this 
decision. Themoclel runs and reporting otthe results shall be 
eoordinatedby the Administrative Law Judge. 

This order is.etteetive,today. 
Dated 'NQV2~ J9sg , at San Franeisco, calito~a. 
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APPENDIX A 
Page 1 

List of Apptaranees 

Applicant:: Roger J. Peters, Robert B. McLennan, and Mark R. 
Huffman, Attorneys at Law, for Pacific Gas and Electric Company. 

Interested Parties: Messrs. Lindsay, Hart, Neil & Weigler, by 
Michael Pete Alcantar, Attorney at Law, for Coqenerators o,f 
Southern California and its individual members; Co Hayden Ames, 
Attorney at Law, for Chickerinq & Gregory; John K. Van de Kamp', 
Attorney General, by Andrea Sheridan ordin, Michael J. 
Strumwasser, Hark Jo Urban, Peter H. Kaufman, and Peter Van der 
Naillen, Deputy Attorneys General, for the Attorney General"s 
Office, State of california; Messrs. Morrison & Foerster, by 
Jerry Eo Bloom, Attorney at Law, for california C09'eneration 
council; Messrs. Jackson, 'l'Ufts,..Cole & Black, by :william H. 
Booth and Allan J. Thompson, Attorneys at Law, for California 
Large Energy Consumers Association;, payid E. Branchcomb, for 
Henwood Energy Services,. Inc.; Messrs. Mccracken,. Byers & 
Martin, by David J I Byers,. Attorney at LaW,. and Reed V. Sch:m.idt I 
for california city County Street Light Association: Thomas P, 
~, Attorney at Law, for Independent Power.corporation: 
Messrs. Brobeck, Phleqer & Harrison, by Gordon E, pavis, 
Attorney at Law, for california Manufacturers Association; 
Messrs. Biddle & Hamilton, by Bichard L, Hamiltoo and Terri A. 
De Mitchell, Attorneys at Law, for western Mobilehome 
Association; Lawrence E. De S1ln.9n~, for Energy Management 
Associates, Inc.; Michel Peter Florio, Attorney at LaW, for 
'I'oward Utility Rate Normalization (TURN); Norman :t. Furuta, 
Attorney at Law, Thomas Varqo, and Sam De Frawi, for the 
Department ot the Navy; steven Geringer and Karen Mills, 
Attorneys. at Law, for CAlitornia Farm Bureau Federation; Miehael 
Golden, Attorney at Law, 'ror Redwood Alliance; Jerry W. Green, 
'ror Resource Management International, Inc.; Law oftice of 
Dian M. Grueneich, by Dian H, Grueneich, Barry H. Epstein, and 
Matthew V. Brady, Attorneys at LaW, for california Department of 
General Services; Messrs. Hanna & Morton, by Douglas K. Kerner, 
Attorney at Law,. for Santa Fe Geothermal, Inc., 'Onion Oil 
Company of california~ Freeport-McMoRan Resource Partners; 
John p. OUinlev:, for Coqeneration Service Bureau; Messrs. 
Armour, St. John, Wilcox, Goodin & Schlotz, by James p. Saueri, 
Attorney at Law, for tJNOCAL;. Messrs. Downey, Brand, Seymour & 
Rohwer, by Philip A.stobr and De))orah K. Teltier, Attorneys at 
Law, tor Industrial Users; Messrs. Barakat, Howard & ChUlberlin, 
~nc., by NAOCY c. Thompson, tor Bari:lkat, Howard &- Cha:mberlin; 
John yicklaOoa, Attorney at LaW,. for BARr; Robert B. 
~isenmillet, for, Horse, Richard,. Weisenmiller 'Associates, 
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Inc.; Sara Hoffman, Deputy County Administrator, for Contra 
costa county; Nilliam B. Marcus and Jeffrey A. Nahaqian, for JBS 
Energy, Inc. anCl. '!'URN; Jan smutny-Jones, Attorney at Law, for 
Independent Energy Producers ana California cogeneration 
council; R~nclolph L. Ny, Attorney a.t LaW, for El Paso Natural 
Gas company; Messrs. Lindsay, Hart, Neil & Weiqler, DY Frederick 
J. POr~y, Attorney at Law, for Midset CQ(Jeneration company, et 
a1.; A. Kirk "eKen; i" Attorney at Law, for California Energy 
Commission; pavid R. Clark, Attorney at Law, and Lynn G. Van 
Wag-enen, for san Diego Gas & Electric Company; Graham" James, 
DY Hichael P. HYrst and Martin A. Mattes, Attorneys at Law, for 
Amerada Hess corporation; and ~ren Edson and ~oseph G, Meyet, 
for themselves. 

Pivision of Ratepayer Ad.vocates: ~therine A. Johnson, Attorney at 
Law, M~g 5, Gottstein, and James H. Barn'S. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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I - / 
:t. Bac;kgrQUDd· 

. A. PrOced.1p;pl ~ / 

, Pacific Gas and Electrfc Company (PG&E) filed Application 
CA.) SS-04-020 and A.8.S-04-057 on April 7 and 211' 1988. 
A.8S-04-057, which is the sU}:Jjeft of this decision, requested an 
increase of $l29.3 lIiillion to PG&E's electric rates on an 
annualized basis effective Au~st 1, 1988. Thisrrequested increase 
of approximately 2.6% above present rate levels was based on 

. t . t 1 revenue requ~remen ~crease~re ated to PG&E's Energy Cost 
Adjustment Clause (ECAC), Annual Energy Rate (AER:), Electric 
Revenue Adjustment Mechanism/ (ERAM), and Diablo Canyon Adj,ustxnent 
Clause (DCAC).. During hearihgs, PG&E added a request to reflect· an 
adjustment related to its c~nservation Financing Adjustment (CFA). 

I 

In A.8S-04-057, PG&E also asked the commission to 
establish a :balancing acco~t for the recovery of costs incurred in 

I 

connection with deferring the operation of qualifying facilities, 
t • • ' 

(QFs). However, PG&E later w~thdrew this request (,rr. 15:1525). , . 
In A.SS-04-020" PG&E'sought approval of the 

. , 
reasonableness of its gas and electric operations during the period 

j 

from February 1, 198,7, through January 31, 1988. The two· 
applications wereconsolid~ted and the proceeding was divided into , 
two phases:by order of the! Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) at the 
prehearing conference of May l2, 1988, as stated in the ALJ's 

I 

ruling of May 2&, 1988. The first phase was to consider those 
issues relat~9 to the for~casts of fuel costs, resource mix, and 
variable' payments to-QFs. I The second phase, to- be heard ,following 
the issuance of the . forecast decision, will address the' , 
reasonableness of PG&:E's operations. This opinion decides only the 

first ~base issues. \ 

\ 
\ - 2 -
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The evidence presented at the hearfnqs aur1nq the . 
~orecast phase resulted in various adjustme~ts to PG&E's requested 

I 
rate increase. In its brie~ of September 1-9, 1985, PG&E states 
that its final proposed annual revenue inc4ease is $6~.S million. 
The components of this request are an ECAc/increase of $271.4 
million, an AER increase o~ $18·.4 :millionl an. ERAM decrease of 
$201.6 million, a DCAC decrease of $14 .. 1.;ullion, and a CFA 
decrease of $9.6 million. f 

.o~ May 16, 1988, PG&E. filed a ~otion to suspend the AER 
mechanism and to recover the difference ~etween AER revenues and 
AER expenses in the EOAC balancing account until the date of any 

. . I 
rate revision resulting from this proceeding. We granted the 
relief requested by PC&E in Decision (01.) 8S-09-036.. In today's 
decision we affirm our intent t~ reins~te the AERwhen new rates 

I' 

become effective. I 
Twenty-one days of hearingS. i.n the forecast phase of this 

proceeding were held between June 27 a~<1 September 1, 1988, in san 
Franeisco., california. This matter wa~ submitted on the filing of 
concurrent opening briefs on sePtemberl 19, 1988, and concurrent 
reply briefs on September 2"6, 19S8.. The parties filing briefs in 

I 

this proceeding included PG&E~ the Commission's Division of 
I 

Ratepayer Advocates (ORA): the cali!oJEia cogeneration council, 
Independent Energy Producers, and Mid~t Cogeneration Company 
(CCe): the Federal Executive Agencies (FEA): the California 
Manufacturers ASsociation (CMA); the lifornia Large Energy. 
ConSUlllers Association (CLECA): Toward 1_ tility Rate Normalization 
(TtT.RN); Santa Fe Geothermal, Inc., tTnobal corporation, and 
Freeport-MeMoRan Resource Partners csahta Fe); Independent Power 
Corporation (IPC): san Francisco Bay Akea Rapid Transit District 
(BARr): contra Costa County (Contra cokta): the California 
Department of General Services (OGS) ~ ~nd the california Farm 
Bureau Federation (Farm Bureau). In aadition, on August 3,l, 1988:., 
the . Association of cali~ornia Water Ag~neies (ACWA)SUbmi tted a 

- 3. -
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letter to ,the ALJ which described 1ts POSitio~on some or the 

issues, in this- case.· I 
B. %be Ermping of the Issues 

In recent years, the focus and pu?ose of an ECAC 
proceeding has been to enable a utility's rates to, reflect changes 

I 
in its ~uel and purchase power expenses on an annual ~asis outside 

I 
of the three-year general rate ease cycle. i PG&E's current ECAC 
oontinues the consideration of these ECAC-related issues. In 

I 

addition, this proceeding marks the ~eginning of annual updating' in 
ECAC cases of key components of the ealculiation of prices paid for 
powersold'to the utility by QFs. I' , 

Variable QF prices are the sum of two ~asic components: 
I 

a variable payment tor capacity and a variable payment for enerqy. 
~ 

critical, to the determination of these payments are the utility's 
, ,. . :) 

Enerqy Rell.wl.ll.ty Index emu:) and. Incremental Enerqy Rate (IER). 
I' 

'The ERI is used to adjust the ~alue of a generic 
oo~u$tion tur~ine, which we have used aJ a pro~ for'a utility's 

, i 
avoided capacity costs and whichtherefo~e forms the ~asis for 
capacity payments to QFs. In this case~ ~onsid.eration of the ERr 
was Simplified by the fact that we have not yet approved a method 
for calculating PG&E's BRI, and the part~es differed only on when a 
previously adopted capacity payment valu~ should ~e revised. 

~ 

The XER, which reflects the ut~ity system's incremental 
efficiency in converting heat enerqy to eb.eetrioity,. is multiplied 
~ythe utility'S incremental fuel 'cost to\produce the price the 
utility pays for the variably priced QFs' energy-

These QF issues, have been added to the ECAC as a result 
of D.33-03-02& in the continuing standard\offer prooeeding, 
A.82-04-44, et a1. In that decision, we concluded that annual 

, I 
updating:' 01: variable QF payments should take place in a utility"s 
ECAC proeeedinq. We reasoned that it was preferable Wnot to· create 
a unique proceeding for QF5 (for this p~seJ, ~ut rather to make 
optimal use ofECAC by settinq QF prices 

- 4 -
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the same assumptions) that we adjust util ty rates .. * (0 .. 88-03-026, 

at p. 3.) I 
Logic links conventional ECAC issues with the bases for 

QF prices. The 'forecast used to develoJ a utility'S ECAC revenue 
; 

requirement is derived from the estimat~d production and expense 
levels related to hydroelectric, nucle~~, purchased power, 
alternatiVe and renewable power, and O!l- and qas-fired resources •. 
'rhe. forecasts of enerc;y production an~ availability affect the . 
determination of the utility'S qenera~inq effiCiency at the marqin 
as measured by the IER. Similarly, 'tlie expected availability Of 

~ 
resources to meet' forecasted demand is reflected in the ERI. , ' 

ERr and IER values are qen~ally derived from the results 
I-

produced by production cost models. fhese models are designed to 
silnulate the manner in which utility iresources meet system loads. 
This simulation is driven by the resource and load assumptions that 

, . 
are inputs into the model. However, !these inputs ar~ not. mere 

. ft 

abstractions.. In many cases, the in~uts to the models are the 
resolutions of conventional ECAC iss~es that constitute the heart 
of the ECAC proceedinq... i ' 

The use of computer modelS!introduces another set ot 
issues concerning how the modeler and the model translate and 

~ 

silnplity the complenties of the utility system into terms that the 
model can understand, and what maniPcilations the model makes of 
this information. This. cateqory of i': sue~ is referred toasth. e 
modelinq conventions .. 

. To smooth the introduction of ERI- and IER-related issues 
and the computer models used to· deriv~ them into the commission's 
periodic ~roceedinqs, the commission +- 0.87-12-066 (the d.ecision 
in the test year 1988 qeneral rate ease of Southern California 
Edison Company (Edison» ad.opted a pro~edu:re to be followed in 
developing and presentinq testilnony reltted to the IER and. ERI. 
Thep~os~ of this: proced.ure was to ~ure· the tullexchanqe and.. 
unclerstand:l.nq of. models- . and data· used to\ develop the IER and ERr.· 

- 5 -
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Specifically, the COlID!Iission reid that all parties to 
future ECAC and general rate ease proceed~g.s of the major electric 
utili ties use the ELFJ:N. production cost ~el in developinq a "base
ease" run.. (0.87-J.2-066-, at p. 203..) nie commission reasoned that 

I • i use of the same ~odel "to· present a base ease w~ll a d the 
( . 

commission, as a starting point, in determining whether model, 
assumption, or methodological differendes are causing the different 

, i . results." Each party, however, was also- g ven the opportunl. ty to 
present· additional testimony using i ttl model of choice. . p 

Additionally, the Commission directed that "a workshop be 
held no later than one weak fOllOWing/Edison'S ECAC filing to. 
determine the data sets, resource plans, load sbape, heat rate 

~ 
input, uriit commitment and dispatch, .imin1m.Wl1 load conditions, 
resource assumptions, marginal fuel ~ssumpt1ons, and all other 
pertinent data which Edison used to ~leulate its IER." 
(0.87-12-066, at p.. 205.) The workshop was also to· serve as a , 
forum for the parties to agre~,. to ~e extent possible, on the 
assumptions to- be used and the appropriate source of those ,. 
assumptions. 'I'lle Director of the Com:u.ission Advisory and 
Compliance Division (CACO) was to a~point an arbiter tor the 
workshop to resolve any issues related to the development of a 

~ -common· data set uPQn which. agreemen, could not :be reached. 
The workshop procedure set: up for Edison's ECAC was also

followed in this ease. On April 6, ~9S:S:r the CACO noticed a 
1 

t. 
workshop- to deve op common data set ~ssumptl.ons for ELFIN computer 
model runs to ~e used _ in this proceedinq. The workshops were helc::i 
on May 2 r .3, and 19, 1988, with Linc::i~ Gustatson of the CACO serving 
as arbiter.. On June 29, 1988, the coiranon data set for a base· ease . . ~ . 
ELFIN. run. to w~eh the workshop partJ.cJ.pants had aqreedwas served 
on all p~ies ~y the CACO-. \. 

. Developments soon· overcame tbe schedule' the Commission 
, \ . . 

set up. in D.87-12-066,. however. Aroun<=\ the tilne of the May .. 

workshop .. , = was revised, and the :n\verSion. know,.:aSELFl:N .. 

- 6 -
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1.6, was qoickly adopted by those parties ~ the ELFIN model • 
The base case run using' the- common aata sei, which employed the old 
v~rsion known as ELFIN 1.58, proved to tOf little use in these 
cl.reumstances. 

In addition, three different roduction cost models were 
advocated and used by parties in this ~se~ adding' to the 
complexity of the issues. DRA. and CC used ELFIN 1.6, the new 
version. CCC also used PROMOD in its analyses, and PG&E used 
PROMOD as its preferred model. san Fe used PROSYK, another new 
model... ELFIN and PROMOD are load dation curve models, which, 
convert chronological demand levels fnto load duration curves, 
representinq the percent of time that each level of demand occurs. 

q 

PROS':lM is a chronological model, W¥ch considers the syste:m~s 
operation in relation t~ time and ~eh uses multiple runs with 

~ .' 

some random elements t~ develop its forecast of the system's 
operation. I 

In response to these cirbumstances, the ALJ divided the 
forecast phase into two parts, roJghlY corresponainq to the inputs 
and outputs of the models. The f~rst part ad.dressed what was 
d.escribed as the "initial determi4ation of the issues need.ed to, 
perform a more refined run on the I various computer mod.els" or the 
"resource plan input assumptions.r At the conclusion of this part, 
the ALJ received short briefs on these issues and prepared a rulinq 

• 
of Auqust 5, 1988, which directed \ the parties to use a specified 
set of assumptions in runs of the three mod.els~ This was an 
attempt to prov:i:de a common' basis for comparison o·f the models 
based on assumptions that reflected the he~rinq'record and in place 
of the outdateld' ELFDl 1-58 base 4- The seoond part of the 
hearinq oonsiaered the results Qf_f-be runs using the assumptions 
from, the ALJ"s ruling, the parties, recommended IERs,. revenue 
requirements, : revenue allocation, and. positions on the' few r~te 
design issues. 

- 7 -
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tbe issues 1itiqated in the forecast ~se of this 
proeeedinq thus included not only PG&E's reven~ requirement for 
the ECAC forecast period." but also the develop~ent of the I:ER used 
in determining variable QF payments. The iss..fes also- inclucled the 
allocation of any revenue changes resulting irom this proceeding, , 
and rate design "necessary to deal with eun;ent problems" for 
aqricul tural and residential time-ot-use rates,. as directed in 
0.88-01-0l6." ' I 

In reviewing these issues, we will tirst examine the 
: 

issues that must be resolved before the pruction cost :models may 
be run--the load forecast, resource assUlll~tions,and modeling 
conventions. Next, we will discuss the calculation of the IE&.. 
Then we will consider the differences be~een the three production 
cost models that were used in this proceJding. For reasons 
described in this decision, we will detef our consideration of the 

~ 
revenue allocation and rate design issues until a later decision. 

. ~ 
:0:. Load PoreJs. 

~ 
ManU' of the issues in this category were common issues in . .. ~ 

past ECACcases. Because PG&E presented a complete description ot 
its position on:many of these issues in\the testimony accompanyi~g 
its application, other parties tended to describe their position$ 

I . 
by reterring to- or adjusting PG&E's ini~al recommendations. 

In addition, :many of the issues in this area were 
influenced by two important tactors. Fi~st, PG&E's initial sales 
figures were based.on an economic toreca~t that weighed. optimistic 
economic forecasts- aqainst more pessimist~c forecasts to- develop 

\ . 
what PG«E believed was. the- m.ost pro):)a}:)le outcome.. By the tilDe of 
the hearings, "eeonomictorecasts were mor~ consistently 
optimistic; DRA's forecasts, tor example" ~ere based on an 
und.ii~ted optimistiC forecast ot economic a\:tivitY. 

- ,8 '-
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Second, PG&E's initial tiling 7Pntained recommendations 
based. on i~s March snow survey of its po ential for producing power 
trom its hyc:b:oelec:tric units. However, PG&E was able to. present 
the results ot its June survey as part of the record in this case 
(EX. 41) _ The ferecast for hydro~ewe primarily affects the 
outlook fer PG&E's hydroelectric resoprces, but it also influences 
the hydroelectric production frem sorj.e of PG&E's· public ag'ency 
customers. To- the extent that thesei customers are unable to 
produce power frem their hYdroelectJ"ictacilities, PG&E's sales to-

these custemers will increase.. I 
PG&E's large service territory surreunds several 

utilities opera't;ed by public entitp.es. Because o·f interconnections 
among the utilities, power flows freely and ignores service 

. . I 
territory boUl'ldaries. In terecasting PG&E.'s load.,. it is also 

. I. 
n.ecessary to consider the lead anj:1' resources ot some of these other 
entities to. derive PG&E's net lO~ or sales resulting' from' 
exchanges with these utilities .. , 

In the final briefs, most ef the parties expressed their 
• . ,I 

sat~sfaction w~th,most ef the elements of the load forecast . 
assumptions ef the ALJ's August ~. ruling'- We will briefly set out 
the'rationale supporting those efements, and will address the 
remaining contested issues more oroughly. 
A-' Residgntial $ales 

We will adopt DRA's recommendation of 22,485, gigawatt
hOur~ (~), which reflects a me I e recent· ana. lnore opti:mistie 
economic forecast .. 
B. small Light mtd Power Sales 

DRA's torecast of 7,.J.7 9Wh, reflecting' its: optimistic 
economic forecast, will be adopter. 
c. ·Jk:diu;m L:i.ght and Power S,§les. \ 

, DRA's recommendation was independently derived because 
PG&E's. appr.oach, undertorecasted adtual sales. through March·19S:S. 
We wi'll adopt ORA's. figure ef 16, 6 .gWh • 
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D. Large Light and Power Sales 
. Sales to the industrial customer~G&E shares with. the 

City and County of San Francl.Sco· (CCSF) are forecasted to- be 603-. 
gWh. When CCSF's hydroelectric facilities are unable to generate 
as much power as in normal years, PG&E will sell more power to the 
shared customers. The adopted f"iqure wai, advocated by TURN and 
reflects the effect of the current droug~t on these sales. 

The forecast of sales to- otheJ large light and power 
customers of ~4,803 gwh is based on the optimistic economic 
forecast. 

The resulting total sales fi e is 150,406 qWh.' 

E. Agri.cultun1 Sales 

DRA noted that PG&E's fore sting approach had 
I , 

undertorecasted . actual aqricul tural stles by 20. S% for the six 
months ending March 1988. ORA. thereft,re developed an independent, , 
econometrically derived forecast of these sales. We will adopt the 
resultl.Jlg recommendation of" 3-,192 ~. ' 

f 
TORN argued that 13 gWh should be added to, ORA's forecast 

to reflect the effect of.the droughtJ TURN's original adjustment 
reflected both adjustments to agricultural rates and drought 
effects. The rate aspect has becometmoot, but most of TURN'S 
written and. oral testimony focused on these price effects. TORN's 
reference to use of PG&E's an~ ORA's\agricultural price for~casting 
models leaves unclear the baSl.S for its drough.t recommendatl.Ori ... In 

, , " 

light of the ambiguous. state of the ecord and the small leve~ of 
TO'RN'srecommended adjustment, we de ine to, adopt TORN's 
adjustment. 
F. St'eet Lighting' 

DRA's independently derived estimate of: .355 qWh is more 
in line with recent sales trends than &E's estimate and will be 
adopted .• ' . 

- 10 -
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G. lliI.:i,lDY lIIl!l 1!!II!li!; l\ut:!>Oritx / 
PG&E's estimates of 249· gWh tor railway sales and 757 gWh 

tor public authority sales were uncontested. I 
B. BeRle 

'rbe sa.les tor resale eateg'oryhas two components. 
First are the sales to the MOdestO/Irrigation District 

and the Turlock Irrigation Oistrict (MID/TID'). '1"O':RN argues that 
the fiqures presented by PG&E and acceptedfy DRA should be 
increased by 198 qWh to retlect the effectl.~f the drought. 
MID/TID's own hydroelectric units will produce less electricity in 

. I 

this droug'ht year, and therefore these e~ities must purchase more 
power from PG&E. TORN reasons trom information presented by TID 

~ 

and some indirect facts to develop its estimate. 
• J ,. 

All partl.es seem to agree tha~ the drought wl.ll tend to' 
increase sales to MID/TID, :but 'l"O'.RN's ~thod ot developing an 
estimate ot those increased sales presJnts problems. TURN has 
made A" clever, if. somewhat rough, use pf available information, :but 
its estimate assumes that all of MID/~ID'S shortfall will be 

/ 

purchased from PG&E and that these entities have no other sources 
of power to make up the hydroelectric(shortfall. This assumption 
is contradicted,. however, in 'l"ORN's dwn testimony. ':!:'O'RN's Ex. 30, 
which developed an earli¢ estimate,. !assu:med that only some of the 
shortfall would be made up by PG&E. iNO clarifi~tion of' this 
apparent contradiction about a key assumption appears elsewhere in 
the record. I 

Despite the cloudy state of the record,. we will adopt 
TURN's proposed adjustme~t. Neither. \the cross-examination nor the 
briets. of other·parties. challenged these' assumptions or pointed. out-

i 
the contrad.iction in Tt7RN's testimon~. We will take this, silence' 
as evidence that the assumptions underlying TORN's estimate are 
roughly correet~· Thus, we will incre~se the sales to MID/TID by 

- - . 1. .. ' 
l:~8gWh,. . spread out over August throug,h December 1988'. The rev-ised . 

. sales to. MID/TID total 5:73 gWh~ \ 

- l.l. -
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An adjustment must also be made to PG&E's base foreea~~ 
/' 

ot sales for resale to other customers. The results of th~une 
snow survey (Ex. 41) show that production from CCSF"s hydroelectri~ 

J' 

units will be 198 gWh less than previously forecasted. ;Because o·! 

:~ l~;:s p~;:u:o:~j:!::n~o i~C::P:::~~df:~:o ~:Jge:s:w:y 19S 

adj.ustment discussed in the preceding' para9'%'aPhs.)/ PG&E agreed 
with this adjustment (,Xr .. 16:1692-1693). Although the oral 
stipulation stated that this increase should be~added·to. sales to 
MID/TID, other: evidence indicates that an adjus.tment to sales to
CCSF is correct (see Ex. 62). The net effect! is the same in either 
case,. ~d we will treat this as an increasefn sales to CCSF tor 
resale. A compensating reduction will be made in the Other Area 
Load line. When this· 198 qWh is added to/the uncontested base' , 
forecast of 604 9Wh,. the revised total for other sales for resale 
is 802 ~. ~ 

The total sales for resale amount is 1,375 gWh • 
I. Xnterdepart;mental Sales / . 

PG&E's' esttmate of 150 gWb/was uncontested and will be 

adopted. I 
J. Total PGiE sales 

The total resUltinq frO'm our adopted figures is 67,2'36· 

qWh'. ! 
L SMQ'D sales 

sales by the Sa~ram$nto Municipal Utility District (SMOD) 
. ii, to, ~ ts customers are est ma;ad by SMO'D to be a." 084 qWh. We wl.ll 

adopt this figure rather tll.an the estimate resulting from>PG&E's 
independent analysis beca~e we· believe that SMtTO is: more likely to 

. I . 
have an accurate assessment of its own needs. 
L.. Lost and Ilnaccounted! tor Power 

Lost and unaccounted for power (LOAF) varies with the 
I ' , 

amount of sales.. The Gxact fiC]UX'e must be. calculated from. the 
, ' I 

total sales we have adopted. DRA's approach to calculating LOAF 

/ 
- 12 -
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shove<! .. better statistical reliability than PG&F.,s.~
method should be used t~ develop the appropriate estimate of LOAF-. 

/ 
Based on the estimates of sales that' we havez:do ted, LOAF will 
a:nountto· approximately 7,060 qWh. DRA. shoul supply the precise 
LOAF figure in its comments on the proposed ecision. 

II. other Area Lo.A5i / . 
. Two adjustments should be made/to PG&E's initial 

est:unates of Other Area Load. / 
First, the total should be &acreased to- reflect 121 gWh 

of increased sales to· the industrial;!customers. that. PG&E shares 
with CCSF, as mentioned in the discussion of sales to large li9'ht 
anel power customers. . / . 

Second, the total shou;d reduced by 198 gWh to- compensate 
tor the increased sales that resUlt from. CCSF's decreased 
hydroelectric 'generation, as· clilscussed in the section on sales for, 

resale. , / .' . 
'. The resulting totaJ! for Other Area Load is 9,22'6. gWh. 

N. Total Area IQAd. II 
I . 

The estimate of Total Area Load· resulting from the 
I 

preceding figures is 9l,606 qwh. 
, I 

o. J)@livgries out of Area 
The filed test:fJnony contained an error that remained 

I 

undetectecl until after the AL]'s ruling of AUg'Ust 5-. All parties 
now aqree that the corr~ct estimate for deliveries out of area 

I 
shoulcl be increased·, although slight differences remain in what the 
parties view- as the cdrrect figure ... We will adopt 196 .. 8· gWh 

. I 

(rounded to. 197 qWh.. for purposes of this' decision) as the: estimate 
, I 

for deliveries out ot area~ (see" Ex. 50'; 'rr,_ 17: 1852-1856-.) 
.' • I . 

po - Total PlNml.D<J IQAd. 
I 

The sum of all the above components is. a, total planning 
load of, 91;803 qWhi Table 1 summarizes our conclus.ions "on this 
topic. 

! 
I 

J '- 13 -
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TABLE 1 • 

sales Forecas~ Assumptions 

~lass 0: se~ 
Resid.ential 
small Li~h.t & Power 
Medium Light & Power 
Larqe Liqht.&Power: 

CCSF 603 
Other. 14,803 

Aqricul ture 
Street Lighting' 
Railway . 
Public Authority 
Resale:: 

MID/TID 573 
Other ,802 

Interdepartmental 

TOTAL PG&E SALES

SMUO 
LOAF 
Other Area Load 

TOTAL AREA LOAD 

Deliveries out of Area 

Amount in Gigawatt-hours 

Z/'485. 
,7,171 
6,096 

15,406 

3,192 
355-
249 
75-7 

1,3·75-

67,.236 

8-,.084 
7,060* 
9d226 

91,,606 

197 

TOTAL PLANNING LOAD I 91,8-03 

." For illustratioJ o~y,; precise figure sh.ould loe' 
developed'as a: !un~ion of sales (ORA's method). 

I 
j 

I 

I - l4 -
\ 
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:ax. ResOW;:c;;a 

A. UYdroe1¢S(lX is:. Generation 
The estimate of hydroelectric generation d~ eloped from 

the June 1 snow su:rvey (Ex. 41) was accepted by all ;>arties. We 
will adopt the estimate ot 2l,007 qWh for hydroelectric generation, 
includinq hydroelectric QFs, and the associated e.6sts ot $~,767,000 

~ -

tor PG&E's tacilities, and $47,065,000 for the irriqation 
districts' gene:r:ation. 
B.. GQgth§DlAl G@§ration 

1. PGiE's Plant§ 
a. Amount 0'& Genemign. 

PG&E originally esttmated that a capacity factor of 74% 

was reasonable for the forecast period. 's capacity factor was 
considerably reduced from recent years' Jcperience. Beginning last , 
year" however, the Geysers tield began to· experience frequent steam 
eurtaillnents, when there was insu:t:!iei~t steam to- run allot the 

: 
units although the units were available for service. PG&E expects 

.~ 
these curtailments to- continue and inerease during the forecast 
period, and its estimates reflect th1~ expectation. ,-

DRA forecast a capacityfa6tor of 87.1%. ORA rejects 
PG&E's fears about the steam curtailments, and points out that 
PG&E's claims of confidentiality M.~e prevented ORA from adequately 
investiqating the basis tor the st~am curtailments.. ORA contends 

I .' 

that PG&E aela10wledged that removJJ. of the stealll. curtailments would 
increase the Geysers' capacity fa6tor to more than ORA's 
recommendation. - J . 

'I'he issue of how- muCh. consideration to give to- ,the steam 
reservoir problems is central tJ developing a forecast of 
geothermal generation. PG&E e*ets the stealll.-related curtailments 
to increase clurinq the torecast! period; ORA expects- them, to eease. 
'!he short history of these resJrvoir problems provicles little· basis 
~or evaluating' these competinr;! assertions. ' 

, ! 
L , 15-

! , 
I 

\ 

\ 
I 
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From the start of these prol:>lems in ~l:>ruary 1987 through 
Oecember 1987, ste~-related curtailments am~ted to . 

. . I·' 
59S,96Smeqawatt-hours (MWh). For the 12-~nth forecast period, , 
PG&Eprojects that curtailments related tofinsufficient steam will 
be 1,749,096, a considerable increase (Fi. 26). PG&E acknowledged 
that this figure was somewhat l:>ased on/guesswork, and we are not 
persuaded that there is a reasonable ,asis for accepting PG&E's 
estimate... However, in light of recent, experience with the' ·steam. 
curtaillDents, we' are also skepticaJ! that the prol:>lem will cease, as 

ORA has assumed. , I 
. We will develop· a ca*a ity factor which reflects recent 

experience with the steam. curta lments.. PG&E's witness testified. 
that curtailments due t~ insuf icient steam from January through 
May 1988 aClClecl up· to- 35-3,947 HWb.. If we project this level of . 
curtailment for a 12-month pJriod, the result is 849,473 MWh per 
year. If we use this level-jot curtailments due to, insufticient· 
ste~ and the same est~t~ of period hours, scheduled outages, 
and forced outages/ used bY/ PG&E (Ex. 26, p. 5), the result i,5 a 
capacity factor of Sl.4%_/.ThiS capacity factor provides a 
reasonal:>le estimate of geothermal generation, and neither 
overemphasizes nor igno~ks the steam reservoir problems. 

We will therefore adopt an overall capacity factor of 
81.4% for PG&E's geothekmal units. This capacity factor results in 

. I 
generation of 9734.8 CJlfh (Ex. 50, p. 2; Ex. 59, p •. 8.). Better 
information on the. s~tus of the steam. reservoir and any trend in 
curtailments due to ilFUfficient steam should l:>e available· l:>y the 
time of the next forecast proceeding.. . 

~. Price I . . 
The price df steam for generation of geothermal energy 

for 198a is l:>ased on recorded 1987 data and is fixed at 14.93 
mills/kWh for all of 1988... The price t.of 1989 will depend on the 
assumed· . level of con~entional stea:m. /c(e.'neration and nuclear 
generation for 1988 and will depend on the resolution otthese I . 

I 
I 
I 

- 16 -
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issues for forecast purposes. PG&E estimated that e assumption 
contained in the ALJ's ruling of Auqust 5 result a in a 1989 price 
for' geothermal steam of 1.50.,1.6- mills/kWh. Sine the assumptions we 
adopt differ' from those contained. in the ALj' ruling, the, 1989-
price for geothermal steam Will have to be eca.lculated. Parties 
should.. report the results of their calcul ions in their comments 
on the proposed decision. 

2. other Ge9the:rw1 ~ruion 
SMO'D, the Northern cal,ifo Power Agency (NCPA), and 

the Central california Power Agency CPA) operate geothermal 
units.. The. generation from these its is not sold directly to
Pe&E,. but it is available to meet rea load. No party contested 
Pe&E's estimates of the availabil'ty of geothermal energy from 
these units. Based. on recorded 986- and 1987 data, PG&E estimated 
that SHOD's units' availability of generation would be 100% of 
capacity before scheduled main: nance and that NCPA and CCPA's 
units' availability' of genera on would be 96.1% of capacity' before 
scheduled maintenance. We wi 1 adopt these estimates. 
c. Nuclear GeneAtiQn 

1. 

a. 
(l.) 

orig' capacity 
factor (capacity factor fore accounting for any refueling· outage 
and scheduled maintenanc of 7S%, with a 12-week refueling outage 
for Unit 2 :beginning Sep ember lS, 198a.. This capacity factor was 
above the national aver~e tor similar plants and was consistent 
with Diabl~ canyon's fry, according' to PG&E·. . 

. ORA. for steel an. operating capacity factor of 8.6%, 
with a 12-week x:etuel CJ outage for'O'nit 2 •. ORA based its position 

. on the annual operatin1:capacity tactors that the Diablo Canyon' 
units had achieved in' e past, ranging from 84% to; 91.5%. In 
addition, DRA argued t PG&E had historically underforecasted the '. . . I . 

.' \ 
- 17 -
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performance of the Diablo canyon units. FUrthermo e, national 
averages show an increase of 3.6% in the operat~g capacity factor 
between nuclear plants' first fuel cycle and. slcond cycle.. ORA's 
estimates are in line with these trends, aCC~d.ing to ORA. 

. ccc advocates an operating c~acity factor ot 75.2"% . 
for the Diabl~ canyon plant. According to~ccc, the Commission has 
ruled in 0.86-07-004 that when five year$!~f a plant's operating 
data are not available, the forecast ShOpd be based on the 
industJ:y'saverage pe~ormance. .Since ?iablO Canyon has operated 
for only three years~ this estfmating rechnique should be followed. 
The second-cycle average operating capacity tactors of comparable 
units is 7S.2"%, an.d CCC argues that ;:his figure should be adopted. 
for Diablo Canyon. / 

santa Fe supports ~&E'S proposed 78% operating 
capacity factor as being similar to historical operating records. 
However, Santa Fe argues that thejlz-week refueling outage for unit 
2 is unreasonably short and that a 14-week outage better reflects 
PG&E's experience with the Diablq canyon units. Santa Fe points 
out that all refueling outages to date for Diablo canyon have' taken 
more than l2 weeks and. that the ~verage refueling outage' for the 
industry is l4 weeks. santa Fe /concludes that the forecast should 
be consistent with that historyt Thus, santa Fe's recommended 
cycle capacity factor would be ;SomeWhat lower than PG&E's. 

TORN notes, apparently without making a 
I 

recommendation, that the capacity factor and refueling outage 
f adopted in the ALJ's ruling exceeds the assumed capacity factor 

underlying the proposed Diablo/canYOn settlement. ~ argues that 
the adopted 12-week refueling outage is shorter than both the . 
experience at Diablo canyon anh the industry's average. 'r'ORN' . 

therefore supports Santa Fe's. kecommendation of al4-week refueling 

outage. \ 

- l8 -
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(2) DiS«]1Ssio.D 

. . ~he variety of the parties' pos~ion$ on this issue 
arises from their emphases in trying to acconu/ociate two· facts of 
Diablo canyon's brief operating histo~~ ~ high operating 
capacity factor and. its long refueling oU'7age,s. ORA" for example, 
emphasizes the high annual operating capacity factors that the 

Diablo canyon units have recorded so fa~ Table 2 sets out· these 
annual operating capacity taetors % fr tach unit. 

TAB 2 

Annual operatin~ capacity Factors 
Oial:>l canyon 

XW;: Unit ~', 

1985', 
1986- 84.0% 
1987 84 .. 7% 

These operati 9' capacity factors are much higher 
than the average tor .compa7/le units of 75.2% that CCC argues 
should. be adopted. . 

santa Fe, n supported by TORN, emphasizes the 
length. of the refuelinq 0+qe5 to date and ar-;uesthat a 14-week 
refueling outage should 1 assumed tor the refueling of Unit 2 ' 

scheduled tor Fall 1988. 
.. , ~he probl m with both of these emphases is that they 

t 
ignore the link between long refueling outages and high operating 
capacity. factors. .P<;&E' f wi trJ.esses testified' that maintenance is 
performed during the re~ueling outages and that this maintenance 

j • 

reduces forced outages CT%'. 12:1209-1210). This assertion is 
supported by the high oPerating eapaci ty tactors achieved by'the 
Diablo canyon units so ~ar. 

, None of ftbe parties' approaches successfully , 
reconciles these considerations. ORA's approa~ combines high 

. I ' . . 
historical operating ca);>acity factors but ignores the long 

\ 
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I 
re~uelinqoutaqes that helped sustain the Plan~' operation. CCC 
uses industry avera~es, but· does not conside~that 'the history ot 
this plant has been' anythinq but typical. PG&E developed its 
estimate by increasinq its previous toreca~ somewhat but ne~lected 
to. compare that earlier :forecast to. the pi~nt's actual operation .. 
santa Fe would lengthen the retuelinq ou1.age but soft-pedal the 
hiqh plant performance recorded so.' tart' ' ' 

For forecastinq purposes" we preter to, retain the 
12-week refueling outa~e. TWelve we~ is the expected or target 
time tor completion o.t refueling, and the units are designed to 

, f ' 
allow this target to. be met. The 11-week estimate already provides 
two. weekS above the :LO-week optimUln, refueling' time to allow for 
continqencies that may arise ('I'r. hZ:1200). TO' build in an 
additional two. weeks, eventhouqJ it :may be supported by the brie:f 
history ot the Diablo. canyon units, would amount to, a forecast that 
greater-than-normal problems will arise during the refueling ct 
trnit 2. In light. ot the tact t:b.at. the average second-cycle 
retueling outage in the indust.fr is j'l:l.St slight.ly less than 12 

weeks (Ex- 35), we are unwillibg to forecast unusual problems for 
the coming retuelin~. I ' 

Retainin~ the f2-week refuelinq outage, however, 
requires us to take into. accqunt the maintenance that PG&E claims 
was performed during the lln > er outages to date.. 'rhe reco:rd 
provides a basis for resolv g this problem by considering the full 
cycle capacity factors cf e units. 

'!'he full cycte capacity factor is a measure that 
includes consideraticn o.f~e len~ of a refueling outage. It is 
measured. from the time a it begins generating-electricity after a 
refueling outage to the co parable time--the start cf ~en~ration-
in the following cycle., ap~roxi:matelY an l8-month period. It is a 
measure that seemspartieularlY well suited for the Diablo canyon 
units:: to the extent. that hiablO canyon's very high operating 
capacity factor is the resL. t of maintenancepertormed during its 
'\ . 

\ 
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longer than avera.ge refueling outages, the full ~ele capacity 
factor balances ·these influences. ~ 

Us~of the full cycle capacity ;actor als~ moderates 
the extremes of Diablo canyon's performance tel date. SO far, 
Diablo canyon's operating capacity factors h~e been mueh higher 
than the average for the industry or for co~arable units. 
Similarly, the lE~qtbs of its refueling out'ages have been greater 

• J • 
than average. But the full cycle capac1ty factors recorded 1n the 

• r 
fl.rst few cycles, are closer to the performance expected of such 
units and show eonsiderable Stability.jor the first cycle, the 
full cycle capacity factor was 67.9% f. Unit 1 and 66· .. 2"%. for Unit 
2, and 'O'nit l'5 second cycle capacity llJ.ctor WlJ.S slightly lower 
(Ex. 35-; Tr •. l2: ll92, l204). From tliese figures, we conclude that 
a full cycle capucity factor of 67% Is reasonable to- expect from 

· , 
the Diablo canyon units. I . 

untortunately, predicting generation from a full 
cycle capacity :!llctor is difficult} because the percentage factor 

~ 
depends not only on the. length of the refueling outage, but also- on 
the actual length of the full eyc1e. The latter information was 
not presented in' this case. Howefer, a rough conversion to an 
expected operating capacity factor may be made by assuming a 

. I 

typical CY~le' of;lS, months ~d aftypical refueling outa~e of l2 

weeks.. uS1ng th~se asswnpt10ns {and the 57%. cycle capac1ty we have 
found reasonable'to use, ,we calculate a corresponding operational 
capacity factor of 79.l%. In ltght of Diablo canyon's historical 
operation, and tJle tendency of jltmi ts to improve capacity factor 
after their firs1: cycle (see Ex. 19, p-. lO-4), we believe that this 

I 
estimate is a reasonable forecast of the generation that the Diablo, 

, . ; 

units will produee during the ~orecast year. 
! 

When we apply this operating capaeity factor to the· 
· t ratings of the . Diablo canyon units and take into aceount·· the 12-
• l ' 

week refueling ou.tage we. have Jadopted,. the resulting predicted 
,! 
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generation ~or the ~oreeast period is 7,435 gWh ~or unit 1 and 
5,799 qWh for unit 2, for a" total of 13,234 g~ 

However, a slight adjustment ~st be made to· these 
figures. PG&E testified without challenge that after refueling, 
the generation of a restarted unit is inciased to- full power 
gradually over two weeks.. This ramp-up l:;Ieduces the total 
generation slightly, by approximately 1/& qWh (,rr. 15:1529; Ex.50). 

Although the full cycle capacity faet~s we have relied on would 
ordinarily take this ramp-up into acc;ount,. the first cycle is 
measured from commercial operation ~te and begins with the 
capability to operate at full powe7'. Because of our reliance on 
the ~ull cycle capacity factors f'rfm the first cycles, it is 
appropr~ate to ~ccount for the ra~p-u~ in the generation e~ected 
from 'C'nit 2, wh:i.eh will be refueied during the forecast perl-od. 
Accordingly we will subtract 14' qWh from the expected generation 
of'C'nit 2, for a total of 5,65 qWh from. Unit 2 and 13,088 gWh from. 
both units. 

We note·that e actual generation during the 
reasonableness period of Feb 1, 1987 through January 31,. 1988, 

which included the first ref eling of Unit 2, totaled 8,607 gWh ~or 
. . 

Unit 1 and S.,75S gWh. for Uni 2, a total of 14,362 gWh. err .. 
12:1197-1198). Even after . q into account the extraordinary 

operating capacity factor aJnieved by Unit 1 during 1987, we 
believe that O\1r ad.opted. fobecast of generation is reasonable .. 

b. 
PG&E's method fo calculating the nuclear fuel revenue 

requirement· was unconteste . and. will be adopted. The estimates in 
the.record suggest that thJ nuclear fuel revenue re~irement 
associated. with ouradopte level of generation from the Diablo 
canyon plant will be about $100 million. (See Ex. 1, p •. 5-:-13, 

Ex. 62"w) 
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. 2 - Rancho· Seeo 
$MOD voters on June 7, 1988, approve a ballot measure 

that permits Rancho Seco· to operate for an 18?Onth fuel cycle. 
PG&E's original estimate was adopted. with c~ain modifications 
proposed by Santa Fe in the August 5 ALJ ~ing, and most parties 
now support that esti:m.ate_ / . . 

We believe that the estimate 0; generation from the 
August 5 ruling is reasonable. That e,tiInate assumes that the 
plant will operate at a 65% operating~pacity factor during power 
ascension and after full power is aehlieved.. Full power is assumed. 
to be reached in November 1988. Thel65% operating capacity factor 
converts .to- a cycle capacity facto of 53.6%,. which approximates 
the historic cycle capacity :factor of 52'.8% tor nuclear plants ot 
similar design (Ex. 8) .. 

CCC continues to argue for a 41% capacity factor based on 
historical performance ot the pJk.nt. However, the plant has 

f 
undergone extensive modifications under intensive scrutiny by the 
NUclear Regulatory commission Jince that historic record was 
established, and better perto~ance may reasonably be expected as a 
result of the modifications. lIn addition, the recent ballot 
measure requires SMOD~s Boar~of Directors to shut the plant down 
if the monthly capacity faetdr falls below 50% for four consecutive 

I 
months (see Ex. 25, Attach. M)... This provision creates an 
incentive to'maintain a hiq~eapacity factor. 

. We agree~ however4 that the most likely prospects for the 
plant are that· it will either operate near the level we have 
forecasted or that it will ~e shut down entirely. To· take this 
latter 'possibility into account, we will calculate an alternate I~ 
which assumes that Rancho S~co is not in service during the 

I 
:foreea.stperiod and we willI permit payments to- QFs to, incorporate 
this alternate IEIt if. Rancbb Seco- is in fact shut down by SMut»" s 

. . j 

Boax'd ot Directors during: the forecast period •. 

- 23 -
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~he estimate of generation resulting from the adopted 
assumptions is 4735-.7 qWh. "However, under certain circumstances,. 

/ ' 

power from Rancho SeCQ could be backed down. ~hus~e amount of 
generation that the models attribute to' Rancho Seeo could be 
somewhat smaller than this figure.. /' , 
D. oualityinq FAcilities' Genemion 

Except ~or a few issues, the parties now accept the 
, I, 

determinations made .in the August 5, ALJ's ru:'ling. We will briefly 
discuss the base$O~ those· determinations ~d the remaining 
disputed· issues.. / 

1. Generation by Wind Ols ' 
PG&E developed its recommenda~ion by using historical 

capacity fact, ors of wind QFs to eS~ima e generation by projects 
that were not yet in operation, rathe than relying.on the 
estiMtes o£ the projects' developer.. ~he resulting estimate of 
1045.0qWh is reasonable and will adopted., ORA's criticisms 
appeared to misunderstand PG&E's a 

2-. 

PC&E's original estima~.used a built-in delay to 
estimate the on-line dates ot pr ects under construction. ~he 

delay was derived ~rom the obse ed lag between the developers' 
estimates of on-line dates and ual on-line dates achieved' by 
hydroelectric QFs. Other parti's proposed adjustments to 
individual projects based on· ormation obtained from the specific 
project's developer. 

We pre~er PG&E's gen ral approach because it eliminates 
the, need ~or every party who· concerned with this estimate to 
contact each ,developer whose roject has not yet come on-line .. In 
addition, any ~ormation pre ented about the status o~ specific 
projects will be difficult to. verify at the hearings. PG&E's 
approach, should shi~t the f o~ dispute from the status of',many 
individual projects to the ac acy of the delay factor, a simpler 
issue So, long as PG&E's approach-
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leads to ~easonablyaeeurate resu1ts~ we tavor developing estimates 
derived from this method. 

Makinq the individual adjustments for delay~;(n specific 
projects is inconsistent with PG&E's approach, whir-ses an 
averagoe delay. Even if it is shown that a partieularprojeet will 
be delayed beyond the averaqe delay, that speci~ delay should not 
be taken into account in developinq the overall estimate, since 
other projects may come on-line with les$ tha~ the average eelay. 
If the averaqe is accurate, th~ individual L.v'ariances ShOuld:':ba'lance 
out without affectinq the accuracy ot the/o~erall estimate.: .. 

l?G&E, revised its oriqinal app~oach in EXhibit .41 t,~ 

reflect the results ot the June 1 snow survey.. The expected,' 
qeneration by hycb:oe1eetrie QFs. durinq the forecast year,. according· 
to· Exhibit 41, is. 460 gWh.. However, n Exhibit 7, PC&E accepted 
several adjustments proposed by ORA. Amonq those was the removal 
ot a hydroelectric project that had ost the required license trom 
the Federal Enerqy Regulatory Commission (PERC). Removal ot: that 

. ~ , 

project from the estimate reduces ~e forecasted generation, to 
458.7 goWll. { 

. After the issuance of ~ A:!.J's rulinq, PG&E reclassified 
the Sand Bar Powerhouse project to the hydroelectric QF eategoory 
(Ex. 49, p.S) .. This chanqc incre~ses the total qeneration from 

) 

hydroelectric QFs by 8 .. 7 gWh. Nj,party challenged this change. 
We will adopt the resu1ting total of 467.4 gWh for 

generation trom hydroelectric QFt. 
3. Genemion trom Large Gj:Qthexma1. Solar. and Sl!!all 0Ps 

PG&E's initial estimat~s, as broken down :by DRA in , 
Exhibit 14, tor generation from farge geothermal and solar QFs were 
uncontested. We will adopt the estilnates. of 691 .. 1 gWh from large 
qeothermal QFs and 12.9 qWh fro solar QFs.. . 

In addition,. PG&E and \santa Fe stipulated on the.. . 
alloeat,ion of the generation frcr QFs smaller than.1 MWh in size . 
between fixe4- an4 variably pri~ energy (Tr. 12:11S~-11S4). 

\ 
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/ 

// 

/ 
Other parties have tacitly concurred in this stipul~tion, whiCh 
allocates 32% to ~ixed-price energy and 68% t~va~ablY priced 
energy. This allocation was applied to PG&E's ~ginal e~timate ot 
generation trom these s~ll QFs ot ~07.3 gWh. !'(Exhibit 14, in 
which DRA summarized PG&E'~ recommendations, Jcontained two slightly 
different figures for generation from sma~l QFs.., The AL'1 ruling 
copied, l.07. 9 qWh ~rom one page. However, t appears that the 
proper number is l.07.3 gWll, which appear in a table and in the 
textot Exb~it ,~4. This small differ~e appears to be 
overwhelllled by rounding in the models. y' , 

4. Generation fX'9Jp Thermal On / 

ORA proposed several adjus~ents for individual projects 
to PG&E's original estimate of geneiation from the QFs of 9,4l2'.0. 

. I 
qWh. PG&E accepted some o~ DRA's proposed adjustments (Ex. 7). 

, I 
The }J.J'S ruling, as revised on },;Tst 10, endorsed PG&E's, revised. 
position. 

The adjustments arose ~om a project that had terminated 
its contract with PG&E (6.9 qWh), double counting of the generation 
from a phased project (7.7 gWh) ,/ and con~irmation that a proj ect 
will use, allot its generation tnternallY and will not sell power 
to- PG&E (34.0 gWh). PG&E has persuasively countered ORA's other 
proposedaCljustments, and has G'ontirmeCl that negotiations to, defer 
the on-line date o~ a project 1ere not successful. 

Thus, we will adopt the revised figure of 9450.8 qWh for 
thermal QF generation. AccOrd~nq to PG&E, the associated fixed
variable split is 3617 .. 0 qWh tfixed-priced energy and 5833.8 gWh 

variably priced, energy (Ex.· 49, p. 0.). 
s. 

The total 
in Table 3 • 

is 11,.774.50 gWh, as shown 

- 20. :-
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TABLE 3-

Generation from Qualifying Fa9il~ies 

Wind 
Hydro-

Large Geothermal 
So-lar 
Less than 1 MW 

Thermal 

. / 
l, 045'l0 qWh 

467/.4 

611.1 
/12.9 

/107.3-
.9,450,8 
I 

,,/' 

Total. .11,774.5 gWh 
. The parties vary slightly iri their estimates of how much 

ot this. total should :be allocated to/variablY priced energy. .' The 
variance appears to result trom rounding within the models. CCC's 
and PG&E'S estimates match, perhapJ :because they used the SalUe 
model,. and the rounding variances' Jbt the components appear to..:be 
somewhat less than the other models. We will adopt these parties' 
esti:mate of6,99Z qWh tor the amo'unt of variably priced energy. We 

. I . 

recoqnize that the limitations oir the models. will not allow all 
runs to match this 'precise fic;ule.. . 

~ 

. In addition, some QFst' contracts. with PG&E. allow PG&Eto 
eurtailtheir generation at times. This curtailment shouldoceur 
in the models, as in PG&E'S o~ration, at times. that are most 
beneficial in reducing overal~ costs. 

6 •. Price I , 
No party disputed PG&E'S general approach to· calculating 

I 
the cost of pu~chases from QF;s, and, :based on the AlJ's ruling, 
PG&E calculates the total cost of QFs' generation to. :be .' 
$7l6;784,000. However, the bapacity price paid to QFs requires 
some discussion. 1 

The theoretically' ¢orrect price to pay QFs for their 
contribution t~ ~pacity is Fe product of the Energy Reliability 
Index (ERJ:)., which is a measur.e o.f a utility's need. for capacity, 
and the. capacity cost a uti ity avoids by purchasing power ·from'.QFs.· 

\ 
\ 
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for a specified period.. For several years we havejUsedthe 
annualized cost of a combustion turbine as a mea,ltte of the 
capacity costs avoided in the short term. We have also determined 
that QFswh~ do not commit to provide eapacit~on a fi~ basis 
nevertheless allow the utility to avoid someFpacity commitments 
because of the diversity and randomness of their enerCJY 
contributions.· We therefore have direetedjutilities to pay for· 
this as-available capacity on a cents perjkilowatt-hour basis. 

. Because of various diffieultie~ we have had in 
caleu:Lating l?G&:&'s short-ter.m avoided dpacity costs, we have 
previously adopted a value of $42/kW/yJar as the capacity price to 
be paid for. as-available capacity thrJugh 1988 (0 .. 88-03-079). All 
parties seem to agree that for purpoJes of forecasting revenue 
requirements, the current $42/kw/yeJr shOUld be used for the entire 
forecast period. We aqree.. - / 

. We have not yet approve~a method for adjusting PG&E's 
ERI. Until such a method is. adopted. and approved. I' a precise 
calculation of the capacity prieJ that theoretically should be paid 

I 
to QFs is ilnpossible.. AlthOU9b.·f_88-03-02:o stated that ERIs were 
to be revised in the ECAC proceeding, that decision acknowledged. 

I . 

th.at no method forcaleulating &E's ERI had l:leen developed. A 

proposed adjustment method bas been circulated (0.88-03-079), but 
no final determination of the appropriate method has been made at 
this time. 

Because of this un ertain status, we will not adopt an 

ERI value for 1989.. However j all parties should be aware that this 
question is being- considered/ in A. 82-04-44, and a decision in that 
proceeding could establish ~ level of capacity payments to as
available QFs that differs lrom the $42/kW/yr that we adopt-for 
purposes of the forecast .. t . 

. An additional as at of payments to QFs concerns the I 

treatment of avoided opera ions and maintenance (O&M) costs. This/
l 

issue will be ad.dressed in a later section of this. deeision • 

- 28 -
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E. Gas-tired GeMratiQD 
Because PG&E's gas- and oil-fueled generation units;are 

typically the most expensive resources, the precise amount of'this 
generation is determined by the availab·ilit;r": of cheaper re~urces. 
As the resow:-ce relied on to lDeet the residual need for power, oil
and gas-fueled generation is determined 'in the model run',. ~d the 
amount of. generation becomes an output of the model. ¥e total 
price of gas depends on the volume consUlDed, so- calculation of this 
expense . must also- await the results of the 'model run~ 'rhus,. we do 
not need to' adopt specific fiqures for the amount o.tffossil-fuel 
generation or the total gas expense at this time. / 

Tw~ issues related to. gas-tired 9'enerat~n must be 
I . resolved,.. however, before the m.odel runs can be perfo:r:med. 

1. Di§RAtc:h Price of GaG- I 
ORA'and PG&E developed a stipulation on the forecast of 

PG&E's utility electric. generation (OEG) gas dispatCh price for the 
forecast period (Ex. 45). No other party dis~ted this 
stipulation, and we will adopt the terms of the stipulati'on as the 
forecasted dispatch price of gas,. as shown iJ T~le 4. 

TABLE 4 I 
. I . 

12tecast of PG&E PEG P.spat9h Pr.ce 
($/MMBtu at the Burnertjip) 

Ayera~ MOn;hlYand FOreQAst Period Oisp~tQh Prie~ 
( 

~ /. 
AU9:.z. ~ept • .Q.a..... H2Y:,.. ~ 

I 

l.940 l.940 l.952 l.974 2.323 

J ~ 

~ ~ Htt,.. ARt:r. ~ ~. 
I 

2.38Z 2'.3Z3 2'.149 1.955 1·955 l.955, 1· .. 95$ 

Average for Forecast Period -2 •. 067 
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2.. bel Oil Xnyentorv Requirement 
ORA and PG&E developed difterent estimates· of)the 

required fuel inventory inventory levels. The difterence centered 
on expectations of qas availability from the pipeline/system of El 
Paso Natural Gas Company eEl Paso). )'-
. PG&E arques thatEl Paso's desire to getJut of the 
market as a gas seller has torced PG&E to rely more on spot gas 
supplies to meet its needs. tor qa$_ Ourinq partICUlarly cold 
winters, ,when the fuel oil inventory provides ttsurance against 
curtailments ot qas supply, PG&:& believes that/t:J:J.e shorttall in gas 
supplies will averaqe 240 million cubic feet ?er day eMMcf/d). 
During a cold streak last winter, PG&E was repeatedly 
unsuccessful in gettinq as much qas as it nieded, forcing it to 

.f 
burn oil from inventory. PG&E believes th~t these developments in 

'{ 

the gas market support its recommended. oil)inventol:y of &.9 million 
,j 

barrels. I 
ORA believes that PG&E has ove'stated the shortfalls that 

may· reasonably be' expected this winter. I Although E1 Paso has 
reduced its firm supplies, the spot market has qrown dramatically 
in the last few years,. and PG&E has beek and will be able to. rely 

~ 

increasingly on the operation of that market. DRA predicts that 
·1 

the average shortfall it this is a cold winter would be 97 MMcf/d. 
I . 

DRA points out that PG&E has exaqgerated the actual shortfall from 
, . I 

last winter beeause it did not alwaysfrequest the maxtmum amount of 
I 

gas that could be transporteCi to· it through El Paso·'s pipeline. 
When the amount actually delivered lJst winter is compared to the 

~ 

amounts PG&E requested, the shortta1~ was only l03 MMcf/d, which is 
very close to the fiqure underlyinq DRA'S estimate. 

In its. briet, PG&E argues ~urther that development~ tha. t 
led to the curtailment of gas in southern california this summer 
aCid. weight to its. position that the !operation of the spot market is 
not'always sufficient to supply its/gas needs in a cold winter ... 

l 
.h 
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The recent situation in Southern California emonstrated 
that under certain' circumstances, gas shortaqes can /rise even in 

, /. 
summer months. However, many of these c~rcumstancesare not 
related to· the situation that the fuel cil inventtry is designed to 
remedy. Although the shertages seemed to resul"t!'in part from the 
problems El Paso was having in seeuringqas su~plies and 

transporting gas to california, we also. dete~ined in Investigation 
f 

(k.) 88-08-052 that there were adequate suppiies and capability on 
the El Paso system to deliver at least 100./MMBtU/cl more to 
California. than the assumed limit ef the ,fystem. 

'The cemplexities ef the southein Califernia problem. do 
I 

not necessarily support the conclusion ,that PG&E argues. Rather, 
they demonstrate that there is still C:,onsiderable volatility in the 

• to ~ gas market. But the J.lDltI,ed~ate problem in this ease is to- forecast 
how that immature market will tuncti6n in the event that this 

\' 

winter is a ccld one. I 
When the question is framed in this tashion,. we teel that· 

the evidence most en point is the~ecord from last winter. . v 
Althoug~ the presentation o.f the facts· was somewhat confusing, the 

) 

average shortfall inOecember and January of last winter was 103 

MMcf/d (Ex. 33). This ficrure is/ very-close to ORA's . 
recommendaticn, which assumes an average shortfall of 97 'MMcflc., . c. 
and we will adopt the fuel cillinventory- resultinq from that 

i . l' U recomme:ndat on, S.6 xul :Lon barrels., 
I 

3. 9il Test BUrns ! 
-. It is not disputed that testing of some of PG&E's steam 

units requires o.il test· burns/Of 3,3.24 MMBtu, er 504,000 bar:rels~ 
J 

Atanaveraqe price ef $lS.2~ per barrel,. the expense of. these 
! . 

burns. tetals $8.9 lZlillion. 'rho volume of gas needed to.-meet the , . 
tossil.generation requiremen;t <:1~c:reases by the·J.,.324 MMBtu cf' the .' 
cil test. burns. :. 

J 
1 
.1 
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PO. Ewer Pgrehass C'9lII the SOlllthwest 

The record on Southwest power purchases 
/ 

jumbled,. and the parties have provided us with little basis to" 
understand, let alone decide,. the differences ~their positions. 
However, since this is a siqnificant input to~e models, we do- not 
have the usual option of rejecting all testtmony, and we will state 
our understanding of the way in which. the domporients ot these ' 
pureb.ases should be modeled. / 

periods tr~::e 1 :~s~ o;y=~= ~:w1a;at~~1:n:U:~!r o;::::st 

sources from coal-fired plants (Ex.,.pp .. 3-30~ Ex. 49,. p. 7) .. 
The price for this power is 15 mill rxwn.. These purchases should 
not be modeled as Peak-shaving reso&rces, but this power may be 
backed down. during periods of mini'unload, consistent with the 
backdown order we discuss later·J:,. this decision. 

The amount of purchas~ from the California Power Pool 
(CPP) will be determined by the! model, subject to a capacity 
•• " I c:l lllUtat ... on of 200 MW (Ex. 49, , .. 7). These purchases shoul be 

made whenever PG&E's increm.ec.n:tal beat rate reaches 111'500 Btu/kWh 
(EX;' 48, Attachment, p. S). These purchases may also- be backed 
down during periods ot minim load.. Offsetting these purchases 
are torecasted. sales to the! CPl> of 60 9Wh at 22.4 m.ills/kWh~ based 
on recor~ trom 1987 (Ex.!, pp. 3-30). 
G. Qj;.her PurehAsed, Egwer 

, several components of this category were 'I.lncontestecl .• 
Purchases from Sierra padific of 3.6 qWh at 198:7 recorded costs and 
purchases from the Lewiston Powerhouse of the Western Area Power 
Adm;nistration CWAPA), dlso at 1987 recorded prices,. were 
uncontested. 

The largest omponent ot this category is the purchases 
from the Calitornia De artment of Water Resources (DWR). All 
parties agree that no urchases from DWR are expected' before 1989, 

when normal water con itions are assumed to resu:me. In' 19a9', DWR: 

I 
I 
'I 
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purchases should be assu:med to be at the saxne price a~urchases. 
trom the. Pacific Northwest. Purchases will be made only when it is 

I 
economically advantaseous to do so, and purchases ~om DWR may be 
backed down accordins to the backdown order disewtsed later in this 
decision. I . . 

A final element of the other purchased power catesory is 
the power supplied from PG&E's wind turbine ~ Solano· County. The 
forecast amount ot energy supplied by this ~rbine is 3.3 gWh. 

This amount ot energy should be includ.ed if the resource lniX'. 
However, the costs ot this power are in base rates and should. not 
be included in the ECAC revenue requir~nt. 

I' 

H. PuJ."ehases from the Paxitie Northwest 

This issue ~urned out to be fone ot the most significant . 
and contentious issues in the case. teveral backqround facts' were 
undisputed, however. 

k 
1'he Northwest is one of PP&E:'s primary sources' of cheap 

purchased power •. However, the Nortthwest, like California,. has 
received less rainfall than norma1 in recent years, and t:hus the 

I . 

av~ilability of cheap power frOl'D./:t:he Northwest became an issue in 
thl.S·· ease.. ' 

The drou9'ht in califo~a also had an effect on the need 
for power from the Northwest. Generally, PG&E will favor certain 

• 
ot its resources, suca as in-state hydroelectric power and 
~eneration from Diablo Canyon,fover purchases of, Northwest power. 
The reduced amount of california hydroelectric generation assumed 

I 

for· 1985:means that there will be a qreater need tor purchases from 
i 

the Northwest. However, all parties assume that. normal 
precipitation patterns will resume in 1989,. both reducing' the need 

¢ 

for Northwest purchases to some degree and increasins the , 
availability otNorthwest hydroelectric power. 

. . ' 

The interaction ~e~ween the supply of power available in 
the Northwest and PG&E's demand for Northwest power creates the 

I, 

different recommendations on; the price that should be assumed,.tor , 
l ,. 
I 

\ 
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these purChases. The price, in turn, is used by the models to 
~ 

determine the amount ot: power that is· torecastedro be purch"-Sed. 
from the Northwest. Purchases from the Northwest are one of the 
largest-contested influences on theIER. I -

1. Pgrcbases in 1988 ~/J 
a.AvailAbilfty ~ 

All parties concede that the dr~a.9'ht in the Northwest 
will limit the availability of economy energy purchases from the 
Northwest through the end .of the year. / 

PG&E forecasts that enough hf9her priced on-peak power 
. I . 

will be available to fill its 1639 MW .~entitlement on the Pacific 
Intertie transmission lines during 19'$. Off-peak availability 
will be. limited. to 50% of the entitJ.:~ent, according to, PG&E .. .-

santa Fe and CCC project .. that no economy, energy from 
hydroelectric resources in the No~west will be available in 1988, 

even when power from Be Hydro, the British Colombia power agency, 
is taken into account.. Any powe.f that may be available would 
com:mand.a higher price, as explaanedin the discussion of price tor ; , 

Northwest power. 
b.' EQ,ce 

1 
~ 

t 
~ 

PG&& derives its estimated prices from historical trends, 
. ( 

modified. to include the effec;: of the drouqht. PG&E proj.ects. that 
average prices in 1988 would/be 23: mills/kWh for on-peak purchases 
and 21 mills/kWh for Off-peak purchases. . 

PG&E argues that Jrices that prevailed in 1988' up to the 
time that the record in thii case was closed demonstrate the 
accuracy of its estimate. ~t presented evi~ence ~at pri.ces in 
June and part of JUly were/very close to these est1mates, even , 
after taking into account ~e effect ot the annual fish flush, when 
required releases from, thJ Northwest's reservoirs increase the 
amount of cbeap 'energy av~ilable. Even the prices prevailinqin 
August,. clearly after the/fish' flush, were very close to PG&E:' s . 
estimates. ' I . 

I rI· 

I ' 

J' 
'\ 
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CCC and Santa Fe both presented price estimates .u.:u~eCl. 

a three-tiered structure. In both cases, the cheapest JJ.J..'Ol,,",1'O. 

assumed to be produced from hydroelectric facilities. 
of power for the second price block would be produced 

J' 

on 

thermal resources, primarily coal plants, and would cost 24.4 

mills/kWh. The composition of the third tier variel' slightlY.~ 
Santa Fe postulated that power from this tier wou~d come from the 
most· expensive eoal resources and would cost 28.9I'ml.lls/kWh. CCC"s 
third tier consisted of oil- and gas-fired reso~ces, with a price 
of 30.~ mills/kWh. j 

Both parties argue that a tiered structure more 
accurately reflects the workings of the pow~ market~ Although 
aqreeinq with PG&E that prices in the firstftier would be based on 

t· . ". 
PG&E's costs and would compete with PG&E's marqinal resources.., 

l santa Fe and CCc argue that the lack of hydropower WOUld' forc-e 
reliance on more expensive thermal unit:. These units would; 
resPond to the market only t~ the exte~t that market prices allowed 
the selling Northwest utilities to- reJover the cost of generating 
powe.r from these ,plants. 'l'hese parties believed that the drouC]ht 
would increase prices because demanJ would. exceed the supply of 

• I . cheap hydropower, and the tiered approach sl.lnulates the expected 
operation of the market. 1 . • 

santa Fe projected thatipurehases in 1988 would all be 
supplied from coU plants ,at the trier II rate of 24.44 mills/kWh. 

ccc argued that because of the forecasted unavailability 
} 

of economy energy from hydroelectric facilities· in the Northwest, 
purchases in 1988 would be madJat least at the second tier price 

j 
of ~4_4 mills/kWh, and substanrial amounts of power would also, be 
purchased from the third tier/at 30_~ mills/kWh. 

. . 'rhese parties support their arguments by pointinq out 
t 

that in February 1985., when n~ fish flush or sprinq run-oft 
. t 

intluenced the price of pow~, PG.&E's purchases were at prices very 
close to- the second. tier prices of their recommendation. 

~ 
j. 

~ 

\ 
\ 
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c. Di.§cus;>iQn / . 

Mter considering- these arguments and the ~encE' 
supporting them, we concluCle that PG&E's' proposed ~ces an~ 
availability for 1988 are most likely to, be correct. Several 
considerations lead us to· this conclusion. J' 

First~ the evidence so far is that p~vailinq prices in 
198'8 are much closer to- the level of PGtcE's r/commendation than to' 

I 
CCC's and santa Fe's. 'rhe averaqe pri~e of lG&E'S purchases trom 
the Northwest was 19.75 mills/kWh in June, !-1 .. 01 mills/kWh in July, 
and 21.47 mills/kWh through August 17, 19&8: (,I'r. 15,:1534). Also, 
BPA made at least a preltminary offer t~. 'ell PGtcE between 288 gWh 
and 29& gWh per month from SeptemDer to- ecember 1988-' at 22 

mills/l<:Wll (Ex .. 42, Attaeb:ment 2).. In dition, the record of 
PG&E's purchases from April through JJ.y (Exs. 41 and' 42) 

demonstrate that there are a numbe~ ~ sources of power in the 
Northwest that we assume will compe'tt~. to some degree. .An implicit 
assumption of CCC's and santa Fe's approach is that the Northwest 
market' will be dominated and coord¥riated by the Bonneville Power 
Ad:ministration (BPA). 'I'he patterrj of purchases in June and. July 
demonstrate a surprising diversitq amonq the Northwest sellers. 

I . 
Second, the presence of BC Hydro in the Northwest market 

will have a moderating effect o~ prices, we believe. British 
Columbia bas had'normal rainfa~ in recent years, and BC Hydro, has 
regularly sold power to- PG&E (EXs. 4~ and 42). 

I ' 
'I'llird, the block st;"'cture assumes discre~e jumps in 

market prices as generation from the cheaper'resources is 
exhausted. With the many potbtial sellers in the market, we 
expeet a more qradual supply, Fe and: we' expect· that some thermal 
contribution will be mad.e even at lower prices .. 

I 

Finally, PGtcE has increased its estimate from normal 
I 

years to. take the drought ana. shortage of hydroelectric enerqy into 
account'. ,'I'he., forecasted pribes are four and five millslkWh higher 
than'PG&E's initial estimate~ for 1989, which assumed a return to 

\ . 
'I 

\ 
1 
t 
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normal patterns. We believe that PG&E's higher price~ 
reasonably. accurate tor purposes of the forecast. ~ 

, ''rhus ve will aClopt PG&E's estimate of px;./ees ot 23 
mill/kWh for on-peak purchases and 2~ mills/kWh lor off-peak 
purchases, aDd PG&E's estimated availability o:el'100% of its, 16.39 MW 
entitlement to the' ,Pacific Intertie during peaSe hours and. S·O%. ot' 
the entitlement d~ing off-peak hours. I 

2. ;eurs:hases in '1982' 

a. AyslilAbility . 
The shared assumption is that~ormal precipitation 

patterns will return in 1989. Althoughithere was some testimony 
I 

that normal precipitation would not entirely refill the NorthWest's 
reservoirs, parties seem to expect a~eturn to normal availability 
of purchased power from. the Northwest. It is. assumed that power 
will be available up to 90% of PG&irs entitlement on the Pacific 
Intertie at all times. PG&E's en-titlement increases from l639 MW' , 
to :77S.:~ on Apr~l ~, 1989. wie :Will adopt this assumption o·! 
ava:Llabl.l:L ty • . , 

b. ;eris(e . 

PG&E proposed pricin Northwest power t'or 1989 at 90%. of 
its average incremental fossi~fired steam generation cost. It 
derived this percentage from its actual purchases in 198&, anc11987, 
a dry year. Since this is ad average price that includes prices in 

I 

a dry year, PG&E does. not 'berieve that the tiered approach 
suggested by CCC and santa ~e is appropriate. 

Determination of ~e target average incremental fossil
fired steam generation cost would be pertormed by the model during 
a preliminary or ·seed· '. The seed run begins by setting a 
price for Northwest power t 90~ of a price based on the average 
incremental heat rates ( ) for conventional units. PG&E assumed 
:nms ot·9,SOO BtU/kWh for on-peak and 8:,.500 Btu/kWh for off~peak 
periods. The seed run ooses. between Northwest power purchases. 
and, incremental conventitnal qeneration on an economic basis., The 
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seed run thus provides more refined approximations of 
incremental fossil generation costs. The final run uses 90% of the 
resulting costs as the price of Northwest power. ~ 

Santa Fe and. ccc continued to urge thei~iered. approach 
to pricing. The changed precipitation assumPti~' however, 
required a different basis for the price of the first tier for 
1989. These parties arqued that the price o~the first block of 
economy energy, ~hich is assumed to be' qenelated trom. hydro, 

, I, , 
electric units, would. be set at 90% of PG~'s system incremental 
cost. Blocks 2 and 3 would remain at the!prices forecasted tor 
1988. . , / . " 

Because the AtJ's AUqust 5 ruling rejected the tiered 
• 01_ I . approach of the pr~c.ug of NOrthWestjPower, these part~es presented 

a sinqle priced al~ernative. 'I'his ~~ernative is similar to PGStE's 
but is based on 90% of PG&E's system increlllental cost,. rather than 
90% of its fossil-fired steam·uni~' cost. These parties argue ' 
that this. assUlIlption better reflects the competiti'on· among the 
various Northwest sellers for saies to PGStE. Because they are' in 
co~petition, the' sellers would c/ear their prices t'O:, PG&E~s system 
costs and would try to maximize' their revenues ~y making sa.'les at 
just under PGStE's incrementa110st of power. 

c.. Diggssion 
We will adopt PG&E's assumptions on availability of power 

in 1989, as stated in the p~ecedinq s~ction. 
The price assumpt~on is a more difficult issue. However, 

we believe that the basis f1br PG&E' s recommendation makes more 
sense. 

. It is logical to. key the price of Northwest power to, 
PGStE's fossil-fired steam F ts, since those are'. the primary 
sources of generation that would ~e displaced ~yNorthwest 
purchases... .1'he lnaX'qinaliumung costs of resources like PG&E,'S: 
hydroelectric units and tfe Diablo canyon plant areso-cheap,that 
PG&Ewould usually prefer \ them to, more distant Northwest .. . 

\ .' . 

\ 

\ 
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qenex-ation.. lIut the hiqher runnl.nq costs of the fOSSU-fL 
allows PG&E to reduce their"operation when more econZomic(l power is 
availal:>le, as it otten is, trom the Northwest. 

In addition,. there is a tautolo<]ical aspe t to keying 
Northwest prices to PG&Ers system incremental cos~ At times, the 
system incremental cost includes the costs of pufchases from· the 
Northwest, leading, at least in part, to the log,ical difficulty of 
pricinq a commodity at a fraction of the same/commodity's price~ 

, Finally, to- the extent that Ex. sI accurately reflects 
these price assumptions, the results of p<}/E'S assumptions appear 
to. be lUore reasonable and lUore stable thr prices resulting from 
the other. parties' assumptions. 1..._ 

Therefore, we will direct the' parties to, assume· that 
prices ot Northwest purchases 'in 1989 fill equal 90% of PG&E's 

averaqe incremental fossil-fired ste~ generation costs. 
We note that the question

J
6f the pricing of Northwest 

power is raised aqain in. the discussion of the calculation of the 
IElt. I' 
x. DPA's Northwest PurchAR§ I 

The best estilnate- of WAPA's Northwest purChases is the 
estimate provided by WAPA itselt/(Ex. 22', 'rable 4-6 .. ), and this 
estimate was adopted in the Al.J'!S rulinq of August S. However, as 

rl 

PG&E pointed out, that estimate!was the quantity of power (1,998.l 

qWh) expected to be available- at the Tra~ pumping plant (see Ex. 
- j 

41). To make these figures consistent with other Northwest . . 
- I. purchases, the total amount should :be :l.ncreased by 4. S%, to adj ust 

for line losses over'tbe alte~ting current (Ae) transmission line 
from the California-oreqon border to Tracy. 'thus, for purposes ot 
the resource assu:mptions-, WAPi,s- Northwest purchases are forecasted 
to be 2,088 qWh .. , I:' 

- I , 

This amount should ;be considered the :maximum alnount of 
WAPA's- Northwest' purchases. ;WAPA's- purchases may b.e backed down 
accordinq to thebackdown order we discuss later in this decision, 

\ 
\ 
\ 
~ ~9 -
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so the amount of WAPA's Northwest purchases used 
be less than. 2,Osa gWh. 
J. SHQ"D(NCPA1CSC'S Northwest PurchAses 

SHOD has a 200 MW share of the 50 kilovolt AC' line to 
the Northwest.. NCPA and the City ot Santaftlara ~CSC) have each· 
purchased 25 MW of this 200 MW.. / 

An issue arose because ccc~ed that PG&E'S assu:mptions 
about the use of this share of the AC ine was inconsistent with 
these entities' riqhts. Speeificall,. ccc presented. evidence that 
$MOD,. NCPA, and. esc did not expect t'o- use their full riqhts to, the 
line, and. as a result a portion of)'their capacity should be laid. 

of'! to- PG&E.. / _ . 
PG&E presented evidence that demonstrated. that SMOD made 

use of any capacity that NCPA arid esc d.id not use to- purchase power 
from the Northwest (Ex. 42,. p. /S, Attachment 50). PG&E' s re$ul tinq . 
assu:mption is that SMO'D,. NCPAI and. esC,. in combination, will fully 

• • I • 
use the 200 MW capaC1ty to :unport Northwest energy,. except when 
minimum. load. cond.i tions or the operation of Rancho- Seco- requires 
SMO'O to back d.own its purchJses. ,This assumption is reason~le and. 

will be adopted. i 
K.' comJmstion T!lrbin~ 

PG&E's use of i s combustion turbines is limited. to 
I 

satisfyinq needs for locai' or system reliability or meeting 
• 

unexpected. peak loacls. ':rhe amount of qeneration from these 
. I 

turbines will be determined by the models. 
I 

The necessary ~ssumptions are uncontested. PG&E and DRA 
agree that a reasonable Jestimate of the cost of distillate' oil is 
$23.53.per barrel and that a reasonable distillate,o-il inventory 

. . - I 
for combustion turbine is lOO,OOO barrels. We will adopt these' 
assumptions. 
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L.. Emergency Pow-:x 
The models will develop estimates of expecte unserved 

energy (EOE) when, outages leave the system with insuy'ic:lent, 
resources to meet demand., The source of emergency~ower in these 
situatioll$ is the California Power Pool, and it 1:1' und.isputed that 
the price of, emergency power trom. the power po1iS 26-.7 S 

millsfkWh. We will adopt this assumption. , 
K. llelm:;' 'qpstrea;m, Run9U Generati9n . 

In addition to.. its operation as ajPumped storage unit, a 
certain amount o!qeneration is available from the Helms pumped 

I storage plant because ot upstream runoff and normal water 
management.. PG&E"s forecast of 'this genkation of 34.S qWh 

reflects the June ·1 . snow survey (Ex. 47' { pp.. 3-4). We will adopt 
this estimate. 

j 
-<:- -' • IV. ' 1JQs1e1..;,.~ COnvent1gDs 

I 
.: 

The goal of the production cost models is to simulate the. 
operation of PG&E's system. But Jecessarily some simplification of 

I 
the complexities of the operation of PG&E'S system must occur to 
provide the models information ~ a torm they can use. Modeling 
conventions are some of the con;ersions. or translations of' , 
information that modelers employ to make these simplifications. 
Some of these conventions. andfoalated issues were the subject of 
controversy in this case. / 

. 1 
A. $ySg con§3;rp.intZl ! 

" In deploying generating resources to meet expected load" 
a model, like a real dispatcher, tries to.. dispatch the least\ 

I" \ . 

expensive available un.i:t or,~purchase. However,. various lilnitations..-,··· 
on PG&E's system require th~ dispatcher to deviate from the q6a~f 
economic dispatch at certain times. These limitations may ar~~e 
because of transmissionco~traints, reliability requ1rements,'l. 
eontractual requirements, or other limitations. 

I 
\ 
I 

\.. 
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,,,/ 

As this issue developed in the hearings, the p~ies 
differed not s~ mucn about how/these constraints w/e,r"o ~eledas 
how extensive the legitimate constraints were. 

1. l'he btj:ies' Positions 
PG&E clatms that the actual operation of its system is 

subj ect to many constraints that require some ri~ources to ~e run 
out of a strict economic sequenei~g dispatch older. PG&E asserts 
that these operational constraints must be refognized in the models 
to simulate its system accurately. The conitraints arise' from 

, t 
transmission line constraints, local requi.rements for reactive 
power support, needs for local reliability and load following 

, , , 
ability, and other reasons. I.' 

One large category of constra'ints is designated as the 
reliability requirements. Because Of/the physical arrangement of 
its system, PG&E believes that it must maintain local generation at 
some minimum level at various times/throughout the year. This 
'. .\ , 

local c;eneration is supplied by fossil-fired. steam units, which, at 
( 

some of these times would not be ~ispatche~ on an economic basis. 
These area reliability constraint~ arise in PG&E's San Francisco" . ~ 

East Bay, Coastal, and HUlDboldt Bay areas. In addition, 
requirements for protection of s'triped bass in the Delta compel the 
Pittsburg 7 unit to be run at c~rtain times. 

~ 

These constraints have two .ilIlplications for xnodeling, 
) 

accordinc; to PG&E. First ,.the! constraints require some units to· be 
mOc1eled. as must-run units, plkts that must be committed and run- at 
minimum levels at certain t~~s" even though economic sequencing 
would not necessarily cti.spatdb. these units at these tim.es. Second,. , ' 

PC&E also sets minfmum qeneration requirements tor units in the 
constrained areas to, repres~nt the m.inimu:m generation needed to 
lI1eet the local reliability,. ,:reaetive power, and load following 
needs. 

A second broad, ca;tegory of constraints is the backdown 
order. ' At times of minimum load, PG&E reduces generation from 
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~ertain resour~es. ~ter ba~kin9' d.own its own bas oad. units to 
their minimums, PG&E has the ~ontraetual right to/back down 
purchases from other utilities and QFS~ ~~ lim}t'o~er utilities' 
purchases from the Northwest, and t~ l:uxu.t gel)erat:J.on by some other 
utilities. -1' 

PG&E believes that the constraintfs it has proposed. 
reflect the actual operation of its syste£ and must be included in 
any modeling effort to- simulate its syst€m accurately. 

Santa Fe argued that PG&E's dbnstraints imposed an 

extreme limitation on the ability Of/the model t~ dispatch the 
system economically. 

First, santa Fe contendsjthat PG&E has presented no 
evidence to, support its statement/that its system requires minimum 
oil or gas tuel burns ranging from 600 t~ 700 qWh per month. , Apart 
from naked assertions that thesJlevels were the minimum required, 

, " PG&E.presented·no analyses, studies, or even reasons to support 
i 

these levels, a~cordin9' to Santa Fe • 
~ . 

Second, severalot the area reliability requirements are 
, )J 

also unsupported. Although santa Fe acknowledges the need tor the 
1/ 

Hu;mboldt Bay and striped basS. requirements, it disputes the 
asserted bases tor the othe~ area reliability requirements. 

The San Francisco! requirement" for example, is supposed 
~ 

to, allow local generation Units to supply 50% of the generation 
¥ 

needed to serve San Francisco's daytime loads, except for Sundays,. 
'I 

Santa Fe states. But" PG&E was unable to determine what san .. 
Francisc~'s loads are. PG&E provided no basis for its estimate 

. , 
that about 140 qWh per month are needed to meet this requirement. 

J 

Similarly,. the:East Bay and Coastal constraints were 
based only on assertiOns! that they are needed,. not on any reasons 
or studies to· document their: necessity,. according to. Santa Fe. 

j , 

Santa Ferec:ommencis that the Commission reject these 
, \ ' 

undocumented and unsUpported constraints. 
. ; 

i: 

I 
1 

f 
I 
i 
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Third, Santa Fe argues that PG&E's must-run l~S 
excessive and consists o~ about 75% of allot PG&E's ~ o,il- and 
qas-fired qeneration. The extent of this limitatio~makes a 
mockery of models based on economic dispatch, Si,~ very .littlei~ 
left of the ~ystem for the model to dispatch. ~anta Fe points out 
that this excessive must-run list lowers. the F because the IER. is 
a lJIeasure ot the difference in qeneration wben variable QFs are 
removed ~r.om the system. Normally, the~o t QF generation would be 
made up by fossil units, raisinq the IER However, when these 
fossil units are already dispatched in e QFs-in run, beeause of. 
the must-run list, the difference measA'red by the IER is smaller to 
that' extent. / 

santa Fe argues that i~ l/gitimate local g-encration and 
other reliability concerns are satisfied, the models should be 
free.to dispatch on an economic b'sis ~d should not be further 
Subject to· the limitations of a ionq must-run list; the Commission 
should reject most of PG&E's li't. . 

. CCC also argues,. ~orjmany ot the same reasons, that 
PG&E'smust-run list is too extensive and that the East Bay, 
Coastal,. and San' Francisco' arl a reliability requ. irements were not 
supported by any evidence. 

Furthermore,. CCC presented an analysis that showed that 
PG&E's modeling ot the min5kum generation requirements for San 
Francisco ineffieiently ov~ralloeates generation to nights and 
weekends. CCC proposed arl allocation based more closely on PG&E' s 
actual practice. EVen if/the Commission accepts the constraints. 
proposed· by PG&E,. CCC, ar~es, it should adopt the fuel limit 
allocation proposedbycCC. 

. j 

DRA accepted some of PG&E's constraints, but opposed the 
minimum generation level~ as being uns~stantiated. ORA. believes 
that a pure economic disPatch should be used and should not be 
subject to.these m5 nimum.\ generation requirements. 

, . \ 

\ 
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TORN opposes the cons~aints on economic dispatch becaU$~ 
these co~traints also substantially raise PG&E's fuel cost and ~ 
thus its revenue requireIl'l,ent. 'l"ORN is particularly distresseCYby 
santa Fe's Branchcomb's estimate that the constraints prevent' 
economic dispatch of about 75% of, PG&E's oil and gas unit~and by 
the suggestion that the Coastal area reliability requirement was . 
discovered only as part of a PROMOD input file. TORN believes that , 
Brancheomb has presented a preferable representation of the real 
operation ot the. system without the objectionable feafures of 

PG&E's proposal. 1 
z _ Discussion. . ' 

In part, the differences among the pa . es result from. 
overstatelD.ents. and. misund.erstand.ings. As PG&E Joints out in its 
reply brief, the must-run list and the mintmum/generat1on 
requirelllents are not additive.. Rather, the minimum generation 
amounts includes the operation of the plants/~n the must-run list 
at minimum levels. From our rough calculat:!ons, based on EX. 25, 
Appendix R, and Ex. 79, it appears that thJ minimum generation 

( 

requirement is substantially higher than the minimum generation 
. , 

produced from the must-run plants. I 
Also, Santa Fe's assertion that PG&E's constraints. 

involve 75% of PG&E's oil and. gas Plantd, which seems true,. does· 
( 

not mean that only 25% ot this generatifn is subject to economic 
dispatch,. as DRA and TORN have apparently unaerstood. this claim.. 
The plants on the must-run list are as fumed to' operate at minim~ 
loads,. not at tull generation, althouqh other requirements appear 
to raise the out-of-economic-order gerteration somewhat. But even 
the higher minimum generation requireFents presented by PG&E" amount 
to less than 10% o~ the planninq load ~or any month, are less than 
half o~ PG&E1s forecasted convention~l thermal generation,. and 
are well' :below the ma.'l{'j mum capac! ty ~~ these plants.. 'rhus., we 
conclude that the'asserted constraiJts do· not in themselves pose an 
unacceptabielilnitation on the. modet 
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Finally, the claim that the Coastal area reliability 
requirement was somehow hidden by PG&E must be rejected~ Ex. 48 
includes an attachment that was distributed at the lnode1in9 
workshop ot May 2 and 3, 1983. ~hat attaehlnent clearly lists 
must-run units the generating plants operated in response to' 
Coastal constraint. 

Having clarified these items, we can turn. to, the 
. . / questloonswllether these constral.nts. accurately represent tlle 

. I 
operation ot PG&E's system and,whether they are neceSj for 
purposes ot modeJ.ing. 

In answer to the second question, we can el1IPhatically 
, I 

state that it is imperative that any models used in;this type o,f 
proceeding accurately reflect the actual operatio~o~ the utility's 
system. Although it may be possible to state opetational criteria 

I . 

in ditferent ways, the models must have the abi~ty to produce a 
reasonably accurate simulation of the actual opferation of the 
system.' The purpose of employing these models' in our proceedings 
is to give us a more accurate basis for our lorecasts, ot costs and 
of the Itt. Pres1l:l:llably, these models. have I.n ability to mimic the 
complexities of the system, resulting in ~proved accuracy over the 
less sophisticated statistical methods or/t:J:J.e past. If the models 
cannot produce· this desired accuracy, weJWoUld preter to revert'to 
the more comprehensible methods of tormer times .. 

. . I 1 ThUS, lot the constral.nts propOsed by PG&E ref ect the 
tacts of the efficient operation of itft system, then the models 
should account tor these limitations in some manner. 

~he more difficult questio is whether PG&E's constraints 
are both typical of and necessary to the efficient operation ot it$, 
system. No, party now disputes the eed for the Huml:>olc1t Bay or 
striped bass constraints. The rem ining area constraints present 
more controversy. I 

PG&E's.support tor the 1~st Bay, Coastal, and San 
Prancis~constraints consisted Piimari1Y of repeated assertions by 
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various witnesses that these constraints actually reflected the way 
the system is operated. These criteria were not based so much on 
studies as on the experience of the operators responsible for 
runninq the system.. The opposinq parties were unable to counter 
this assertion by showinq that the actual operation of the system 
did not follow these requirements. These parties pointed out 
additional QFs in the East Bay could help, PG&E meet its react 
power requirements, but PG&E, countered with evidence that ..:!.o'uoAli·", 

9eneration units ,had been retired durinq the same.period. 
pointed out PG&E's overallocation of the San Francisco ~ •. ~~~~ 
generation to off-peak periods, but the overall basis fo the 
requirement was undisturbed. _ Little information was p¥sented by 
either side on the Coastal requirements. / 

For purposes of this ease, we are satisfi~ that the area 
reliability requirements reflect the way that PG&~as operated its 
system and will operate its system during the fOl';lecast period .. 
Thus, it,isappropriate for the models to reflec:f these limitations 
in the forecasts they produce. However, the ,Iidence presented in 
this case does not permit us to evaluate thetm0re significant 
questions raised by some of the parties. wei cannot tell if the 
area requirements could be expressed in anker way that would 
permit ~eater levels of economic dispat~bY the models. We have 
no way of tellinq whether the way PG&E o~rates its system is in 
fact the most efficient way, al thouqh wei hope we have crea,ted 
incentives to promote efficiency. The taCk of information also 
prevents PG&E from receivinq the benefl!t of the instructional 
aspects of at least some of the modelS! with better information, 
some of the models may be able to suqq~st alternative, more 
efficient, ways to maneuver around the hrea limitations. 

I 
For these reasons, we will direct PG&E in its next ECAC 

\ . 
application to include a detailed deser~ption of the reasons' :for 
the are~ reliability requirements and a) detailed justification for 
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/' 

the minimum. generation requirements associated with tho ese L' /1 .' 
constraints. 

Having concluded that the models should satistyth area 
reliability requirements,. we. are not persuaded that PG&E'y{pproach 
is the only way to meet those requirements.. As we have stated, . 
PG&E has presented little information on the specific rCJ)J.irements 
that require special provision in the models. Sinc~e minimum 
qeneration requirements seem to subsume the must-~ desiqnations, 
it. is not clear that models must necessarily incl~e both 

limitations to meet the constraints successfull~ In liqht of the 
hazy record in this area,. we will not require jOdelers to. 
specity the must-run units in the :manner proposed by PG&E. For the 
Coastal, East Bay, and San Francisco- areas, rodelers will have the 
option of satisfying the area reliability ;eequirements in another 
way, and may use other features of their j»'odels to· satisfy these 
requirements.. The reliability requirements tor the striped bass 

" run and tor the Hwllboldt Bay area ha~~r.een justitied,. and modelers 
should. reflect these constraints. in ~~:r runs. 

Unfortunately, the record leaves us with little basis for 
determining whether the models haVe/satiSfied the area reliability 
requirements. We will allow modelers to meet the area reliability 
requirements by meeting the mj n j m

r
' generation requirements,. which 

appear to be more closely relate to the reliability requirements 
than the must-run requirements .. 

T.ne amount of the min~um generation requirements, 
ranging trom 600-700 9Wh per mo~th, is consistent with recent 
experience, according to the l~ited intormation in the record 

. I 

(Ex. 25, Appendix R). We Wilt require the models to meet this 
level of minimum generation add to follow the allocation discussed 
below. I 

Our determination o~ this point may be clarified somewhat 
by referring. to. Santa Fe'sco~tention that PROSYM is able to meet 
the area reliabilityrequirem~nts and the minimum generation 

I 
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requirements without specifyinq certain units as must_run~~ 
p. 4). As we understand the reasons for these requirement , Santa 
Fe's approach is acceptable, provided that PROS~ provid s adequate 

generation to meet these requirements. ~ 
Althouqh PG&E's recommended level of minim generation 

for the San Francisco area seems reasonable, CCC pointed out 
that, allowinq PReMOD to allocate this qenerationjOY default 
overallocates power to niqhts and weekends, con~adietinq both the 
purpose of the generation and the practice of ~&E. A similar 

f 
problem appears to occur for the allocation ~ minimum generation 
for the East Bay and Coastal areas (EX. 58, ,p. I-14-I-15·; Tr. 
18:1903-1904). We will therefore adopt CCC/'s recommended 
allocation of minimum qeneration for the ~ Francisco,,. East Bay, 
and Coastal areas of 62% day time, 12% rukhtti:me, and 28% weekends. 

Finally, we are satisfied that! the backdown order listed 
in the at~chment to Ex. 48 reaso~~l~ /reflects PG&E's abilities to. 
back down l.ts purchases, other utl.ll.t:iks' purchases, and other 

I 

utilities' generation. In addition, ~hen the reductions on this 
list are exhausted, PG&E appears to have the ability to' reduoe 
Rancho Seco generation', followed by!reductions in NCPA geothermal 
(Ex. 77, Table 8). Modelers should. follow the' backdown order of 
Ex. 48 and, if levels of minilnum !fad are sUffioiently low, should 

back down RanchO. Seco· and ~CPA qf~ thermal: 'l'he . question of the 
backdown order ~ll berevl.sited l.n our d~seuss~on of the 
calculation of the ~. 

I 

B. Commitment Target and Spinning Reserve 

ELFIN, like PROMOD, +- a l,oad duration curve model that 
approaches the utility'S syst~ on a weekly basis. For every week 
of the simulation, at what :ma~ be viewed as the' beqinninq of the 
week, ELFIN anticipates the e eted. peak load 1!or the week and 
commits,or. starts Up, enoug units to. meet expected d~d. Once 
a unit is started,. it is ava'lable for dispatch, which requires 
increased generation from' th t unit .. ' 
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ELFIN does not permit a modeler to speeify 
reserve target, and the modeler must take some care 0 ensure that 
the model does not overeo~t resourees above the g1neration needed 
to meet load andspinninq reserve. CCC" joined b/ PG&E" eriticized 
the way in which ORA determined the eomm.i tment t.arget for ELFJ:N .. 

The Western states Coordinatinq coundil (WSSC) requires 
PG&E to'1I1aintain a spinning reserve of eitherf% or the utility'S 
largest single eontingency. The ELFIN mode~er must choose a commit 
target value to qet the model to- comm.i t en06.qh units to meet the 
system's needs plus, spinning reserve. ccc/recommends tw~ , 

. I. adJustments to make sure that E~IN doesJnot overcommlt resources. 
The first point has to do wit:jf the derating of a unit's 

capacity for both' foreed outages and mJ.ntenance outages. In 
trying to· meet a commit target, ELFIN~ill derate a plant'S 
capacity by its historical forced oU~ge rate. Thus, if a 1000 MW 
plant has a 15% historical foreed oufage rate, ELFIN will use only 
S50 MW of the plant's capacity towatd'meeting the commit target • 
ORA did not make any compensating ~djustment for this derating of 
capacity. ' I 

CCC argues that in rea¥-ty a plant will be conuni tted up, 
to its full available capacity, and unscheduled outages will' not :be 
taken int~ account in meeting tJe commitment target.. If the 
eapacity is derated and the SP~ing reserve is maintained at 7%, 
then essentiallY, a double derating of eapaeity bas occurred, wbich 
reduees the expected aVailabi~ty of the unit and thus results in 
an overeommitment of resource$. CCCbelieves that only derating 
for seheduled~intenanee sho~ld be allowed. CCC cites PG&E's 
testimony that ORA's approad does not reflect the actual op'eration 
of PG&E's system., / 

We agree with CCC's point" for sliqbtly different 
rea.sons:. Although it is deskrable to have a model re:fleet the 
precise operation of, a syst~:m, we recognize that in many cases-

',' i 
simplifications must be made:- thus, the mere fact that ELFIN , 

\ 

\ 
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approaches the commitment of units in a different fashion rom 
PG&E's human operators is not persuasive. However, ELFXN's 
automatic derating of capacity for forced outages~ro ces an 
inconsistent result in this case. One of the prima functions of 
spinning reserve is t~ allow the system to endure n unexpected 
outage by a generating unit, an4 the level or sp' ing reserve is 
set high enough so' that even the outage of the argest single unit 
can be covered instantaneously. The derating f capacity by 
historical forced outage rates essentially' r sults' ina higher 
spinning reserve than targeted because it a£ticipates outages that 
are by definition unexpeeted. Thus, we agfee that modelers should 
correct for ELFIN's derating of capacitY;f0r forced outages in 
committing units t~ meet commitment targets. 

Second, both PG&E and CCC be¥eve that ELFIN's attempt to 
meet the commitment target needs to b,r~ecked to· see that the 
model does not commit more than the needed resources. Because of 
necessary adjustments: to ELFIN's commitment process, the results of 
the model's attempt to meet a partidular commitment target are 
variable., By adjusting the targetfand repeating the process,. the 
model can eventually be used to, meet the target commitment without 
overcommitting resources. / 

We are persuaded that ~s iterative process is needed to· 
ensure that ELFIN' does not overc~mmit resources in its effort t~ 
meet a commitment target,and we'r' ill require ELFIN modelers to· 
employ this process. . , 

A related issue is ORA's contention that nonfirm energy 
increases spinning reserve reqdirement. cce"S Weisenmiller's 

. I . . 
test~ony persua~ed us that accept1ng economy energy ne1ther 
increases nor decreases the S~g reserve requirement (Ex. 25" 

p. II-52).. Although nontin p,urehases must be. entirely ,~overecl by 
spinning reserve, they do not require commitment of additional 
qeneration. 

1-
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c. Help' Genen.tion . / 
All parties now seem. to accept tha.t the ~elms pumped 

stora~e plant should be modeled to include ~eneration from upstream 
runoff and t~ allow for sene ration from otf-peak~nd weekend 
pumping, when such pumping- is economically advantageous, when 
requ~recl for reliability, or when needed. to. arieviate m~nimum load 
cond~tion$. As has been discussed, we forecist generatlon of ~4.S 
qw.n from upstream runoff and normal water (See Ex. 49, 

pp. ~-4.) 
Do. Line I.os~ 

All parties recognize that p chases trom the Northwest 
transmitted over the AC line and the direct current (OC) 

transmission line incur line losses 6f 4.5% and that purchases 
transmitted over the. DC line incur }dditional conversion losses of 
4 • 5%:. Parties differ on the detai)ls and implications of these 
facts, however. ~ 

One issue concerns how these line losses should be 
accounted for. DRA argues that when Northwest purchases replace 
QFs in the QFs-out run, the line losses should be accounted for by 
. . th 0\ f 1ncreas~g e pr_ce of Northwest purchases to reflect the losses 
that occur during transm.issioh. DRA believes that this adjustlnent 
is equivalent to-, but silnPl+ than, increasing the amount of 
purchases to. adjust tor losses. For example, if PG&E needed 100 
units to meet demand,. it might have to buy lOS. units to accommodate 
line losses. ORA's approaic:h. is to raise slightly the price of the 

I 

100 units received to. rejlect the total cost of the 'lOS. units 
purchased... / 

PG&E agrees that for dispatch pUrposes,. losses should be 
I 

accounted for by price adjustments to, determine whether Northwest 
purchases are economicJ However,. PG&E does not believe that. 

J 
adj.ustlDents should be Fcluded in the calculations of the IER or 
the .revenue requirement. PG&E argues- that line losses. are already 

. I . 
included' in the calculation of the los.t and unaccounted tor' energy . ! " 

I 
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(LUAF) amount included in the. planning load, and that ~ng a 
special adjustment for Northwest purchases double counts the line 
losses. ~ 

We suspect that the proper determinationjOf losses in the 
QF-out case lies between the positions taken by tlte parties. 
Making only the adjustment for the Northwest pu~6bases ignores the 

. i I fact that removal of the var1able QFs w 11 somewhat reduce the 
losses already included in the LUAF figure. since the meters that 
m.easure the power produced by a 'QF are usually at the point of 

I 
interconnection with PG&E's system, PG&E be,ars the transmission 
losses associated with QFs' generation an~includes these losses in 

I 
its LtTAF.. On the other hand., because of /their location, generation" 
trom QFs located' near' load centers may ;i.ncur lower losses 
than, the losses associated with replac~ent power trom the 
No~west. / 

DRA's approach, however, assumes that Northwest purchases 
will result in greater losses than ,ose associated with the 
replaced QFs. This assumption excludes the possibility that some 

I 
QFs may be located tar from load centers or that some QFs' power 
may be transmitted over lines that~re less efficient than the 
Pacific Intertie.. Without better' ormation on the effect on 
losses from the removal of QFs in the QFs-out case, we, decline to 
make this assumption. Although ~&E's approach may understate the 
losses reSUlting in the QFs-out ease, we conclude that it is more 
likely t~ represent the losses ~n this hypothetical situation 
accurately. " I 

Thus, we conclude thJt for purposes of determining 
whether purchases from the Nortf.nwest are economic,. line loss, 
:faetors ot 4.5% ,tor the AC an~ DC lines and an additional 
conversion loss of 4.5% for ,.e DC line should be accounted for 
through price adjustments ... Bfcause of the interaction between the 
conversion losses-and the lirJ-e losses on the DC line, the total 
losseS: for transmission on the DC line is 9.2%'. No.: such 

, 
'" 
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/ 
adjustments should be made in the determination of the IERandjt:he 
calculation of re,,:enue requiremen:ts other. than the LOAF alIl7-
E. other milities' NorthWest Purchases . 

An additi,onal issue had. to do with wh.ether the ?ountO! 
power purchased :by SMO'O, WAPA, and. NePA/CSe should :be al1.owed' to 
vary :between the QFs-in and QFs-out simulation. PG&Ej 6onCedes that 
the purchases by NCPA/SCS are based on those utilitiels' needs. only 
and are sched.uled indepelldent of PG&E, and thus shou'ld. not vary 
between the QFs-in and QFs-out simUlations. Howevlr, PG&E asserts 
that its contractual relations with $MOD and WAPAigive PG&E the ' 
right to· require these utilities to reduce theixlNorthwest. takes 
during times of PG&E's minimum load. This asse~ion is consistent 
with the backdown order we have adopted and with the evidence in 
this proceedinq. Therefore modelers should ailow for reductions of 
Northwest purchases by SMOD and. WAPA dUring~~inimum load periods, 
which may vary between the QFs-in and QFs-out runs. 
F. Uj,spatcher's Risk Ayersion I 

We'aqree with DRA that PROMOD ~elers should not employ 
the dispatcher's risk aversion feature sInce no evidence was 
presented to, support use of this featzur ~ 

V. CA1cu1ati2D 2_ t!!e IER 

The incremental enerw rati is a someWhat artificial 
concept. It first arose in the neqdtiatinq conference that 
developed the interim Standard Offer NUlIIber 4 as a way of relating 
forecasted fossil fUel prices to te utility system's marginal 
energy costs. A utility'S m.argin 'cost of generatinq energy 
(expressed in cents per kWh) is a combination of the price it pays 
for fuel (stated in. $/MMBtu) and me system's efficiency in , 
converting that .fuel into. kilowatt-hours.. The IER" 'as a measure of 
the· system's increme~tal effieie~cy in'making this conversion, is· 
theretore· expressed in Btu/kWh. { , 
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In O.SS-O~~079, we adopted. the QFs-in/QFs-out approach. to 
calculatinq IERs. A:,QFs-in'mod.el run includes generation from all 
variably priced QFs expected to De in operation during the forecast 
periocl. A QFs-out run dispatches the system with generation from. 
all variably priced QFs removed. The QFs-in/QFs-out approach. 
measures the costs avoided DY the system by comparing the QFs
run and. the QFs-out run. The IER used to calculate enerqy "'''''"",,,'''~T'I''''' 

to- QFs, is the average of the IERs. resUl tinq fr, om the QFS-z"n d 
QFs-out runs •. 

In terms of a formula, the IER equals. the diffe ence 
" I 

Detweenthe total costs in the QFs-in run and the QFs-o~t run, 
I . 

divid.ed by the generation in qWh provided DY variably priced QFs, 
with the resultinq quotient divided DY the UEG rate, in SlMMBtu. 
(See Ex. 4~r p~ 3 _) - / . _ . 

The IER is often and understandably confused with the , 
incremental heat rate, or IKR. The IBR is typiealAy used tq; 
express the incremental efficiency of an individuil qeneratinq 
unit, and measures the unit's efficiency in prod~cing one more kWh. 
A unit's IHR will varj with chanqes in the genef.ation it produces, 
and lnost generatinq units are designed to ope~te most efficiently 
within a certain ranqe. References to a system's IKR usually ,refer 

I . 
to the IHR, of the last unit dispatched to meet load- The IHR is 
also expressed in Btu/kWh. / 

TO add to the confusion, it appeJrs that the term IER has 
Deen used in several different ways in d.itjterent aspects of the 
commission's activities. This difference/makes comparisons between 
these aitterent uses Vert tricky. I 

For example, PG&E's quarterly filinqs in compliance with 
Orderinq Paraqraph 12(.b) ot O.32-12-120/(12(D) filings) report 
W~ctua1' IERs,. but these fiqures are not Clirectly comparable to the 

I 

IERs considered in this ease. The 12C~) filinqs' IERsare 
essentially the lDa%'9'inal ~ng costs lin the QFs-inrun CTr. 
15:1S74, Tr. 21:2224-2225).. Furthermore,- the IERs in this ease . I 
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reflect forecasted circumstances r including normal rainfall in 1989 
and the. operation of Rancho Seco; the 12 (b) filings' IERs are based ,,' 
on actual conditions durinq the three months that are the subject 
~f the report. 

ThelER is great concern to· QFs, since the level ot 
energy paYlllents to variably priced QFs rises or talls with. the IER .. 

several issues related to the calculation of the IER were 
contested in this proeeedinq. 
A. 'OEG Bate 

One ot the elements in the calculation 
assumed. ,price ot gas. All parties aqree that the proper 
qas should :be, the Utility Electric Generation ('C'EG) rate,. 
tariftrate for sales ,from PG&E's gas department to' its 
department for electrical generation. Some differences 
rate nevertheless remain. 

PG&E urges ~t the annual average OEG· rate 
used throughout the calculation o~ the IER, tor both ~e QF-out 
run's production expenses and as the denominator in~~ calculation 
of the annual IER. PG&:E points out that pay.ments to QFs are 
calculated by multiplying the adopted annual averag 'C'EG rate by 
the adopted IER, and that consistency requires uSir/:; the same basis 
for the ealeulation ot the IER. PG&:E ar9'Ues that foe approach used' 
by santa Fe is inconsistent and artificially inflftes the IER. 

Santa Fe contends that the annual avertc;e 1ER should be 
based on the monthly value'ot enerCJY displaced by QFs, and 
determination of the monthly value of this' QF ~neration requires 
use ot the monthly average OEGrate. Because iesource availability 
and fuel prices. change from month to month, s~ta Fe argues that 
the value of the generation pro~ided by QFs ~so varies. monthly. 
An accurate IER should reflect this variatio~ in value. santa Fe 
therefore believes that the calculation of" t!n.e annual average' Itt 

, ' I 
should be the sum ot the monthly value o~ Of's' c;eneration, diyid.ed 

, by the su:m ot the monthly production, by QFs ,with the result , , f 
/ 

i 
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divided by the annual average OEG rate, the qas price 
determine short-run energy paymen't$ to. QFs. ~ 

We believe ~t the calculations of the I should use a 
consistent UEG rate assumption throuqhout the cal ation. In 
calculating an annual IER, use ot the annual aver~e tTEG rate in 
all stages of the calculation is a consistent approach. PG&E has 
used such an approach and we will adopt its recdmmendations in this 
case. . . , / 

S&lta Fe's ar,zuments sugqest anothEf" approach. To. 
reflect the variations in the value of QFS,;seneration, a period 
shorter than a fUll year coUld be examined, such as. the monthly 
calculation suqqested by santa Fe. To. dev. lop a consistent IER, 
however, the OEG rate tor that month cou ~e employed in all 
stages of the calculation. The resul tin . monthly IERs could then 
be averaged in a loqicnl fashion to, cal late the annual IER. 

santa Fe did not follow this approach, however. Santa 
Fe, tor reasons we find unpersuasive, mixed the monthly UEG rate 
with an annual average UEG rate in d~eloping its recommended IER. 
This results in a higher IER than t.nf monthly approach we have just 
suggested and than some of the C01ctions that PG&E· suggested. ' 
Because we do not accept the under. ing reasoning, we rejeet the . 
approach advocated by santa Fe. 
B. AYoided OperAting Md lIaintMmce COsts 

IPC,and CCC r.aised issu~s about how avoided operating and 
maintenance (O&M) cos~ are caleJlated and how they are' paid to- QFs 

• I 
as part ot the var:Lable energy ~yment. 

1. :mrs Posi:.ti01l 
IPC first argues that the avoided O&M payment shoUld be 

added on to the base energy p~ent to QFs, .. rather than rolled into~ 
the calculation ot the IER, as ~as been PG&E's. practice. It points 
out that Edison makes such payments as an adder. More ilnportant,. '. 
IPC argues that :i:ncl.ud1nq the' ~voidecl O&M in the' IER .calculation., is 

, ., I 
illogical. The IER;"isintended to'measure the efficiency of the . 
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system in converting thermal energy to· electric energy, a 
conversion that is only remotely related to the costs o~ O&K. 

In addition, reflectinq O&M costs in the IER will caUSe 
the O&M costs included in the energy prices paid to QFs to vary 
with changes in prices ot the marginal fuel, rather than with 
chanqes in the amount of qeneration produced, as logic· would' 
suggest. According to IPC, PG&E's present approach increases the 
risk that QFs will De either overpaid or underpaia tor avoiaea O&K 

costs, Decause the payment varies with changes in their marginal 
fuel price, which is unrelated to the level of avoided O&K l'!n!o::.~~~.</ 

IPC also argues that the O&M adder should include a 
variable O&M costs, including appropriate labor costs and 
associated administrative and general (A&G) expenses. IPC·¥~ •• ~~ 
PG&E's detinition of avoided O~ costs to be too narrow, 
narrowness results in undervaluation ot the contribution 
allowing the utility to avoid costs. Merely including items 
PG&Elisted as generation-related variable O&M' in its tj.linq in the 
seventh Common Foreeastin9 Methodology (CFM-7) proceed/n9 betore 
the Calitornia Energy commission raises the value of variable om 
from 0.332 mills/kWh to 1.82' millS/kWh, according t;/IPC. 

IPC goes on to argue that some labor costs, which PG&E, . 
excludes, should be included in variable O&M. the jpresence ot QFs 
frees existing personnel trom O&M tasks related tel 'the amount ot 
generation so that they can perform other tasks, fesul ting in 
overall productivity improvelI!.ents and labor costs savings. When 
inefficient units are totally displaced by QFs' !generation and are 
retired or placed in standby, even the NfixedlP f&'H costs associated 
by these plants are avoided. Routine and- extr~ordinary maintenance 
can be deferred as the operatinq hours or rosJil-ruelea units are 
reducea. / 

A&G costs, which the commission has always ssociated with ~abor 
'c:osts,.will also be avoiaed. 

Furthe%lnore, IPC ar9Ues, when labl costs are reduced,. 
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PG&E~S understating of 
consequences, according to IPC. First, th~ contribut on of QFs is 
undervalued, in violation of the Public utility Re atory Policies 
Act (PURPA) and th. e commission's stated policies. /Second, tho e 
utility receives a windfall when costs. are aVOid;d.bY QFs and not 
re.flected in avoided costs, because annual O&M 90sts are estimated 
in the utility's general rate case and included in base rates. As . 

a result, the utility receives revenues tor wli'ich it does not incur 
a corresponding expense. / 

IPC believes that the O&M adder should be set at 3, 
xnills/kWh. Lack of data prevents it fro~kantifYin9' the precise 
amount that PG&E avoids because of the QFf~ generation, but the 3 
mill/XWh figure is a reasonable appro~tion. IPC notes that the 
Commission has approved a 3. xnill/kWh ad!er tor Southern california 
Edison Comp,any. After comparing the t~o utility systems and 
referring to.the i~S2 mills/kWh figurf PG&E submitted to the Energy 
Commission, IPC believes that 3 mills'/kWh is a reasonable estimate 
of PG&E's variable om costs. -/ ' 

Finally" IPC asks the Co~ssion to order, PG&E to' present 
a detailed study of its O&M costs T' part of its test year 1990 
general rate case. 

2.. CCC's Position 
CCC jOins in many of IP6's argtmlents. 
CCC adds its concern abbut the narrowness of PG&E's 

definition of variable O&M costsl PG&E's definition seems to be 
tied to a one-year horizon. CC~POints out that a longer-term 
definition, such as the planning framework of the CFM cases, is 
more appropriate in considering I the O&M costs avoided by the 
contributions of' QFs. Both standard Otfer 2 and the variable 
energy option Standard otter 4/contracts are paid variable energy 
rates, but these contracts require reliable operation for 20 to. 30 
years. The reliability and llnQevitY of these facilities will. 

\ 
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allow PG&E to re~uce its costs for O&M items that vary~v a 
longer perioc1 than one year.. ',' , 

. ccc points out that QFs' generation has perm'tte~ PG&E to 
reCtuce the work force at the Avon, Oleum, anCt Martin~ plants from 
l25 workers to aroun~ 5- workers.. Although even th~FM filings do 
not incluCte a,roideci labor O&M, this reduction inTrk force 
~emonstrates that some labor O&H costs are avoided by the presence 
of QFs,..accordinq to CCC.. I 

Finally, ccc argues that PG&E has presenteQ no evidence 
in support of its position.. In reviewing the/variOUS available 
sources of information, particularly PG&E~s CFM-7 and CFM-S 
filings, CCC concludes that an adder of ~ mills/kWh is a reasonable 
estimate of the O&M costs the QFs' generation allows PG&E to avoid .. 

3. PGiE's Positi.2n I' 
PG&E disputes IPC's and cCC's ~commendations. O&M costs 

. f 
avoideCt by the QFs' generation are limiied to, Nthe costs of nonfuel 
consumable items whose consumption is Ctireetly linked to the 
generating output'of conventional toss1~ units. ir Labor costs are 
not avoided, and therefore no A&G cost~ are avoideCt, according to 

I PG&E.. I 
When the costs of these actually avoiCted items are 

consi~ered, anCt when the proportion df total generation that is 
provi~e~ by conventional ste~ unitS/iS consiCtereCt, PG&E calculates 
that the actual avoided O&H cost is 0.151 mills/kWh .. 

I 

PG&E believes that the references to· the CFM-7 filing are 
deceptive. Those costs are part Of/a long-term planning analysis 
and include 1UaD.y items not avoided when a conventional steam unit 

I 

reducesqeneration, which is the appropriate measure for the short 
term cons1dere~ in this case. I 

PG&E points: out that the ~u:mber adopted in theAIJ' s 
rulinq.contained a transcription e~or and was not adjusted' to 
reflect the tact , that only a. portion of the variably priced QF 
qenerationreplaces ' conventional fclssil units. When Northwest· , I 

I 
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purchases ar~ displaced by QFs, for example, no O~ costs are 
avoided. Thus, PG&E believes that the corrected·' figure from;the 
AI:1' s ruling should be adjusted .to reflect the avoided O&M costs 
per kilowatt of avoided conventional fossil generation. I . 

PG&E states that each set of inputs into the model will 
result in different avoided O&M costs and different amo6nts of 
conventional generation. Thus, PG&E recommends that e easiest 
way to calculate avoided O«K costs is to divide the hange in 

variable O&M costs resulting from the OFs-in and. QF -out models 
runs by the amount of ener9Y expected to be qener edby variably 
pricedOFs. When this calculation was performed. fn ·PG&E's run 

following the AI:J~s. ruling,. the result was an TV,. ided O&M payment 
of 0.157 mills/XWh. ' . 

4. Discussism . 
We are persuad.ed that the avoided 0t.M payment should be 

removed from the calculation of the IER and added as a separate 
payment to the base energy price paid to, OFJ.:expressing these 

I . 
payments in millS'/kWh and allowing them to· ~ary with the a:mount 
generated in the .swing UDi ts, rather than Ji th changes in the price 
of the marginal fuel, is loqical. (, 

. Determining the amount to· include in the avoided O&M 
payment· is more diffieul t. IPC' and CCC .J,.de strong arguments that 
additional items are avoided by QFs, lab6r and. associated A&G costs 
in particular. PG&E urged a narrower dJ-rini tion of the variable' 
O&M costs, but little persuasive eVid.ende was presented by any 

party. I' 
The question of what costs are variable necessarily 

I 
involves a definition of a tillle horiE[0. In the very long run, all 
costs are variable •. PG&E's appears to limit its. de:rinition'of 
variable costs to those that vary wi in one year. IEP and. CCC 
urge a longer time frame. I 

We conclude that at least some costs that are variable 
over more than:: one year are avoided b generation from ·OFs and. 
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. / 
should be part of the avoided O&M payment. QFs have demonstr<tted' 
that they lDake a depend~le -contribution to the utility"s, '/ 
resources, which PG&E has relied on and can reasonably rely{ on in 
the future. In counting: on the generation trom QFS,. PG&Jt should 
adjust its maintenance practices accordingly. These a46ustments 
~y be reasonably assumed to, reduce some costs,. and w~ suspect that 
at least some o~ those reduced costs are labor cost,! 

We are' eoncerned that so little good inf~ation is 
I 

available to· hel~ us quantify the amount of variahQe O&M. 

IEP pointed out that PG&E has not eomplied wi tb fur order that Ntbe 
assu:mptions regarding the derivation of variable O&M should be 
includedN in th,e utilities' quarterly ener9'Y iice filings (0,.82-

12-120, 10 CPOC,2d 553,624). / 
Thei~or.mation available in this !eCOrd does not permit 

us to specify the appropriate time frame fo~ consideration or to 
I ' 

quantify exactly the 'avoided O&M costs. B;,-sed on the record, we 
will adopt as abase number the 1.82 mills/kWh that results from 
PG&E's CFM-7 filing.' This figure does nck include any avoided 
labor costs, and it may include some itefns that vary over an 
inappropriately long period. However, these two cirawl:lacks tend to 
eanceleaeh other out r and we conclude~at this figure is the most 

,reasonable estil:nate provided on this rfcord. " 
We adopt this amount as a base amount of variable O&M. 

PG&E has argued that since most vari~le O&M is attril:lutable to 
conventional fossil plants, that soiu~ adjustment should be made for 
the large proportion of other resouices in its generation base. We 
aqree with these arguments. To mde the appropriate adjustment for 
the various resources in PG&E's re~ource mix, parties should 
determine the change in the amountd of eonventional fossil 
generation between theQFs-in and!QFs-out runs. This represents 
the amount ot tossil generation displaeed by the presence of QFs 

. I ' 

and provides an estimate of the O&M costs that QFs avoid.. 'this 
, - ' 'I 

amount should, be multiplied by,the 1.82' mills/kWh figure we have 

I 
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adopted. The product should then be divided by the total 
generation of variably priced QFs (the generation removed 
QFs-out run), to. yield the amount, expressed in mills/kWh, at 
will paid QFs as an adder for avoided variable O&M costs. ;I 

As we have repeatedly mentioned, the lack of intormation 
on variable O&M costs presented a formidable obstacle tcfthe 
resolution o.f this issue. We will direct PG&E to. prestnt a study 
of the O&M costs avoided by QFs' generation in its,t~t year 1990 

, general rate case. At a minimum, the st:udy shOUld Ikamine the 
reductions, in costs--including materials costs, laDor costs, and 
any other appropriate cests--that occur when gene~atien is reduced 
at its existing conventional fossil plants. Th/ study should also. 

I ' 

calculate the saving'S in O&M that have resul tep. from the retiring 
or relnoval to. standby status ef similar plant~ in the last five 
years. PG&E should attempt the identify ano./ Cf)J.antify the' O&M costs 
that vary in o.ne-, ~ee-, and five-year time frames and should 

J 
expand on these minimum requirements and present any other relevant 
i~ormation available to it. 7 
c. SUbstitute Resources . I 

The QFs-out run of the mOdels~calculates the 
characteristics o.f PG&E's system for the fo.recast year if all 
generation from variably priced QFs wJs removed. PG&E argued that 
this assumption is unrealistic. QFSj~ere added to. the system over 
a number of years, and if no. QFs had/Deen added to the system, PG&E 
would have gradually taken other st~ps, such as adding new 
resources o.r contracting fer additional purchases, to. meet the 
system's long-ten needs.. The QFsLout ease essentially asswnes the 
sudden disappearance of a major c6ntribution to. PG&E's resources, 

I arques PG&E,. and calculates the cost of short-term replacements,. 
primarily increased tossil-fuelJd,generatio.n and purchased po.wer, 
tor those lost resources. To cfmpensate tor this unrealistiC. . 
assumption, PC&E· believes thatj'tlle prices of resources. calculated 
in, theQFs-in run '. should. carry over to, the QFs-out· run. . . 
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, We have already addressed this issue, at· least in pa~ 
In D.8S-03-079, we heard similar arguments about the sounclnesrf 
the QFs-out assumption. We acknowledged that this assumptr does 
notretlect what a utilitywo1ll.d actually do in the absence of QFs, 
but we declined to make any adjustments to the QFs-out a~roach at 

, ' , 
that time. Since circumstances have not changed Sirce at 
decision, we will not adopt PG&E's proposed XIloditicat on,s to the 
adopted QFs-in/QFs-out method. , , 

ccc urqed the Commission to sustain the ~osition on 
substitute resources taken in 0.S8--03-079. ,j , 

santa Fe, however, raised an issue that is a variation ot 
" , ' 

the,substitute resources issue. PG&E currently has several plants 
in standby (see Ex. 22" p... 7S, Table 9-1). PG&E acknowledged that 

. ' I d four ot these un.'lts have already been restarted (Tr. 3:2'50) an 
that the others could be res~rted within o/h~urs to tour days,. if 
needed. santa Fe argues that these unitsphould ~e considered 
available for moclelinq purposes for the ~tire forecast periocl. 

f 
PG&E includes them in 1988, but models them as being unavailable in 
1989. / ' ' 

We believe that it is appropriate to model standby units 
that can ,be restarted in a short time/as beinq available for the 
entire toreeast period. Presumably,/theSe plants were put on 
standby because they were less efficient than other plants... Since 
the model dispat~es generation on~ economic basis, except for 
certain constraints, these plants;would not be employed by the 
models unless and until they wereLcheaper than alternatives. 

We distinguish such ex~stinq plants from the substitute 
units addressed in o.aS-0~-079. lIn that decision.we contemplated 
the constructionot new plants or the entering int~ of new 
contracts for p\U"c::hases on othe'r than a short-term basis. The 

~ i 

rationale tor excluding ,those fypes of resources does not apply to,. 
existing. standby units.· We conclude that the units listed in' 'table 

, , 
f 
I , 

) 
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9-1 ot Ex. ZS should be modeled to be available during the entire 
torecast period and may be employed in the QFs-out run .. 
D. The 'l'reAtl!lent· or Northwest Power Prict,§ 

A related issue concerns the treatment of the ~~,.cu~s~~ 
ot Northwest economy energy in 1989.. We have previously 
that prices. in 1989 should be set at 90% of PG&E's average / 
incremental fossil-fired steam generation costs. Under ~ QFs-out 
assumptions, however,. it is likely. that the removal ot oIs will 
increase the cost of steam qenera~ion. ~ 

The QFs' representatives argue that the pr. ce of 
Northwest power should rise accordingly. PG&E ar es that the 
price should remain fixed. The prilnary basis fO;!PG&E'S position 
seems to be that it is unfair to prevent the uti~ity from assuming 

I . 
that substitute resources, would be added to ~e up tor the lost QF 
generation while assuminq hiqher prices for existing resources .. 

I 

The issue is even more artificialjthan the parties have 
defined it .. The. essential question is whether a separate seed run 
to develop estimates ot PG&E's incrementai steam generation costs 
should be pertoX'llled for both the QFs-in f.nd QFs-out runs. The 
question turns on what response NorthweJt sellers would make to the 
removal of a large block of QFs.. PG&EfS approach concludes that 
sellers would increase the amount of their sales, corresponding to 
PG&E's' increased need to purchase eednomy enerqy.. The QFs' 
representatives' approach holds tha",j the Northwest sellers would 
choose to raise the price but main~in roughly the same level of 

, I 

sales. :tf this s:ituation were an~ng but hypOthetical, of 
course, something in-between would happen: quantitie~ of purchases 
would.. increase and· ,prices would ~robablY rise somewhat. 

We are thus forced to/choose between tw~ unrealistic 
alternatives to resolve a' hypothetical problem.. In keeping with 
our adopted QFs-in/QFs-out app~oach tocaleulating the IER, we 
conclude that the price of No~west power should.. be permitted to 

. I .. 
vary in the QFs-out run .. A separate' seed run for the QFs~outease .. I 

I 
i , 
I 
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will s~ulate the expected reaction of Northwest sellers to- the 
hypothetical loss of variably priced power from QFs and PG&E's 
conSequent' qreater reliance on thermal generation. Thus, modelers 
should do a separate seed run to determine the price of Northwest 
power in the QFS-out cas,.e for 1989. 

In the seed runs using the assumptions of the ALJ's 
ruling, the parties used slightly different initial 
PG&E's average incremental heat rates for conventional unitt. 
difterence e'licited little discussion or evidence, but i0s 
d.esirable for all parties to- use the same initial figures.. The 

, ' ,/ 
estimates used. by PG&E and' CCC--9,500 Btu/kWh tor on-p'~ak anclS.,SOO 
Btu!kWh for off~peak--shou1d be used in all parties'J'~eed runs~ 
E. XER' Wi:t;b.out RAncho- seco- L_ 

~ we have al~eady discussed, there remafns some , 
possibility that the Rancho Seco nuclear unit wouadbe shutdown 
during the forecast period because ot poor. pertofmance,. under the 

terms of an initiative lLdoptecl by voters in J~. We will allow 
• i 

the parties to calculate an alternate IER: which assumes' no, 
generation from RanehoSeco. In the event ~t Rancho Seco'is shut 
clown;: we will acljustpayments to QFs by emplo~ing the alternate IER 
in the revision' 'ot energy paYlllents to QFS 'allowing the official' 
dete>:llli=tion to shut the plant down. / 

vx. ]JittereD"S Among tthe Models 

. ' / . 
When thl.S case began, it appeared. that thJ.s woulcl:be the 

forum for the *battle .of. the moclels,*lto determine which of the 
three models used in tnis proceeding/provided superior results. As 

, ,. J . 
the case developed, it,beea:m.e elearfthat the assumptions used :by 
the models would . have 'ao much qreate~ effect than any' inherent 

. , , 
differences in: the' mcxtels .. 

At the comp.ietion of hearings, the ~ost noteworthy, . 
. development was how.close the three'models were in their results. 

J 

\ 
I 
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When PROMOD and ELFIN 1.6 used the same assumptions for economy 
energy from the Northwest, the resulting IERs d'iffered by only 1.1% 
(Ex. 54, p.. 2). A similar comparison between ELFIN and PROMOD 
yields a variation of about 1.7% (compare Ex. 54, p. 3 with~. 77, 

I 

Table 9). Other cheeks' on the models also indicate generally 
similar results (Exoo77,Table 11). 

One conclusion that can be drawn is that no party 
supports use of the old, version of ELFIN, version 1.58. That 
version did not allow prices to be time-differentiated, and all 
parties aqree that the' ,addition of' this feature in ELFIN'" 1.6 was 
needed improvement. 

At this stage~ we are not preparea to say that any 
three models used in this proceeding was inadequate. PROMOD 
many features that make certain changes or simulations 
easy. However, it is ,expensive to run and access to it 
ELFIN l.~ is relatively cheap and can be run on most ~e:rs~n.al 
compu.ters. Although it does not have all the features ~ PROMOD:, 
modelers are able to overcome most of its limitatiOns.fo arrive at 
reasonably accurate, simulations. PROSYM is still un~liar to 
parties other than its sponsors. It is intriguinq ~cause it takes 
a different approach ·to modeling from the other moq!els. We will 
reserve judgment on PROSYM at least until we haveLseen it applied 
in a proceeding when parties are more f~iliar with its operation. 

Eventually we hope to simplify our prdeeedings by having 
all parties .use the saxne model. At the same time, however, we do 
not want to lock into a certain model ana igno~e the improvements 
that are made to other moclels. Howeve:r:, it ~ aperative that we 
have som.e basis ~or comparison of the vario~ models~ In this 

y 

ease., we found ourselves in the SalDe si tuat.ion we did in the last 
Edison general rate case,. with three model? yielding' similar 
results for poorly understood reasons. In the Edison ease we 
ordered that Wall parties (in ECAC proceJdinqs] presenting 
testimony requiring the use of. a . produdion simulation model must 
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present " 'base case' run using the same model,· anil we """'/ 

ELFIN as the common ~odal (D.S7-12-066, mimeo., p. 201). ~~ 
requirement was ignored: in this proceeding', perhaps because ELFIN 

. . / 
1.58 was supplanted by ELF~ 1.6. In any event,. we reiterate ~e 
requirement o:t abase. ease run, and we conclude that EinN 1.6 is 

best suiteil to serve as " common model ror Such7S/ 
vx:t. Revenue Reqgirement 

Because we have chang'ed. many of the determinations of the 
AJ.J's ruling, the revenue requirements that t£.e parties. calculated . 
using the ruling's assUlUptions will undoubte&.ly Chang-e. To, 
calculate a revenue requirement that is co:fsistent with the 
determinations we have made in this decision, the models will have 
to be ~ again. We will direct the parjiesto do. this, and we 
will set· out our conclusions in a suJ::)sequent decision. 

We expect so~e chang-es tor ~e initial calculations, but 
the estimates provid~d from the ALJ's/ruling should give a general 
idea of the level of the i:. :ease that is likely to result from 
this proceeding. DRA's final recomn/ended net revenue requirem.ent 
increase resulting :e~om. the Al:]'s ~ling was $56 .. 7 million. PG&E"s 

J 
corresponding recommendation was ~~s million. 

The models affect only (he ECAC and AER portions of the 
revenue requirement increase. DfA and PG&E aqree on the 
adjustlnents in the ERAM, DCAC, $ld CFA (Ex.73). We will defer our 
decision on all ,revenue cha:nqes/so that all revenue changes 
consi~ered .in this case (ECACj~' DCAC,. and CFA) can'be made at 
the same time. 

v.ID:. Reyenue AJ"loc;artion Md Ba3:e Design 

~ testimony pr~teil in the hearings on these issues 
focused on a potential revenhe requirement increase of about $60 
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," 

" 
million, consistent with th~ recommendations of OAAancll?J&:E' 
mentioned in the preceding section. ~bat testimony ha~en 
largely superseded by later developments. On oetober/4, 1988, PG&E 
and ORA filed a mot-ion for leave to. file a late-filed axhibit on. 
the topies of revenue allocation and rate deSiqn./The proposed: 
exhibit stated guidelines, to be applied to the ~te ehanges 
resulting not only trom this proceeding, but a~o from PG&E's 
attrition ease and the Diablo canyon settlem~t; if it is adopted. 
~he potential increase from the latter two ~ses amounts to- $420 

million, well beyond any increases contemplated in the hearings in 
this ease. I 

An 'ALJ's.. ruling of October 6, j-9SS,. requested comments on 
the motion and the proposed exhibit. Because we are still 

. / . th analyzing the cemments that were recel~ed In respense to e 
motion,. we will issue eu:r deeision o~lrevenue alloeatienand rate 

design at a later time.. . ~ . ' . 

IX.. binstat~ or the AER 

In 0.88-09-03& we tempo~arilY suspended the AER tor PC&E 
because of the delay in reaching fa decision in this ease and. 
because PG&E's system faced Subs~tiallY different circumstances 
from these centemplated when the AER was last revised. 

With the adoptien of ~ revised AER, which. will take place 
in a subsequent d.eeision, the Jl.ER should be reinstated. When . the 
revised AER rates take etfeet,/ PG&E should again be subject to. the . 
incentives' o~. ~e A'eR.'. We expect to have those rates in eftect on" 
January 1,. 1989. 
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x. Couents on the Proposed Draft 'Decision 

parties' are reminded that the scope of comments on the 
proposed decision are strictly limited by Rule 77.3 ot the 
Commission's Rules ot Practice and Procedure: 

*Comments shall focus on tactual, legal, or 
technical errors in the proposed decision and 
in citing such error shall make specific 
reterences to the record.. Comments which 
merely reargue positions taken in briefs will 
be accorded no weight and are not to be tile H 

In addition to comments allowed in the rules, parties who 
have sponsored the use of the ,variOUS models maY~l 0 4tt,4ch as an 
append1xthe resultsot the model runs using the sumptions 
adopted in the proposed. decision. the primary r sul ts wi,ll, be the 
revenue requirement and. the IER resulting from e model runs. 
Brief explanatory materials may also be atta ed. In addition, 
parties tiling these results should serve co 
papers on the other parties who have sponSOred models in this 
proceeding. 'Parties with primary interest! in the IER need not 
calculate a revenue requirement, although! such a calculation is 
strongly encouraged and will greatly aid/the Commission in its 
tinal decision, but these partiesshou include enough 
information, clearly identified,. to p it the calculation ot the 
revenue requirement. 

In addition, parties whose comments identify errors in 
the proposed decision that affect e revenue requirement or IER 
are encouraged to- calculate and sumni t the revenue requirement and 
IER. that result from the correetioi of those errors. Parties 
should not use this opportunity td repeat their, recommendations on 
revenue requirem,ent and IER that tlreadY appear, in th~ record' •. 

. to ensure : that the mod1ls are run on a consJ.st,ent' basJ.s, 
a workshop: on modeling the propo ed decision will ~e held on 
October 31,startinq at ),0 a.ln.. at the Commission's courtroom in 
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san Francisco, california. ';the assigned A'!.J will serve as a /' 
m.oderator. All parties who' intend to . submit the resul tso~odel 

runs should attend this workshop. / .. _' 
If the Commission adopts the proposed decision without • 

significant alteratio~, then the results ot the m.odeVruns attached. 
to the comments may be used by the Commission in a;r1ving at its 
final decision on revenue requirement and IER. Ho~ever, the 
Commission may change some of the important ass Iptions, which 
could require an Midi tiona1 run of the models. The intended date 
tor the decision on the topics discussed in t is decision is 
November 23, 198&. Parties sponsorinq mode should telephone the 
AL3 on the atternoon of November 23 for the! results of the 
Commission I s action. If the commission ~nges any of the , 
importantassu:mptions, a workshop will be held on' November 28 to 
clarify those changes so that the reSUlt's of the final model runs 
may De. arrived at, quickly. The time d location o'! that, workshop 
will, be set by the ALJ. 
l;lndings or Fact 

"1.' PG&E tiled A.SS-04-020 an A.8S-04-057 on April 7 and 21, 

1988. A.8.8-04-057 requested an inr' ease of $.129'.3 million to· 
PG&E's electric rates .on an annual zed. basis beginninq August 1, 
1988.. . 

2. PG&E's current ECAC proeeed.ing marks the beginning o~ the 
regular revision in its ECAC easel of key components in the 
calculation of prices paid. tor pJwer sold to the utility by QFs. 

3. It is, the Com:mission/~/ goal to, develop both a ut,ility's 
rates and QF prices on a consisJent basis. 

4. DRA"s econoluc, toreca~t reflects recent economic 
projections.' f 

. ,50. The June 1 ,snow surv~ was the lDost recent information on 
potential hydX-oelectric genera: ion available at the time ,ot> the 
hearing. 
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&. When PG&E's method underforecasted recent recorded sales, 
DRA developed independent methods that provided reasonable results. 

/ 

7.. The basis for 'I"ORN's recommended adjustment to 
agricultural sales for drough.t effects was uncle~ 

8. The drought will tend to increase sales to MID l'rID , and 
no party challenged the assumptions underlyt' ~'s re, commended 
adj ustment., 

9. SHOD's estimate o~ its sales to i s customer$ should be 
the best estimate of expected sales. ' / 

10. DRA develo,ped a reliable methi for estimating lost and 
unaccounted for power.. . 

11. Some of the Geysers geothermal units have been curtailed 
because ot insufficient steam in rec~t months. 

12. In their ,brief operating histories, the Diablo Canyon 
, I 

nuclear units havQ had-higher oper~tingcapacity factors and'longer 
refueling outages thanCOmparable,plants.. . 

13. A 12-week target refueling outage for nuclear plants-
, I 

allows two weeks tor contingencies. 
. I , 

14. The average second-cyc1e refueling outage in the nUclear 
industry is just under 12 weeks! 

15. When a plant is restJrted after refueling, power is 
gradually increased to full po~er over a period of two weeks. 

1&. Extensive moditicatlkns to and scrutiny of the' Rancho 
Seco plant should'result in a!hiqher capacity t'actor than 
experienced in the past. J 

17.. 'Onder the terms of an initiative adopted ~y SMC'O voters 
in June, if the monthly capadity factor of Rancho Seco falls below 

• t i . sot for tour COr.secut1ve months, t w1ll be shut down. 
I _ • _ 

~S:.. Shortages may cause shortfalls l.n PG&E's abl.ll.ty to 
, I 

obtain gas from the El Paso ,system during cold periods .. 
. 19 .. ,· Short:talls in deli~eries on the El Paso system. 'last· year 

averaged around. 10'3 MMcf/d • 
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20. op to 170 gWh i" available during ott-peak perL~ 
/ . 

the Western Systems Power Pool and. other Southwest souxx:es at ~S' 
mills,lkWh. These purchases may be bacJced. d.own. Up d 200 gWh may 
be purchased rrom the CPP',. and these purehases shoUtfd. be mad.e 
whenever PG&E's incremental heat rate reache~~~rsoo' Btu/kWh. 
Sales to CP~are forecasted, at 60 qWh at 24.4 mi~ls/kWh. 

, I 
21. Em.ergency power may be purchased. fro the CPP at 26,.7S 

mills,lkWh. 
22'. The price and ,aID.ount of purchases from. Sierra Pacific and: 

the Lewiston Powerhouse are und.isputed. 
23. Both PG&E's service territory and the Pacific Northwest 

have received. less rainfall than normal ;en recent years. 
24. Low precipitation in the Northwest will limit the 

.' availability of PG&E's economy ener9'Y/'UX'chases from the Northwest 
in 1988. . ' 

2S. The drought has reduced the supply of, and increased the 
demand fo~, low-cost economy enerqy.j As a result, prices' ot' 

economy energy from the Northwest will be higher than normal in 
a~. " / 

26. The average price of PG&f's. purehases from, the Northwest 
was 19.7S mills/kWh: in June,. 21.01 mills/kWh in July,. and 21.47 
mills/kWh through August ~7,. 19asl. 

,27. In July,. SPA made a prJliminary offer to- sell PG&E 
- , ' 

between 2ag qWh. and 298 qWh per .month from September to Oecel'!1ber 

1988 at 22 mills/kWh. "I . 
28:. Be Hydro's. territory l)as received normal rainfall in 

recent years. Be Hydro has recfolarly sold power to PG&E. , t· 
29. PG&E~s entitlement on the Pacific Intertie will increase 

from 1639 MW to'177S- MW on April 1,. l.989 .. 
r 

30. The chief resources displaced by purchases of Northwest , 
econolllY en~..r9'Y' are PG&E's fossil-fired. steam generation- units .. 
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~l_ WAPA estimates that its Northwest purchases d~~e 
, ' / 

torecast period" delivered to the Tracy pUlllpinq plant,' () 'be 
1,998.1gWh. 

3-2". In recent years, $MOD has made use of a 
AC line that NCPA and esc did. not use to purehas 
Northwest. 

33. Transmission constraints, reliabil' y requirements,. 
contractual requirements,. load following r~irements, and' other 
limitations can cause PG&E's tossil-tueledfgeneration units to be 
dispatched. at times when they would nOL~ dispatched on an -
economic basis. ' 

34., PG&E has identified area reJli~ility constraints in its 
East Bay, Hu.ml:>oldt Bay, and san Frandisco areas. In addition,. 
required protection ot striped ba1s requires some units to- :be 
dispatched. out of economic order. , 

35.. PG&E has the 'contractua rights to back down purchases 
from some other utilities and QF$, to· limit other utilities' , 
purchases from the Northwest, a~d to ltmit generation by some othe~ 
utilities. / 

36.. PG&E currently operaites its system in a way that meets 
the area reliability constrairits. 

37 .. PROMOO'sdefault ailoeation of minimum generation 
overallocates generation to #9ht and weekend periods .. 

38. ELFIN, derates a urit's capacity before committing it to' ' 
account for the plant's hirtorical forced outage rate .. 

39. Acceptingecono~ energy neither increases nor decreases 
PG&E's spinning reserve,requirement. 

I ' 
40. Transmission over the'AC and. DC lines incurs line losses 

of 4.5%, and transmissio over the DC line incurs an additional 
conversion loss of 4.5%. 

41.. Variable O&M c are not related' to ,changes intbe' cost 
of the :marginal. fuel but e related to- variation in the generation 
bytbe swing units. 
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42. Some O&K costs that the generation by QFs lows PG&E to· 
avoid vary over lllore than one year. I' , . 

43. When modelers use the same assumptions Mld consistent 
modeling conventions,. PROMOD, ELFIN 1.6-, ancl PRO~ yield nearly' 
the same results,. within the range of varial:>1e pertinent to- this 
ease. 
gmclusions or Lay . . 

1. The commission should adopt load;torecasts for the 
forecast year as follows: total PG&E sales of &7,236. gWh,. total 
area load of 9'1,.606 gWh, and total pl~q load of 91,803 gWh. 

. 2'. A reasonable estimate ot hYdr~lectric generation for the 
torecastyear is 21,007 gWh, inC1Uding;hYdrOe1ectric QFs. 
Reasonable costs are $3,767,000 tor PGtE's tacilities and 
$47',065,000 tor the irrigations di~¥cts' generation. 

3. It is reasonable for ~ore~st purposes to assume the 
curtaillllents of the Geysers geothe~l units because of . 
insufficient st~ will continue d~ing the forecast period at 
aQaut the same rate as was experidnced in the first five months of 
.. "'. f ~1S year. I 

4. Geothermal generation of 9734.8 qWh, based on a capacity 
factor of 8l.4%, Should be adopJed as a reasonable forecast tor 
PG&E's units. Reasonable 'estim~tes of the capacity of SMO'IVs units 
and NCPA/CCPA's units are 100% and 96.1%, betore scheduled 
lI1aintenance. 

5.. Use of a full cycle capacity factor tor nuclear plants is' 
a tairway to balanee mainten ce clone during refueling outages 

. I 
against reduced outages for scheduled lI1aintenance. 

. I 
6. For the· Diablo canyon nuclear units,. a full cycle 

capacity factor of 67% and a/12-week refueling outage for Unit Z 
shoul'd be adopted_ For a ~ical lS-month cycle,. this cycle 
capacity factor converts to./an operating capacity factor o·f. 79.1%. 
With a two-week :r:am~up. for1trnit 2',. generation of 13,088: qWh is a 
reasonable 'forecast • 
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7. PG&E's method for ealeulatingnuclear tuel costs should. 
be adopted. 

8·.. A 65% capacity ractor tor the RanCho Seco nuclear ......... ""' ...... 
during power ascension and. during operation should be 
the torecast. / 

9'. PG&E's approaches to estilnating expected gene.ra.tion trom 
wind QFs and hydroelectric QFs are reasonable. ;" 

10. PG&E's estimates ot generation by large ge;,Othermal," 
solar, and small QFs are reasonable,. as is the Sant~ Fe-PG&E 
stipulation or the proportions or tixed- and vari~Y priced small 
QFs. ~' 

11.' PG&E's. estimate of generation by thermal QFs, after 
certaiIi. corrections proposed by ORA, is reasonkle., 

.1 

12-. A torecast ot total generation by QFs of 11,679'.6gWh, as 
shown in Table 3-, Should be adopted.. / 

'13. No purchases from OWR should be Iorecasted. for 1988,. In' 
i' 

1989-, the price or purchases from OWR sbould be assumed to, be at 
the same price as purChases from the pacific Northwest. 

14.. The Solano- County wind turbin.i,s generation of 3.3- qWh 

should be included in the resource mix! but its cost should not be 
included in the revenue requirement i~ this'ease. 

, 15. 'the capacity price paid to!QFS for as-available capacity 
should remain at $42/kW/yr, until further order of the commission. , 
This fiqure should also-be used in \'forecasting PG&E's revenue 
requirement .. 

16.. 'I'he DRA-PG&E, stipulatio of gas prices,. as shown. in Table 
~, should be adopted. 

17. A reasonable fuel oil :I! ventory is 5.6 million barrels. , . 

18. Reasonable estimates ot the price of Northwest economy 
energy in 19S~ a:re 23 mills/kWh. ~n peak and 21 mills/kWh oft peak •. 

19:. It loS reason@le to assume that enQugh Northwest economy. 
ene%'9Ywill be available to tim. lOO%- ot PG&E's entitlement .on the' .. . ... I · .. 

/ I , 
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/ 

Pacific Intertie durinq on-peak periods and 50% of the entitlement', ~ , 
during ott-peak perioCts in 1988. / 

20. It is reasonable to assume that Northwest economy energy 
will be available up to 90% of PG&E's entitlell1ent on the paci;/e , 
Intertie at all times in 1989. ~ 

2l. It is reasonable to assu:me that the averaqe prise of 
economy energy trom the Northwest in 1989 will be 90% ofjPG&E'S 
average incrementaltossil-tired steam qeneration cost~ 

22'. A reasonable estimate of the maximum purch

7
ales o,f 

Northwest power by WAPA is 2,08-8 CJWh. 
23. It' is reasonable to assume that SMOO,. NePA, and esc, in 

co~ination, will tully use their allotted 200 'MYl/O<f capacity on 
the AC line to import Northwest power, except when minimum load 
conditions or the operation ot Rancho, sec~ re~res $MOD to 
back down its .purchases. Z 

24. A reasonable estimate of the cost of distillate oil is 
$23.53 per barrel and a reasonable distil17'e oil inventory :for 
co~ustion turbine use is 100,000 barrels. 

25. A reasonable estimate of the amount of generation 
l ' 

available from the Helms. pumped storaqe l?lant, because of upstream 
runoff and normal water manaqement is 341.5 gWh. 

26. '1'0 be use:fUl in this type of prOCeeding, a model must 
accurately retlect the actual operation ot the utility's system. 

27. Models should reflect the :mi~im.um generation requirements 
associated with the area reliability;' 'equire:ments identified, by 
PG&E. Minimum generation should not be allocated by default by 
PROMOP tor the East Bay" Coastal, 0 san Francisco- areas, but 
should be allocated' 62% tc> day t1:me

I
12% to n1ghtt:i.me, and Z8% to 

weekends. 
28. The backdown order iiste 'in Ex. 48 is reasonable and . 

should ,be toJ;lowedin the models. In addition, if' minimUlll load is 
sufficiently low, Rancho- Seco, and NCPA qeothermal should be backed 
down. 
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29. Modelers should correct for ELFIN's deratinq otcapacity 
~or ~orced outages in committing units to meet commitment targets • 

..30. In attelDptin9 to- :meet a commitment target, ELFIN modelers 
should cheek to, see that the model does not commit more than the 
needed resources and if necessary should choose a different target 
and repeat the process. 

31. The Helms pumped storage plant should be modeled to 
include generation from upstream runoff and. to allow for qe:nel:'a"t 
from off-peak and. weekend pumping, when such pumping is 
economically advantageous, when required tor reliability, o.r when 
n~ed~d to alleviate minimum load conditions. ;I , 

32. Line and conversion losses associated with tr~smis$ion 
over the AC and DC lines should be taken into- account when 

'. I ' 
determining whether purchases trom· the Northwest are/conomic,. but 
no adjustments should be made tor these losses in the determination 
of the IER or t~r'the calculation of the revenue rJquirement other 
than the L'CTAF amount. / 

33., Northwest purchases by NePA/CSe ShOUld/not vary between 
the QFs-in and QFs-out simulations, but modelers should allow for 

I 
reductions of Northwest purchases :by SMt.TD and W1U>A during minimum-
load periods, which.may vary between the QFr-nand QFs-out runs. " 

34., The annual average'CTEG rate should be use,d' throughout the_ 
calculation of the IER. . . 

35. The avoided O&M payment should be removed trom the 
calculation ot the IER and added as a sepJrate payment to, the base 
energy rates paid toQFs.. I 

36.. A reasonable :base estimate ot Ithe variable O&M cost that 
the contribution of QFs. allows PGStE to avoid is 1.8:2 mills/kWh~ 
This ba~e figure' should be adjusted too/reflect the proportion ot 
conventiOnal, fossil generation in PGfi£!S resource mix. Parties 
should calculate the O&M adder:by determining the amount ot 
conventional fossil generation added between the QFs-in and QFs-out 

, . J,. . 
runs_ This amount, should:be multiplied by 1.82' mill/kWh. The 

- . . 
I 
f 

• 
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3. PG&E shall present a study of the operations and 
lIIaintenanee eosts avoided by QFs' generation in its test year 1990 
general rate case. 

'rhis, order is effective today_ 
Dated , at San Franeiseo, california. 

i 
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product should ~ divided by the total generation of variably 
priced QFs (the. generation removed: in the QPs-out run) • 

37. PG&E sliould present a study of the O&M costs avoided by 

QFs' generation in its test year 1990 general rate case. 
38. standby units that can be restarted in a short time 

should be modeled to be available during the entire forecast period 
and may be dispatched in the QFs-out run. Substitute units--newly 
constructed plants or new contracts for purchases--should not be 
ass'Wlled to be in existence or available in the QFs-out run. 

'39. Parties should. be permitted to calculate an IER th«t 
assumes no qeneration from Rancho Seco. If Rancho· seco ishhut 
down during" the forecast period", this alternate IER Shoud' be' used 
in reviSing' the energy payments to, QFs. I', 

40,. 'rhe models should be rerun to refJ.ec:t the determinations 
of this decision. 

ORDER 

XT XS ORDERED that: 
1. The temporary suspension of PG&E's Annual Energy Rate 

(AER) authorized in D.88-09-036 shall be lif~d, and PG&E's AER 
shall be' reinstated at the time that the ra~s resulting from. this 
deeision beeome effective. / ' 

2'. The capacity price paid to qual~Ying facilities CQPs) 
for as-available eapacityshould ,remain ~ $42IkW/yr until further 
order of the Commission. 

, 
• I 

/ 
I 
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APPENDIX A 
Paqe 1 

~ist of Appearances 

/ 

Applicant: Roqer J. Peters, . , and Mark R .. 
HUffman, Attorneys at LaW, for pacific~s and Electric company. 

Interested Parties: Messrs. Lindsay, H~, Neil & Weiqler, by 
Michael Peter AWntar,. Attorney at jLaw, for Cogenerators o·f 
southern California and its individ.'6.al members: c. Hayden Ames,. 
Attorney at Law, tor Chickering' & ,Gregory: John K. Van d.e Kamp,. 
Attorney General, by Andrea Sheri:,dan Ordin, Michael J. 
Strulnwassel:', Mat» J. urban, Pete):," H. Kaufman, and Peter Van der 
Naillen, Deputy Attorneys Gener~l, for the Attorney General's 
Office, State of California: Messrs. Morrison & Foerster, by 
Jerry R. B1Q9m, Attorney at LaW, for California coqeneration 
Council: Messrs. Jackson, 'rUifts, Cole & .Black, by William B· 
Booth and Allan J. Thompson, Attorneys at Law, for California 
Larqe Enerqy Consumers Asso . ation; pavid B-. Btan~coml<, tor 
Henwood Enerqy Services, Ine.; Messrs. Mccrac,ken, Byers & 
Martin; by pavid J, Byer§, /Attorney at Law, and. Reed. V. schmidt, 
for california City countYJfstreet Light Assoeiation; thomas P . 
~, Attorney at Law, for Independent Power corpor~tion: 
Messrs. Brobeck, Phleger J& Harrison, by Gordon E. p~vi~, 
Attorney a:t Law, for california Manufacturers Association: 
Messrs •. Bid.dle & ~ltan, by Bichard L. Hamil~on and Terri A. 
De Mitchell, Attorneys at Law, for Western Mobilehome 
Association: Lawrens:e W. pe Simone, fo·r Energy Management 
Associates, Inc.: liichel pe;er Florio, Attorney at Law, for 
Toward Utility Rate N~alization ('I't1RN); Norman ;;r. Fu:Qlta, 
Attorney at Law ,Thomas Varqo, and sam' De Frawi,. for the 
Department of the NavY: ~teven ~ringer and Karen Mills, 
Attorneys at Law, for california Farm Bureau Federation7 Mich~el 
G.9lsien, Attorney at Law, for Redwood Alliance: ;Terry w. G~en, 
tor Resource Manasement International, Inc.: Law Office of 
Dian M. Grueneich, by Dian M. Grueneicn, Barry K. Epstein, and 
Matthew V. Brady, Attorneys at Law, for california Department o·f 
General Services: ~ssrs. Hanna & Morton, by pouglas K. Kerne;c, 
Attorney at Law, for Santa Fe Geothermal, Inc., Union Oil 
company of Califo~a, Freeport-McMoRan Resource Partners: 
~n p. QuinlE1"l, fpr cogeneration Service Bureau; Messrs. 
Armour, St. John, /Wilcox, Goodin & SCh.lotz, by :lames p. Sgyerj. f 
Attorney at Law, tor WOCAL;. Messrs. Downey, Brand, seymour & 
Rohwer, by Philipl A. S't;,Qhr and Deborah K. 'I'eltier, Attorneys at 
Law, for Industrial Users: Messrs .. Barakat,. Howard & Chamberlin, 
Inc., by Naney C,I'ThompsQD, for Barakat, Howard & Chamberlin7 
John Y.:i.ek1and,. Attorney at Law, for BART: Bobelj: B. 
weisepmilleJ;::, to.· Morse, Richard, Weisenmiller &.Assoeiates, 
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Inc.; Sara Rottman, Oeputy County Administrato~, for Contra 
Costa County; William B. ~reus and Jeffrey ¥- Nahaqian, for JBS 
Energy, Inc. anet 'l'ORN: Jan SIroltnv-Jon~s, At.lt'orney at Law, for 
Independent Energy Producers and california cogeneration 
Council: Bangolph L. Wu, Attorney at Law,/ for El Paso. Natural 
Gas COlnpany: Messrs. Lindsay, Hart, NeiJ/ & Weigler, by Frederick 
J. porex, Attorney at Law, for Midset cOgeneration Company, et 
al.: Ae l)irt M~nzie, Attorney at La.a;i, for california Energy 
Commission; I2~vid R. Clark, Attorney/at Law, and Lynn G. Van . 
Wagenen, for San Diego- Gas & Electrtc company: Graham & Jalnes, 
by Hichael p.. RYrst ancl Martin A. M'attes, Attorneys at LaW,. for 
Amerada Hess Co::poration: and ~ren Egs.9Jj. and )loseph G. Mever, 
for themselves.··· / 

Division of Ratepayer ~dvocates~reg~ ~. Johnson, Attorney at 
LD,w, !l<>q S. <:ottstel,n, and /: e • 
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estimate is a reasonable forecast of the generation 
units will produce during the forecast year. 

When we apply this operating capac' y factor t~the 
ratings of the Diablo, Canyon unitsc and take into account the l2-
week refueling outage we have adopted, the res ting predicted 
generation for the forecast period is 7,435 Unit 1 anQ 
5,799 gWh for Unit 2, for a total of 13,23 

However, a slight adjUstm~ must :be made to· these 
figures. PG&E testified without Challe~e that after refueling, 
the generation of a restarted unit islncreased to· full power 
grad~ally over two weeks.Tnis ramp~p reduces the total 
generation slightly, :by apprOXimat~ 146 gWh err. 15:l529; EX~SO~). 
Although the full cycle capacity ~ctors we have relied on would 
ordinarily take this ramp-up· inti account, the first cycle is 
measured from co:m:mercial operation date and :begins with the 
capability to op~rate at fUllfower. Because of our reliance on 
the full cycle capacity factors from the first cycles, it is 

. I 
appropriate to account for ~e ramp-up in the generation expected 
from Unit 2, which will :be/refueled during the forecast period. 
Accordingly we will subtri.ct l46 gWh from the expected generation'\ 
of Unit 2, for a total ol:e 5,653 g'Wh from Unit 2 and 13,OSS qWh from 
both units. . / . 

We note that the actual g'eneration during the 
I 

reasonableness period. of Februar,r l, 19S7 through January 31, 19S8, 
, I 

which i~cluded. the first refueling of Unit 2, totaled,S,607gWh for 
Unit 1 and. S,7S5- gWh for unit 2,. a total of l4,362 g'Wh (Tr. 

J • " • 12:1197-119S). Even after taking- l.nto account the extraord.l.nary 
operating capaci~ factor achieved :by Unit 1 during' 19S7, we 
believe that our! adopted forecast of 'generation is reasonab,le. 

I • 

rhe 67% full cycle capacity factor that underlies 
our estilnates is considerably hig'her'than the capacity factor of 
about sst tha-ti. is the basis for the settlement in the Diablo- canyon 
case (A~S4-0'-014, A.SS-OS-OZS). However, the capacity' factor: used 
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in this case is the fo:eeasted perfo~ce for only ~r. '~e 
Diablo Canyon settlement covers the full life of ~e plant~ rougnly 
30 years. In addition, the particular year CJ:overe.~ by our forecast 
occurs early in the plant's life~ wnen higner c pacity tactors are 
t';iPical and. expected. Thus, we see no- contra iction between our 
forecast in this case and the, settlement i~/fhe Diablo canyon .case. 

b. ~£l.§.4r· Fuel S:ost / 
. PG&E' s me,thod. for calculating;tne nuclear fuel revenue 
requirement was uncontested and will ~ adopted. 'rne estimates in 

. the record.' suggest that the nuclear fuel revenue requirement 
associated with our adopted level od:generation :from the Diablo 
canyon plant will be about $lOOm~lion. (See EX. 1, p. 5-13" 

Ex. 62.) '/ 
2'. Rancho ~o 

, SMOD voters on June 7' 1988, approved a ballot measure 
that peBits Rancho Seco to operate tor an l8-month tuel cycle .. 
PG&E's original estimate was adopted with certain modifications 
proposed by santa Fe in the August S ALJ ruling,. and most parties 
now support that estimate. 

We believe that the estimate of generation trom the 
August S ruling is reaso~able. That estimate assumes that the 
plant will operate at a /65% operating capacity factor during power 
ascension and after !ul~ power is achieved. Full power is assumed 

f 

to be reached in November 1988. The 65% operating capacity factor 
converts to- a cycle ~pacity factor of 5-3.6%.,. whichapproxilnates 
the historic cycle ~pacity factor of 52.8%" tor nuclear plants of 
similar design (Ex.! S) • ' ' . 

CCC con~Jlnues to argue tor a 4l% capacity factor based on 
historical performance ot the plant. However, the plant has 
undergone extensive modifications under intensive scrutiny by the 
Nuclear Regulato~Commission since that historic record was 
established, 

, 
/ 

C1 :bette~ perfonnanee may. reasonably 'be expected as a 
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permit 9X"eater levels of economic dispatch by the model~ have 
no w~y of telling Whether the way PG&E operates its syttem' is in 
!~ct the- most efficient way, although we hope we hav; created 
incentives to promote eft'iciency. The lack of injt:nnation also
prevents PG&E from receivinq the benefit of the;tnstructional 
aspects of at least some of the models; with better information, 
some of the models may be able to. suggest alt.e'rnative,. more 
efficient ways to maneuver around the area ~mitations. 

I -
For tbesereasons,. we will direot PG&E in its next ECAC 

application to includ.e a detailed descri)ftion of the reasons for 
the area reliability requirements and &ldetailed justification for 
the minimum generation requirements a~ociated with these 
constraints. ~ 

Having concluded that theimodels should satisfy the area 
reliability requirements,. we are ~ot persuaded that PG&E's approa~ 
is the only way to meet those re&uirements. As we have stated,. 

I ' 
PC«E has presented. little information on the specific requirements 
that require special provisio£ in the models. Since the minimum 
generation requirements seem/to subsume the must-run desiqnations, 
it is not clear that models" must necessarily include both 
limitations to lDeet the co'nstraints successtully. In light of the 
hazy record in this are~ we will not require modelers to, specify 
the must-run units in t,he, manner proposed by PG&E. For the 
Coastal, East Bay, ancl san Francisco areas, modelers will have the 
option of satiSfYinq~e area reliability requirements in another 
way, ana may use o~er ~eatures of their mooels to satisfy these 
requirements. The/reliability requirements for the striped bass 
run, and· for the ~ldt Bay area have been justified, and modelers 
should reflect these constraints in their runs. ~ 

unfo~telY, the record leaves us with little basis for 
aetermining1/l therthe models have satisfied the area reliability 
requirements. We will allow modelers to lDeet the area relia))ility 
requiremen by meeting the minimum qenerationrequirements,which 
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